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viii Preface 

One of the consequences of taking design seriously as a field of political 

action has been to evolve a practice that refuses to locate it in a single design 

discipline- this means, for instance, working across visual communication, 

industrial design, architecture and urban design. Another consequence has 

been to dispose such a hybridized practice to the service of the sustainment 

of viable futures before subordinating it to the requirements of clients. 

There is a third consequence: striving to broaden the scope of what actually 

becomes recognized as design means that who actually becomes recognized 

as a designer is itself extended. 

The perspective that I have adopted in the book is that there is �lnother 

position between claiming that: (1) aJI human beings arc designers (the ability 

to prefigure being de facto one of the characteristics that defines the nature 

of being human) and (2) some human beings develop their ability to design, 

make it elemental to their identity and in many cases earn their living so 

doing. What this intermediate position (3) acknowledges is that designing is 

an intrinsic component of numerous practices and/or a very wide range of 

practitioners: artists design, plumbers design, farmers design, foresters design, 

gardeners design, bricklayers design, structural engineers design- and so on. 

Now the point of this obsen•ation (besides serving the general objective of the 

entire book, which is to expand how design is understood and practised and 

what it is mobilized for and against) is to say that whenever an appeal is made 

to the reader as a designer, it is based on the notion of the reader as equally 

(1) the designer (the 'I' that calls itself a designer) and (2) anyone for whom 

design is, or becomes known as, an important intrinsic object of their practice 

conceptually or practically. 

Strategically, this appeal to a wider community of designer-readers is part of 

the larger ambition of the boolt- to have the importance of design understood 

by more thinl{ers, disciplines and practitioners. Currently, the various forms 

of design studies and research do not do a good job of demonstrating the 

ever-increasing importance of design as directive of the material artificial and 

denaturalized worlds we inhabit and their futures. The enormous power of 

design for good and bad has to be brought out of the shadows. 



Preface ix 

Having said a little about how the reader of this book can be understood, 
there is something to note about how the book has been structured typographic
ally to assist its reading. The main argument of the book appears in a serif 
book typeface; all materia.! that puts forward methodological suggestions 
is italicized in the same face; and all case studies are presented in a sans 
serif typeface. The aim in making these distinctions is to assist a continuous 
reading of the text, but with the reader always knowing what element of it 
they are reading. 

This book stands on much of what I have learned from my previous 
writing and from projects like the online journals Design Philosophy Papers 

and Design Philosophy Politics, which do not just attempt to lift the level of 
writing on design but also seek to invite writers from other interests into the 
field. Equally it points to further projects. 

It has benefited from the support and solidarity of colleagues and friends, 
not least Eli Blevis, John Calvelli, Drea Howenstein, Frances Whitehead, Keith 
Armstrong, Jim Gall and Jason Grant. The contribution in time, mind and 
spirit of my partner Anne-Marie Willis has been immeasurable. I also want 
to acknowledge my friend of many years, Franl< Lowe. Frank died while the 
book was being written. lie was a Chinese New Zealander, an architect and 
publisher who, remarkably, over the years encouraged me to write scores of 
articles for his print and web publications on whatever topic I chose. In his 
humottr, generosity and unstinting enthusiasm for his causes and mine, he 
was a chiin tzu (an exemplary person). 

Tony Fry 





Introduction 

Collectively, across all our differences, we human beings have reached a crit
ical moment in our existence. It has always been recognized that individuals, 
communities, races and even nations can b e  fated or made to disappear but 
we are now at a point when it can no longer be assumed that we, en masse, 
have a future. If we do, it can only be by design against the still accelerating 
defuturing condition of unsustainability (which is the essence of any material 
condition of tmsustainability as it acts to take futures away from ourselves 
and other living species). We human beings unwittingly have created this 
condition through the consequences of our anthropocentric mode of worldly 
habitation, which has been amplified by the kinds of technologies we have 
created and our sheer numbers. Effectively, what we have done, as a result of 
the perspectival limitations of our human centredness, is to treat the planet 
simply as an infinite resource at our disposal. 

When we were small in number and our technological means of appropri

ating resources were very limited, the impacts of our actions were low. But 

now we are numbered in billions, have extractive and materials processing 
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technologies of absolutely enormous capacity coupled with an economy 
with an insatiable appetite, we are confronting our nemesis - a defuturing 
condition of unsustainability. For all the celebration of human intelligence, 
the culture of Western rationalism that came into global dominance totally 
failed to comprehend and respond to the innate and subsequently amplified 
propensity of human centredness toward being unsustainable. 

Even now, in our collective moment of criticality, a moment in which 
damage to the planet's climatic and ecological systems is still increasing and 
exposing life as we know it to growing dangers, our species' auto-destntctive 
mode of being is neither fundamentally recognized nor redirectively engaged. 
Myopically, the guiding forces of the status quo continue to sacrifice the 
future to sustain the excesses of the present. In the face of this situation, the 
possibility of another l{ind of future begs to be articulated, as does the way 
to bring it into being by design. 'l\vo immediate questions follow. How is the 
future being understood? And what is meant by design? 

The future is not presented here as an objective reality independent of our 
existence, but rather, and anthropocentrically, as what divides 'now' from 
our tlnitude.l In otl1cr words, we exist in the medium of time as finite beings 
(individually and as a species) in a finite world; how long we now exist- the 
event of our being- is determined by either an une.xpected cataclysmic event 
(like our planet being hit by a massive meteorite) or by our finding ways to 
curb our currently autodestntctive, world-destroying nature and conduct. 

Design, in tl1e first instance, has to be understood anthropologically. It 
names our ability to prefigure what we create before the act of creation, and as 
such, it defines one of the fundamental characteristics that mal1.e us human. 
As has been said by many people in many ways - 'we all design'. However, 
this innate capability became objectifi.ed and was turned into a consciously 
formed and mobilized practice to which technical and operational definitions 
have become applied (by 'the design community'). Generally, professional 
and quasi-academic definitions of design obstruct it being widely recognized 

as something of vital importance to each and every one of us. Such definitions 
of design are usually territorial, instrumentally narrow, extremely reductive, 
or frec-floatingly abstract. So said, this book speaks to two constituencies. 
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It says to the design community 'forget design as a territory and practice 
that can be Laid claim to (the drive of professionalization), stop talking to 
yourselves (the internal dialogue of design events), give up on repackaging 
design within design (codesign) and start talking to other people, other dis
ciplines; broaden your gaze (beyond the design process, design objects and 
design's current economic positioning), engage the complexity of design as a 
world-shaping force and help explain it as such.' 

To people at large the book says 'irrespective of how you currently think 
and feel about design, you need to measure your own understanding against 
what follows and the fact of design's continually growing import.ance as a 
decisive factor in our future having a future. Nature alone cannot sustain us: 
we are too many, we have done too much ecological damage, and we have 
become too dependent upon the artificial worlds that we have designed, fab
ricated and occupied.' 

Design - the designer and designed objects, images, systems and things 
- shapes the form, operation, appearance and perceptions of the material 
world we occupy. Design, as an anthro-directive, profoundly secular and omni
potent practice, has displaced the 'invisible hand of God'. While unequivocally 
bonded to a human-initiated act, design takes on a determinate life of its 
own - designed things go on designing (be they designed to do so or not). 
Yet most designers have so far failed to recognize, or tal{e responsibility for 
this ftmdamental quality of design. This means that they have not been in 
a position to grasp the ethical implications and issues of designing and the 
designed. Of course this failure is mostly structural rather than individual. 
Design ethics is massively underdeveloped and even in its crudest forms 
remains marginal within design education. 

Giving recognition to the proposition that we only have a future by design 
obviously takes us to the question 'how can a future actually be secured 
by design?' This book aims to begin answering this question. It is vital to 
understand that this is not a question with a straightforward instrumental 
answer. It is not a 'how to' question - we are not talking about an activity 
than can be based on a set of procedures - it is not akin to learning how to 
grow mushrooms, build a boat, create a website or constmct a hang glider. 
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Answering the 'design futuring' question actually requires having a clear sense 
of what design needs to be mobilized for or against. Even more significantly, it 
means changing our thinking, then how and what we design. Equally, it also 
requires understanding that the 'dialectic of sustainment' is another basic 
feature of being human. Whenever we bring something into being we also 
destroy something - the omelette at the cost of the egg, the table at the cost 

of the tree, through to fossil fuel generated energy a t  the cost of the planet's 
atmosphere.2 

This relation between creation and destruction is not a problem when a 
resource is renewable, but it's a disaster when it is not. Currently, the planet's 
renewable resources are being used up at a rate 25 per cent faster than they 
can be renewed, and the ecological human footprint (averaged over the 
global population) has tripled since 1961.3 Such observations clearly provide 
a perspective on emissions that are increasing �obal warming and thus 
speeding climate change. While the media focus is dominantly on changes 
of temperatures, weather patterns, the rate at which polar ice shelves are 
melting and so forth, the actual damage being done to biodiversity, human 
settlement patterns, agricultural systems, human health and so on go by 
massively underaddressed. Destructive economic expansionism also puts 
into historical context the ever increasing rate at which population growth 
and industrialization outstrip the meelt emissions reduction efforts - the 
now oft-cited indicator of this being that in 2007 China was building two 
coal-fired power stations per week to meet its energy demand. However, as a 
'worl�shop of a globalized system' wherein much of the industrial production 
of 'postindustrial' nations occurs, viewing the nation purely in nationalist 
terms is misplaced. 

Thinking the Moment 

The 'state of the world' and the state of design need to be brought together. 
While the destruction of the planet's natural environments comes from 

many quarters, it is climate change that has most dramatically and recently 
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entered public consciousness. Yet there are two major factors associated with 
this problem that mostly go unrecognized. The fust is that even if solutions 

were to arrive immediately (a very unlikely prospect) the problem is going 
to be around for a long time as some greenhouse gases have an atmospheric 

life of well over 200 years. And the second is that there is no real sense of 
how bad things will get, or where the actual 'tipping point' into climate chaos 
is - climate chaos combines high levels of unpredictable climatic behaviour 
with, correspondingly, the end of predictable weather patterns. The nature 

of the climate moves ever more into the domain of the unknown, rendering 
historical climate data increasingly redundant. Certainly, rising temperatures 

are already making life harder for vast numbers of people, especially in Mrica. 

As overall emissions levels continue to rise this situation will worsen in many 

parts of the world. The rate at which polar ice is melting indicates that sea 
levels are rising much faster than was initially expected. Even if the levels 

only rise by half the 7 metres expected by the end of the century, there will 

still be an enormous amount of suffering. A rise of just 1 metre will have 
a large impact on many Pacific islands, while a rise of 1-1.5 metres would 
result in Bangladesh losing 40 per cent of its land mass, displacing between 
60 and 80 million people. It is against this backdrop that the World Bank, the 
International Red Cross and a diverse range of experts are talldng about 500-
750 million plus environmental refugees by 2100. The figure may be more or 
less; either way global population redistribution on an unprecedented scale 
is almost certain. Rather than numbers of people moving as a steady stream 
over time, the more likely occurrence will be in waves as major climatic 
events happen. 

Undoubtedly, there is a huge gap between urgently needed action and 
the current and imminent availability of the means to create, globally, the 
political, social and economic changes that would enable humanity and all it 
depends upon to be sustained. There are technological challenges, but more 
significant is the challenge of creating the will and means to mobilize appro
priate technologies at the scale needed to make a real difference. Moreover, 
the problems of climate change and unsustainability more generally, are 
amplified by other factors. Not least the drift of the world's population toward 
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the expected peak of between 9 billion and 11 biiUon and the prospect of 

escalating conflicts over natural resources - which will inevitably add to 

already considerable global tensions. The scale of these problems, as will be 

seen later, is of a magnitude that they cannot be accommodated within the 

existing global order - which is itself part of the problem. 

To name and face the situation as briefly outlined is not 'doomsaying' but 

realism. Problems cannot be solved unless they are confronted and if they are 
to be solved it will not be by chance but, as said, by design. We human beings 

must recognize that we are now on the cusp of one of the most dramatic 

changes in our mode of earthly habitation. Against this backdrop, 'design 

futuring' has to confront two tasks: slowing the rate of defuturing (because, as 
indicated, for us humans the problem adds up to the diminution of the finite 

time of our collective and total existence) and redirecting us towards far more 

sustainable modes of planetary habitation. 

As chaJ1ge has to be by design rather than chance, design has to be in the 

front-line of transfonnative action. But for design to be able to perform this 

role, the sum of all design practices, including architecture, themselves have 

to be redesigned. A brief sketch of the 'state of design practice' will make this 

need for change clear. 
First let's consider the deregulated pluralization of design activity- which 

is currently being called 'design democracy' by some. This is being driven 

by a growing mass of free or cheap design software, which is increasingly 

allowing anyone to practise as a designer although often only at a superficial 

level.4 I t  is possible, for example, to acquire software that, after keying in base 

data (for things like a wine bottle label, a floor plan for an apartment, a book 

jacket, a fabric pattern or a business card), will run hundreds, thousands 
or even tens of thousands of variations. Thereafter, the user simply makes 

their selection. Commercially, this activity tal�es design decisions away from 

designers and gives them to design (or even marketing) managers. Another 

problem here is not simply that more people are 'designing' but that design 

becomes increasingly trivialized and reduced to appearance and 'style'. This 

trend is not new. Architecture and product design have drifted in this direction 

now for many decades. What this trend does is to render invisible more and 
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more of the designing of the materiality or operability of things, this through 
the designing of engineers, software designers or materials scientists. So while 
design actually embraces the totality of what something is and does it gets 
seen to be purely appearance and performance. Design thus not only gets 
materially 'gutted' but actually acts to conceal the material nature of objects. 
Graphic design, interior design and fashion design all, of course, have a much 
longer history of being held in this grip of style. 

Second, and even more significant, is design's complicity in adding to 
the rapidly increasing impetus of the forces of unsustainability. Certainly, 
since the 1990s, various fom1s of 'sustainable design' have arrived in most 
industrialized economies but for all the rhetoric, organizations, policy and 
examples advancing 'sustainable design', the actual and enormous changes 
required to establish the 'sustain-ability' of the artefactual world we create, use 
and occupy has hardly begun. Currently, the challenges of sustain-ability ever 
increase. It should be noted that the word 'sustain-ability' is used throughout 
this book in preference to the term 'sustainability', which is widely used, with 
various connotations, across a number of disciplines. 'Sustain-ability' aims to 
suggest a more materially grow1ded objective and agency. 

Once the growing forces of 'design democracy' and unsustainability con
verge, design, as it has been known to date will be terminal. This view is held to 
be true by a growing consensus of people occupying a wide range of positions 
across the design professions, the academy and the corporate sector. In this 
situation, design either goes on becoming trivialized, technocratic, invisible 
and elemental to the unsustainable, or it becomes a pathfinding means to 
sustain action countering the unsustainable while also creating far more 
viable futures. This possibility for design as a practice and objectified agency 
is exactly what Design Futuring sets out to examine, elaborate and promote. 
In doing this, the aim is to contribute to building a new design intelligence 
(which is absolutely nothing to do with 'intelligent design'). Before saying 
more on this topic, another distinction has to be made, this between 'design 
democracy' and 'democratic design'. 

Democratic design has both a claimed history and imminent potential. 
Its past goes back to the late nineteenth-century democratic ambitions of 
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anarchism centred on the writings of Peter Kropotltin, much of whose agenda 
looks like it was created last week rather than more than 120 years ago.5 
Kropotkin wanted: to restore the quality of the natural environment after 
the ravages of industrial development; the production of far more durable 
artefacts; a focus on the development of community; the devolution of 
government; the overcoming of alienated Labour and the development of the 
practice of apprenticeships. Over time, his ideas have resonated and filtered 
through various practices, especially architecture, landscape architecture 
and planning. They influenced the radical geography and 'land for the people' 
movements; in the 1940s, they are echoed i n  writings on participatory 
planning by thinkers Like Julian Huxley (who incidentally fow1ded the World 
Wildlife Fund); they have traces in lan Mcllarg's influentialDesignwithNatttre 
(1967) as well as with contemporary works like Randolph llester's Design 

for Ecological Democracy (2006). The basic premise that 'the people' should 
have much greater power in deciding the form of the environments in which 
they wish to live, and that this way of life should enhance the environment 
in general is the connecting thread. But history tells us that the realization of 
this ideal is problematic. 

The Tennessee Valley Authority's (TVA) 1ew Deal project of the 1930s was 
not just a vast hydroelectric energy generation project but also the largest 
regional planning project that had ever been. In writing on the project, 
and addressing the issue of 'planning and the people', Julian Huxley made 
reference to another federal organization, the Pacific North-West Regional 
Planning Commjssion, which aimed to take the TVA tol•en participatory 
planning activities further.6 To do tills they set up a substantial publication 
and educational worl\Shop programme. This action recognized a fundan1entaJ 
and still absolutely relevant point about democratic design and democracy 
in general - good decisions require the people making them to be critically 
informed. 

Democratic design is of immense importance but its potential is obstructed 
by problems that have to be surmounted. First are those that cluster around 
democracy itself. Democracy is a plural and contradictory political concept 
over which, a.c; we shall see in more detaU Later in the book, critical debate 
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is increasingly gathering.7 While mainstream political rhecoric evokes dem
ocracy as a coherent political ideology, the reality is that its forms are contested 
and many of its presented appearances illusory. There can be no simple 
appeal to democratic process by either the 'managers' of participatory forms 
of design decision making or by participants themselves. What is actually 
required is a clearly defined model and means to induce people to function 
within it. To date, civil society has been taken as a prerequisite for modem 
democratic process. To date, the freedoms that democratic subjects enjoy 
have rested on the rule of law that this form of society administers. But now 
we are moving into an era where maintaining freedom wiU become indivisible 
from establishing those delimitations needed to establish sustain-ability. 
Without sustain-ability neither we nor freedom have a future. 

The implication of these observations for democratic design is quite simply 
that in addition to the form of democracy needing to be specified and op
erationally structured, design practice itself has to be remade to become an 
agency of sustain-ability. lt follows, for the reasons given, that unreconstructed 
forms of design and democracy cannot be bonded together to become an 
effective agent of change. Bringing design and ecology together does not solve 
the problem either. These views are the obverse of Randy Ilester's argument 
in his Design for Ecological Democmcy.s Rester considers that simply by 
bringing democracy and ecology to design, it and its agency will be trans
formed. This is not the case, and not only for the reasons already stated. 

The binary relations of politics/democracy- ecology/nature come weighted 
down with the baggage of modernity, epitomized by the profound influence of 
Thomas Hobbes on the development of modern political theory. For Hobbes, 
nature was what politics had to overcome and perpetually hold in check. 
In this respect, nature was the ever-present ground upon which politics 
depended. This relation travelled in time. In one sense this can be seen as 
civil society and civilization in part existing to maintain the divide between 
civilized human beings and animality; in another sense, it can be seen as the 
history of politically enabling the continual appropriation of natural resources 
as an economic and national sovereign right. 
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The present contradictions of political institutions straddling economic 
and ecological notions of 'sustainability' (most overtly expressed via 'sustain
able development') are inescapably refracted through this history. 

There are two further issues to acknowledge. The first is that design and 
the ecological have to break free of a biocentric configuration- sustain-ability 
depends on ecologics of the artificial, mind and image as well as the natural. 
And second, democratic design as it is currently understood, depends to a 
large degree, on socio-political orders in which democracy has currency. This 
means its ability to become adopted outside such regimes is, if not impossible, 
certainly questionable. 

In contrast to trying to work in the domains of democratic design and 
'sustainability' while ignoring or just glossing over the problems of a dysfunc
tional binary, there are other options. For instance, I sa be !la Stengers elegantly 
elaborates the notion of political ecology 'as a politicization of "positive" 
knowledge-related issues or practice concerning things•.9 

This is an abstracted echo of the l{ind of arguments that this book turns on 

- which is the remal<ing of design as a key force of redirection toward sustain
ability in order to move from 'sustainable development' (and all it stands on) 
to the 'development of the Sustainmcnt'. 

On Redirection 

The duo that powers this move is design redirected to become a redirectivc 
practice. What this actually adds up to is taking back the power of design and 
reorienting it. It is not consensual, it is participatory, but not in a popularist 
sense, and it is political, although on the basis of a common cause rather than 
a political ideology, and it is an alternative to those forms of action that travel 
under the banner of democratic design. By its very character, redirective 
practice can never be universal or theoretically generalized- it can only ever 
be situated and circumstantially reactive. 

Almost in a martial arts sense, some forms of redirection need to be viewed 
as deflective rather than confrontational. In this respect, and at the most 
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general, it can take the energy from the exjsting momentum of a particular 
force and bring it to a means of change. But equally redirection is a process of 

establishing new signposting systems that first indicate the error of following 

those existing pathways of thought and action as they serve to defuture all that 

is vital for viable futures (at both the level of mind or matter). And second, 

such systems point to new forms of knowledge and action that have sustain
ability. 

Redirection, of course, always has to go to the actor and the acted upon. 

It certainly cannot simply rest upon those overplayed and vague notions of 

'attitudinal change' posited with individuals that are so often evoked by idealist 
reformers. Such a notion of change implies an inflated faith in the ability of 

the will of these individuals to alter the nature of cultural, economic and 

institutional stntctures. Rather, redirection requires an ontological shift in the 

mode of being of the actor. The value of what one knows and does may have 

to be fundamentaJly altered. So, for instance, a great deal of knowledge that 

historically has been acquired as the corpus of the discipline underpinning a 

profession, and the manner of its deployment, could well need to be discarded 

and replaced in order for any real ability of the 'remade professional' to drive 

affirmative change. By implication this means that the being of professional 

identity and conduct is radically and structurally changed. 

The issues flowing from these remarks will of course be elaborated as the 

content of the book unfolds. 

On Design lntelligence10 

Design intelligence (not to be confused with 'intelligent design') is one of those 

terms bandied about at certain kinds of design events, with the assumption of 

a common understanding. Not only does this assumption invite contestation, 

but, importantly, the very notion actually begs elaboration and exposition. 

To understand design in its full complexity actually requires recognizing an 

intelligence, which is neither constituted within the modes of cogmtion of the 

sciences nor the liberal arts, this notwithstanding the efforts of design science 
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or cultural theory. Currently, this intelligence can only be claimed to exist, 
and be capable of being communicated, in very underdeveloped forms that 
centre on starting to recognize the act of prefiguration and the independent 
agency of 'things' in the world that have been prefigured. In this respect, it 
is an exploration of how things come into being and act beyond their mere 
function as material or immaterial objects. 

Rather than illuminating fundamental questions about design, human 
beings and the making and unmaking worlds, most design theory has a very 
narrow, reductive focus. It is dominated by focus upon the act of designing by 
designers and what they design, thereby folding into how design is currently 
economically and culturally positioned. But another kind of design theory is 
needed, one able to deal with human beings making ever greater demands on 
the environments of their dependence. As damage to the planet's ecological 
systems - triggered by human actions - continually increases, there is a 
pressing need for the way we human beings live, act and engage the world 
around us, to change. Such change is characterized by the notion of the 
development of an age and process of the Sustainment as the basis of our 
redirected, but plural, future. Essential for the creation of this possibility is 
design remade with sustain-ability, but in order for this to happen design 
intelligence needs to be developed. 

The realization of design intelligence would mean that having the ability 
to read the qualities of the form and content of the designed environment in 
which one exists, would be a mode of literacy acquired by every educated 
person. In increasingly more unsustainable worlds, design intelligence would 
deliver the means to make cmciaJ judgements about actions that could 
increase or decrease futuring potential. Just as alpha-numeric literacy became 
an essential requirement for individuals wishing to function in the modern 
world, so now in the present epoch design intelligence will need to become a 
life skill. Its potential is the provision of an ecology of mind able to provide a 
way of reading, knowing and informing actions in the world of unsettlement 
that unsustainability is sending us. Adapting to coming conditions will be 
as a much a mental as a physical imperative. Design intelligence could and 
should inform all education and practice, leading it away from content that 
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inducts learners into unsustainable ways of thinlting and acting. To grasp its 
importance is to recognize that design intelligence needs to be elemental to 
education in general. Rather than it being, as with environmental education, 
a slot in the curriculum, it would need to be structurally integral to almost 

everything in it. Obviously, this approach would clearly cut across the 

current way design is thought, not least in relation to practice, production, 
consumption and environment. 

Although directive of every kind of design activity, from informing a sense 
of what needs to be designed, to the act of designing, the nature of the design 
object, and then on to consequences of its actions in the world (immediately 

and over a considerable expanse of time), design intelligence has to occupy 

a larger frame. It has, in fact, to fold into intelligence per se. What it names 

is thinlting about design-in-action in both the worlds that exist and the 
worlds that have to be brought into being if we humans are to have more 

than just a very limited future. Design intelligence would not be created out 
of a void - besides drawing on the prefigurative disposition that all human 
beings share by degree, it can build on sediments of lmowledge which already 

exist, as we shall see in a moment. At the same time, its creation is a huge 

project demanding the efforts of many minds over an expanse of time. Design 
Fucuring aspires to be both a contribution and spttr to this project. 

Registering the Archaeology of the Idea 

Proto forms of design intelligence have been implicit in craft practices well 
before design was constituted as a discourse. This is evident across all cultures. 

Certainly, in the West, design intelligence was evident from the rise of the first 

machine age in the eighteenth century. By the early nineteenth century the 
ability to identify and resolve design problems within a practice had become 
a highly refined tacit lmowledge - the performance and appearance of Henry 
Maudsley's machine tools are prime examples of this attaitunent. The emergence 
of a design literature was all about 'capturing' this intelligence.n Yet none of the 
contributors to this body of knowledge developed a comprehensive theory of 
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design as a particular sphere of intelligence. Limited horizons equally applied 
to the arrival of the 'design research and design methods' agenda in the 1960s. 
The development of architectural science as a specific subdiscipline during 
this period was also equally circumscribed. By the 1980s, with the increasing 
profile of artificial intelligence (AI) the actual language and clajm of design 
intelligence gained a particular flavour and impetus - it was characterized 
as a subset of Al. The modelling of design problems, design solutions, design 
experience and creativity all became objects for the application of 'intelligent 
systems' to create and deliver 'design tools' (now found in the space of 'design 
democracy'). 

History frequently repeats itself in tragic ways. Just as modern design 
knowledge/practice was largely a product of the appropriation of what was 
tacit in pre- and proto-industrial crafts, so now 'advanced' technology is enab
ling the appropriation of knowledge embedded in contemporary design skills. 
Examples include: rapid prototyping in industrial design; rendering programs 
in architecture; photographic retouching programs in graphic design and 
fashion to the full-blown design 'democratic' software. 

Against this backdrop, design intelligence has to be reclaimed as a mind 
able to speak the power of design disclosed. This means having the ability to 
break through the contextually delimited ways that prevent the actual agency 
and world-shaping character of design being seen and understood. In turn, 
this means displacing the 'design community' tendency to reduce design to 
the process, product and expression of a professional practice; the media's 
reduction of it to an aesthetic form; the art-world's comprehension of it via 
aesthetically inflected perceptions; and the predisposition of science and 
technology to view design as the specification and expression of organizational 
or material forms. 

The Bool< 

Design Futuring places design in a political frame wherein it is remade in 
order to become the force for change that it needs to be. Unlike modernist 
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design utopianism the presented focus of change is upon the processes of 
redirection rather than of form. What is put fonvard offers no vision of 'a 

brave new world' but rather design as a 'redirective practice' able to take the 
diversity of humanity away from deepening the disaster of unsustainability 

toward the futuring character of sustain-ability. Central to the task adopted 
by Design Futuring is adding to and mobilizing, design intelligence. It does 
this in three ways. First in Part I by changing how design practice is under

stood, developed and deployed. Next, in Part 11, strategies to enable change are 
presented and examined. Finally, in Part Ill, the context in which redirected 
design practice and change strategies can be deployed is elaborated. This will 
especially put forward the idea of the Sustainment as a moment in time that 

unfolds as a continuous process. 
Throughout the book arguments are supplemented by variety of examples 

and case studies, which aim to ground the ideas put forward and extend the 
reader's perspective beyond the obvious and the Western. 

In exploring the nature of practice and design, and their futuring character, 

the narrative of the first part of the book creates a conceptual foundation 
through which to view practice and design as they are brought to the im

perative of redirection. All these elements are then united under the auspices 

of 'rcdirective practice', which allows common objectives to be pursued by 

different means. To show this an unusual award-winning urban design project 
is presented as a case study. Following this, two particular methods of re
directive practice are put forward. The practice is then put into a larger frame 

of consideration by making connections between redirection and futuring, 
economy and culture. 

The second part of the book takes the ideas, issues and politics of practice 
rehearsed in the previous part �1J1d mobilizes them in relation to the creation 
of affirmative change. It does this in terms of further qualifying design's futur
ing capability from four perspectives: the self, community, culture and ethics. 
The next two chapters both give accounts of approaches to  the strategic 
deployment of methods of change. This is followed by an exposition of the 
proposition that the new can be Jeamed from the past - here, as elsewhere, 
the account will move across cultures. The concluding chapter of this part of 
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the book explores what it means to be a 'redirective practitioner'. For many 
readers who have an existing practice this chapter will dellver a key agenda 

- one able to be brought to the defuturing qualities of the world around them. 

In so doing, an initial and developable ground from which to redirect will be 

established, commencing with the redirection of one's existing knowledge and 

practices. Crucially, for the ideas in this chapter to realize their agency, they 
need to be situated within the argument and analysis that precedes them. 

The book's final part steps back to review existing ways 'sustainability' is 

able to be pursued within and beyond the design professions. It then places the 

entire issue of 'the Sustainment' in a meta-historical, economic and cultural 

content. From this very large picture it then goes to the other extreme and 

asks and answers the question of how and where readers of the book can act. 

Finally, Design Fut:uring places what has been presented in a comparative 

relation to other ways of thinking and delivering change. In so doing it 

confronts the issue of the seeming impossibility of redirecting the trajectory 
of human development away from the defuturing path of unsustainability. 

This book aims not only to break with how we understand and discuss 

design but how design is conducted and by whom. It certainly does not claim 
to be the last word on design futuring but rather the fi.rst. As such it invites 

all readers, if so motivated and not already doing so, to make a contribution 

to futuring, large or small, in their daily lives, individually or collectively. If 

there is 'massive change' it will only have been because we, who refuse to be 

led to oblivion, have created it. 
Unless otherwise stated, the reference to design throughout embraces all 

design practices, including architecture as well as rethinking practice in the 

context of the Sustainmcnt. 



Part I 

Rethinking the Context and Practice 
of Design 





Practice, as the application of knowledge and skill to realize some kind of end, 

is frequently positioned in the realm of familiar experience and observation. 
Yet as it becomes second nature it recedes into embodiment and the concealed. 
The pencil in the hand of the illustrator, the scalpel wielded by the surgeon, 
the pianist playing piano, the interrogation of an accused in the dock by a 
prosecutor, the bricldayer laying bricks - once familiar, all these and myriad 
more practices, at a basic performative level, are enacted unthinkingly. 
The proficient exercise of any practice actually depends on it becoming an 
ontology - it has to become part of the being of the person who employs it. 
In this way they can engage the demands, problems, issues, possibilities and 
advancements of what they are doing without having to think about the act 
itself. Often, the greater the skill of the practitioner, the easier and more 
naturalistic its exercise appears to the observer. Such appearances, of course, 
deceive. 

To acquire the practice takes time and compliance - conformity and limita
tion go ahead of the freedom of application. Training, repetition, reflection and 
correction all act to move what is initially an alien activity into the ontological 
realm of the taken-for-granted. As indicated, i t  is this condition that provides 
the ground for the ability to innovate, create, exploit and critically deploy the 
capability gained. In acquiring a practice, and it  becoming part of its owner's 
being, the practice marks the mind and identity and, in some cases, the prac
titioner's body. It is both owned by and owns this person. And, in many cases 
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it actually frames how they are seen - the plumber, butcher, drummer, farmer, 
jockey, nurse may be seen as functional roles prior to their recognition as 
persons. 

It follows from what has been said that if there is a wish to change the 
existing practice of a particular profession then it will require a great deal 

more than information, new knowledge and acts of will. It will actually need 

the redirection of the habitual, a change in the being of the practitioner. The 
chapters in this part of the book outline steps toward redirecting the practices 
of design so they can help redirect the status quo toward viable futures. Doing 
this means reflecting on what design practice already is and what it is starting 

to emerge as. 
The position taken is not neutral - it is totally biased toward what design 

needs to bring into being to transcend the unsustainable, sustain all that 
needs to be sustained, and make viable futures possible. 



A 

Understanding the Nature of Practice 

No matter the practice, its nature cannot be assumed to be transparent- it is 

never just what it appears to be. So said, the position to be taken rejects the 
adequacy of the dominant way of addressing practicc(s), which is to consider 
them inst rumentaUy, in terms of how they are organized and what they have 

been created to do. 

Practices are codified in instructional directions and prescribed modes of 
conduct. As such, they are embedded in many dimensions of socio-cultural, 

economic, political and military life. We readUy associate practices with, 
for instance, the lrnowledge, habits and materialized values of ancient and 
modem craft skills, as well as with the activities of professional occupations. 
As modem life, at home and work, has become more diverse and complex, 
practices have proliferated. Design as a cluster of practices ranging from 

architecture to fashion folds onto this context. 
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To understand fully what practice is requires seeing it as much more than 
just the specificity of any particular activity that expresses its existence. This 
is to say that a practice is something in itself and is never reducible to just its 
instrumental expression as a form of manual or mental labour. 

If, as proposed, we are going to set out arguments aiming successfully to 
change particular practices and create new ones, then it will be necessary to 
understand the essential character of both practice and design. We will then 
be in a position to adequately engage design practice later. We have to know 
what can and cannot be changed and how change can take place. But before 
going further, it should be aclmowledged that practice and design, as embodied 
in action, are primordial, whereas the arrival of the terms themselves is very 
recent. There is also a need to say why design practice has been chosen as 
our starting point. 

Why Design Practice? 

In sum, we human beings live a contradiction. In our endeavour to sustain 
ourselves in the short term we collectively act in destructive ways towards 
the very things we and all other beings fundamentally depend upon. Such 
longstanding and still growing 'defuturing' needs halting and countering. To 
do this effectively means radically changing how we humans think and act in 
the way we make and occupy our world and as we impose it on the world in 
general. 'To be' we have to be another way. 

Design can be one of the key movers of this change. But for this to happen 
the very foundation of design and designing has to be transformed in terms 
of how designers think about design and designing, how they design and the 
character and consequence of what is brought into being by design. The key 
to the instigation of this process of change is the remalting of design practice, 
for this is what designs the designer's designing. 

Design practice is not simply the application of a methodology and it is 
certainly not the same as the design process. Rather, design practice is what 
brings designers into being as such and thereafter sustains them. It is what 
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forms and animates their ontology as designers. It is thus implicit in the 
essence of what it is to be a designer, the design act and the character of 
the designed. This is why design practice is the critical starting point of our 
project. However, to unpack design practice requires that we first unpack the 
nature of practice itself and then design. 

On Practice 

Practice is superficially simple but once looked at in any detail it is complex. 
The French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu argued in his Outline of a Theory of 
Practice, that practices cannot be causally reduced to the material conditions 
out of which they appear to arrive.1 Rather, he suggested, they come into 
being as a result of the structuring of habitus (the underpinning condition 
on which structure itself stands). For Bourdieu, habitus names something 
more fundamental than milieu or environment . His claim is that everything 
that sets up our disposition towards being materially situated, especially in 
relation to how we see the potential of these material conditions, is itself 
already structured (hence the underpinning quality of habitus). In saying 
this, he is identifying strong connections between habitus, structures and 
practices. Effectively Bourdieu is telling us that we 'arrive' in our specific 
worldly circumstances biologically, culturally and socio-economically already 
prefigured. This does not mean we are totally over-determined but we are 
nonetheless delimited by the world we are born into that we take to be the 
wodd itself. Thus the perceptions we acquire are in fact prefigured by the 
structuring of structure of the world we see, come to know and act within (the 
form of family and kinship, climate, the nature and form of the constructed 
and natural environment, and so on). 

\Vhat is being described here is the structural operation of habitus (as it 
is constituted by the convergence of natality, sociality, mind and all other 
materiaVimmaterial designing forces of the world in which one 'arrives'). 
Predesigning is perhaps an apt way to understand the prefigurative char
acter of this structuring of structure which is habitus. This understanding 
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is actually a way of acknowledging that designing is a quality of the human
created structured world we inhabit. It exposes that designing is an active 
characteristic of everything we take to be given within the unnatural world 

we are born into. As such, we come to be what we are not just genetically 

prefigured but equally prefigured by the particular designing character of the 

artificially fabricated world into which we arrive. We are de facto the product 

of converging biological, social and artefactual structural forces - to recognize 
this is to render the binary reduction of 'nature versus nurture' redundant. 

Without making any claim of a 'higher power', design viewed as a giving of 
form can be seen as existing prior to being a practice and at the very centre of 

how we individually and collectively gain our particular culture and thereafter 

act within it as designers. 
As soon as human beings started to make a world for themselves by in

cremental (and later, rapid) environmental transformations (by design and 
violence) the process and the agency of this structuring (habitus) obviously 

started to change. The in1plication is that while we have always been prefig
ured (that is designed) as soon as 'we' started to modify our environment and 

make a world for ourselves via the use of tools, we began to form practices 
that were to structure what we were to become. Effectively, the designing of 
design and of our human being emerged out of the use of the most basic of 

tools. Not only did the use of tools facilitate prefigurative acts of world making 

and transformation that have brought us to the fabricated and damaged world 

we now occupy- they also acted back (in the sense of feedback within a cyber

netic system) on the tool users - hence these proto-designer/makers them
selves became designed. This process, while now infinitely more complex, 
remains the key to grasping the relation of humans to technology, science 
and the fabricated world. \Ve are never just users; we are always equally the 

used. 
To comprehend habitus so formed and framed by the human coming 

into being via the practice of self- and world making, is to open ourselves 
to seeing design in two ways - as structuring both: (1) features of the world 

in which we dwell; and (2) many of our material and immaterial relation 

to this world. It is practice, as designed and designing, as manifesting our 
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active being-in-the-world, which dissolves the binary relation between being 
structured and structuring. In so doing, the totality of practice strives to 
regulate, replicate and modify our domain of habitation ('our' world). Yet 
collectively, we have arrived at a moment wherein all that humanity attempts 
to regulate is at odds with the world that actually regulates us.2 It is not just 
that many contemporary practices harm the world of our dependence but 
also that so few of them deliver the means to actually know the consequences 
of their activities beyond a horizon of immediate concern. 

On Design and Action 

'The designed' has become more discernibly visible and integral to the char
acter of structuring of habitus in and of the modern world. In so doing, it 
has infused every aspect of human conduct at the most basic level. It  is not 

just that we are born into a designed world but that our interaction with 

this world is also designed - our built environment, forms of work, modes of 
transport, manufactured products, media, infrastructure systems and myriad 

other things are all designed in relation to use. In actuality, design is one of 
the main operative agents of the social, cultural and economic functioning 
and dysfunctioning of humanity's made world. 

Ironically, in an age of hegemonic technology and capitalism, the practice 

of design has itself become subject to functional direction (pragmatically and 
symbolically). Increasingly design, as a service, acts on instructions rather 
than taking action in the original sense (the Greek verb archein originally 

defined acting as commencement, leading and completing). So whenever 
design action is evoked or implied in this and subsequent chapters, this is 
done recalling its Greek origin. 

Mostly, design action, exercised through a designer responding to the dir
ection of a commercial brief, brings objectified things into being without the 
designer recognizing that what has been realized is world making or negating. 
This is to say, that consequences go well beyond the 'environmental impacts' 
that better informed designers now take into account. The general lack of a 
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sense of how design makes or breaks worlds is a major aspect of the political 
amnesia of the design professions. Such a limited horizon of responsibility 
conforms to a problem that Hannah Arendt characterized as a 'substitution 
of making for acting'.3 The slide in agency she identifies occurs in a culture 
where politics has degenerated into means that have lost sight of ethical ends 
and the vision which should prefigure a political agenda. Dominantly, the 
ontologically designing character of contemporary design(ing) and designed 
'things' works to obscure those agendas that, beyond the most immediate 
concerns, would make designers fully accountable for what design brings 
into being.4 Optimistically, Arendt asserts that instrumentalization and the 
degeneration of politics never fully eliminate the possibility o( action.5 Unless 
one fatalistically abandons oneself and everything to which one is attached, 
there is no choice but to subscribe to this view. Design action has become 
diminished. Driven by a deterministic economic imperative, design serves an 
instrumental mode of mal\ing that brings things into being without knowing 
what the consequences will be. 

There are, for example, now well over 700 products on the global market 
that contain unregulated and unlabelled nanoscale particles - this notwith
standing considerable international concern, including the United Kingdom's 
Royal Society recommending that the manufacture and release of nano
particles be prohibited until more is known about their impact.6 Likewise, 
Swiss Re, one of the world's largest rei.J1surance companies, asserted that 'no 
expense should be spared in assessing the risk' of this technology.7 What is 
being let loose are materials that may act in the mate1ial world as viruses do 
in the immaterial world. Synthetic nanobiological technology is, moreover, 
an even bigger risk. 

At the behest of the call for profit, so many industries, with the support of 
design practices, negate tl1e future as they fabricate the form and economy 
of the present. This process of negation feeds the mling global regime of 
unsustainability as it exists now and as a condition of imminence. To under
stand this situation is to grasp that design practice cannot simply add 'sustain
able practices' onto its flawed foundations. Rather, the nature of design practice 
has to fundamentally change - it has to be redesigned. These remarks return 
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us to considering the relations between making and action, but in proximity 

to an engagement with praxis. 
The Greeks bonded the idea of praxis to action (remembering that action 

meant archein) - thus the concern was with what action created beyond 
what it instrumentally directed. As such, action can be understood as that 
which forms humanity as collective, as community, as society, as polls, as 

particular identities and as difference. Action, as praxis, is futural in so far as 

it secures being. ln contrast, making, fabrication (poiesis), can never make 

what is absolutely vital for humanity's continuity (which is why, in the end, 
'sustainability' can never be created as a product of technology).  However, 

poiesis should not be thought of as completely partitioned from praxis in that 

once 'made things' enter the world of human affairs, a relation is established 

in which they may be completed as praxis (Aristotle actually confirms the 
ability of poiesis to become praxis in his Nicomachean Ethics ).8 

In our epoch, clear distinctions between making, artcfactual things, 
artificiality, technology and the human become ever more difficult to discern 

- the synthetic exists arotmd, and increasingly, within us. The implication is 
that an engagement with praxis is becoming critical. It is a key perspective 
in evaluating: what created 'things' do; the growing breakdown between 'the 
human' and 'human designed artifice and artefacts;' and questions associated 
with 'the meanings we give to ourselves'. ln this context, and along with 
the regime of unsustainability, new practices able to engage and transform 
those structures that structure (habitus) with futural potential will become 
vital. Design, so remade, would be inverted. It would have direction (time 
and orientation) as its primary objective, with form (objecti.fied function) its 
secondary consideration. 

Design Practice and the Imperative of Knowing 

To bring design remade into view within and beyond the design community 
initially requires the development of new knowledge, interpretative skills, 
objects of experiential encounter and objects of critical reflection. Central to 
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all of this activity, as has already been indicated, is recasting how acting and 
making are observed, understood and engaged as (design) practice bonded to 

. 9 praxlS. 
As has been pointed out, action and/as practice always exists amid our 

structuring via habitus.  But in our acts of making, we are also always un
makers. In our desire and need to create, we human beings fell trees, break 
eggs, kill animals, level mountains and damage ecologies. Such is the blind 
power of our anthropocentric drive that so many of our practices conceal 
this omnipresent urunaking. What actually needs to be faced is that while 
our 'being destructiveness' is unavoidable, how much, and what is destroyed 
demands to be visualized prior to the act of destruction. This needs to happen 
so that action can more become a matter of ethical judgement and socio
environmental accountability. 

Marx famously observed: 'Men make their own history, but not of their 
own free will; not under circttmstances they themselves have chosen but 
under the given and inherited circumstances with which they are directly 
confronted.'10 Irrespective of one's view of Marx, this statement remains 
salient. Yet it is equally true iJ inverted - as comments on design, practice, 
mal\ing and umnaking indicate - 'men are equally made by their historical 
and material circumstances'. 

Designers design, but how they are themselves designed, and what is de
signed by the designing of what they design is rarely recognized or understood. 
What will be advocated as we proceed is a practice to be embedded in all 
design practices that exposes design's world-making and unmaking. This 
practice is effectively a bringing forth of design as appearance (eidos), know
ledge and skill (cechne) and action (pra.:-cis). Without this practice becoming 
integral to all design practices, humanity (in its plurality) will lack the ability 
to give a form to futures able to sustain humans, non-humans and all else that 
we and the)' depend upon. 



2 

Understanding the Directional 
Nature of Design 

The popular view of design, especially when centred on historically celebrated 

or contemporary designer objects and 'name' designers, tells us little about 
the fundamental character of design. Most of what is designed, and most 

designers, are anonymous. Design as such cannot actually be disaggregated 

from the world around us and presented as a thing-in-itself- contrary to the 

appearances that the media coverage of design mostly trades on. Rather, design 

is deeply embedded in our worlds and in us. At home, work and play we are 
surrounded by things designed to function in ways that go unquestioned and 

absolutely taken for granted. In its efficacy, design impacts on the viability 

of our future. Yet for all this, it generally appears in the public sphere as 

aesthetically elevated iconic objects and structures, as gizmo trivia, as sexy 
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technology and as the product of a particular breed of creative talents. What 
certainly does not arrive is its importance. 

Design is a directional practice that brings directional objects and objectificd 
things into being. To understand it in this way means realizing that designing 
not only conceptually and technically prefigures the form, operational and 
symbolic function of the designed but equally its plural destiny (i.e. its posited 
short or long functional life as an agent of harm or harmlessness). It is from 

this perspective that the statement that 'everything designed goes on design

ing' can be made. Effectively this means that design does not actually create 

a finalized object or product. Rather all that design brings into being remains 
in process within a particular kind of ecology of things, organic or inorganic. 
We need to undersmnd two issues in relation to this observation. 

First, all that is matter, and much that is immaterial, including information 
and images, exists in a perpetual condition of exchange. Everything comes 

from and goes somewhere. No material objects are eternal. Some break down 
extremely quickly before our eyes, others take millennia or longer, and appear 
to us as completely unchanging. In the case of the immaterial, in order to be 
legible or functional, it has to come from a context that gives it the possi

bility of being interpremtively engaged symbolically or operationally. Things 
material and immaterial only gain efficacy by virtue of exchange. 

The second issue is that there is more than just one ecology - there is 
the biophysical realm that we conventionally view as ecological; there is the 
ecology of the artificial as it exists independently from, and fused with, the 
natural; and there is also what Gregory Bateson called 'the ecology of mind'.l 
This notion acknowledges that ideas exist relationally - they connect with 
and feed off each other, and travel in time and cultural space. And then there 
is an 'ecology of images', which recognizes that we exist in a relationally 
complex environment of signs that enable our 'seeing' in a meaningful sense 
via the memory of the seen. All these ecologies interconnect. So, for instance, 
our disposition toward and conduct within biophysical ecologies are partly 
determined by how we mentally and visually perceive them as a result of their 
mediation by ecologies of mind and image. Crucially, how we think about and 
view 'our world' is indivisible from how we treat it. 
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Design, Directionality and Relationality 

At the most fundamental, design objects always exist in concord or tension 
with relations within and between varied ecologies - they come from and go 
to these ecologies passively or actively supporting or negating them. 

Rclationality, as causal interaction, is at the core of all ecologies. It names 
the dynamic complexity of interconnected and multidirectional causes as 
they create major or minor changes in the ecological totality.2 Transposed 
into a theory of knowledge, relationaJity contrasts directly with the linear 
notion of cause and effect which has been such a dominant feature of Western 
rationality. In that the ability to sustain depends absolutely on relational 
interactions its development and deployment as a theory knowledge able to 
direct design will become increasingly critical. 

While linear instrwnental thought has underpinned the West's greatest 
attainments in science and technology, the pervasiveness of unsustainability 
(as unaccounted for consequences) evidences its perspectival limitation. 
Paramount among these limitations has been the inability to comprehend 
that the 'objective' pursuit and application of knowledge was steered by an 
anthropocentric sensibility which did not take cognizance of immediate and 
defuturing biophysical impacts. The world was simply seen as a domain ruled 
by humans existing to give up its resources according to the mobilization of 
force, the requirement of capital and according to whatsoever technological 
means could be mustered. In producing the world of culture and artifice we 
humans ceased viewing ourselves as rclationally connected to those categories 
we created to describe 'the natural world'. 

We humans cannot fail to be anthropocentric. However, we can recognize 
anthropocentrism as our inescapable condition and henceforth take respon
sibility for it. The problem, in the main, is that it slips under our radar -
our being anthropocentric has barely been recognized in the millennia of 
Western philosophy, let alone in popular consciousness. Furthermore, this 
lack of recognition prevents unsustainability being seen as part of our nature; 
we focus instead on its symptomatic manifestation in the 'natural world', 
this leading to the erroneous hope that science and technology will 'save the 
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planet', while allowing humanity to universally realize an ever higher standard 
of living. The persistence of this view obstructs gaining an understanding of 
the kinds of directional changes that have the potential to provide a path to 
viable social, economic and environmental futures. 

The Western professionalizatlon of design has been dominantly framed by 
the general circumstances outlined. It has been linear and decisionist. Until 
very recently, the consequence of what human centredness took from, or 
imposed upon, environments and ecologies was just not taken into account 
- expediency ruled. That ecological impacts are now on the agenda should 
not make us complacent: understanding of past and present, let alone, future 
impacts of human planetary conduct is still rudimentary. 

Is it possible for design to break free of linear, instrumentalist thinking? 
Certainly, comp�1rative philosophy has exposed ways of thinking that pose 
substantial challenges to the way Western reason has been directive of so much 
design thinking. The value of thinking from a tradition of thought other than 
one's own is that it provides a perspective of critical reflection. For example, 
consider the dramatic difference between Chinese correlative acosmotic 
thought, which does not hold that 'the totality of things constitutes a single
order world'.3 In contrast to the West's reductive focus upon the originary 
moment and first principles, correlative thought sees causality in terms of 
associative relations (initially of 'ten thousand things')." This is not just an 
'interesting historical comparison': Chinese correlative thought provides a 
significant path to thinking the causal web that is implicit in the relational 
ecology of contemporary environments of manufactured commodities. 

An Example of the Need for and Lack of 
Relational Thinking 

Globally, the demand for energy is ever rising but, equally, due to global 
warming, the demand to reduce emissions from burning fossil fuels can but 
grow. One of the responses by governments in trying to meet these demands 
is to turn to nuclear energy in its 'clean' and most advanced form. In response, 
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'environmentalists' mobilize familiar objections based on risks from nuclear 
waste, accidents, high water use and cost. The riposte of the pro-nuclear 
lobby is to claim that all the problems have been solved, that today's reactors 
are extremely safe, can be protected from terrorist attacks and that they 
stack up economically. Both sides display linear thinking and fail to explore 
the relational complexity of the issue. Even the briefest of sketches of this 
relational complexity changes the picture. 

We live in a world with a still fast-growing population, with natural resources 
under considerable pressure and with those that are renewable being used 
at a rate totally outstripping their regeneration. There is also the structur
ally present, asymmetrical conflict between the 'West and the rest', plus in
creasing new tensions between nuclear-armed power blocs. Added to these 
problems are the unfolding human consequences from the threats posed by 
climate change, including potential geopolitical destabilization as a result of 
massive redistribution of human populations. These factors, combined with 
likely increases in contestation over natural resources (especially water) , 
mean that there is a strong likelihood that an already dangerous world will 
become even more dangerous. In the face of this scenario, there are two risk
reduction imperatives: putting political and economic structures in place that 
reduce the chance of conflicts; and protecting those resources and forms of 
volatile infrastructure that are in some way vulnerable. 

Nuclear power stations are high-risk infrastructure. As part of a nation's 
energy infrastructure, every power station is a potential strategic target in 
war. Although not sources of weapons-grade plutonium, they nevertheless 
pose a large danger. Every one of them is potentially a huge 'dirty bomb' if 
directly hit by a missile, a terrorist suicide plane packed with high explosives, 
or a laser-guided bunker blaster from an advanced economy adversary. Even 
if nuclear energy was shown to be completely environmentally sound and 
economically viable for meeting future energy demands, is building hundreds, 
or even thousands more nuclear power stations worth the risk? To answer 
this question, one needs to consider not just the risk at the moment a power 
station is commissioned, but risk over the design life of the total nuclear 
energy infrastructure. 
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The Design Agenda Culturally Contextualized 

Design, as a directional force, could become paramount among practices 
able to enact directional change - this notwithstanding the seemingly insur
mountable odds of overcoming a still-globalizing commodity-based defuturing 
economy and culture. For such change to happen, what is needed is not only 
a transformation of design and ways of designing, but also the coming into 
being of another kind of designer. 

Designers are not faced with a simple either/or choice between the tradition 
of design as directional or the adoption of relationality as the basis of a new 
design method. Designing and the designed cannot cease to be directional. 
What relationality can do, as a critically reflective way of thinking, is to subject 
the question of direction to rigorous analysis in ways able to recast design 
thinking and practice. Crucial to this thinking is asking: 'what will that which 
has been designed design?' This question brings design within the directional 
ambit of the designer by presenting the imperative of taking responsibility 
for what will be brought into being by 'the designed designing' (a definition · 

of design's ontological character). Unan1biguously, this responsibility and its 
challenges, changes not just the designer's role, but the very nature of the 
practice. 

An understanding of ontological design exposes the close and animated 
relation between humans, material and immaterial things.5 As the previous 
chapter indicated, we are all born into a world of structures that structure 
our habitus. Designed things fold into this condition. The designed things of 
the world into which we are born, learn to understand, occupy and employ, 
themselves design very many of our capabiJities, habits, perceptions, and 
desires. At the same time, in our being in this world, we act upon it and 
contribute to it.'l making and tmmaking (knowingly or unknowingly, again 
often by design). Thus our children do not arrive in the same world as us. 
So while ontological design is a circular process, it never returns to the same 
point. 

Ontological design thinking needs to be distinguished from crude deter
ministic materialism, environmental conditioning or the determinism of 
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'economic rationalism'. Although the idea of ontological design does embrace 
a certain deterministic quality, it also enfolds 'free action'. Our 'free choices' 
are always circumscribed by conditions of structure and limitation (as the 
discussion of habitus indicated). While an ontological relation between 
human beings and their made world has existed since the dawn of human 
time, what becomes critically transformative is developing knowledge of what 
occurs in this process and then employing it toward futuring ends. 

vVhat humanity brings into the matetial world, via design and its instruments 
of production, has always been directive of futures. But never more so than 
now, in this age when the extraordinary power of technology continually 
increases and becomes integrated with systems that go beyond the control 

of any individual, corporation or nation to become part of the Ufeworld of 

billions of people. The manner in which the products of human creation act 
on the material world have actually become decisive of our very eJListence 
- 'we' do not just live with technology but by it. 

As the geological and biological historical data reveals, the planet has 
withstood and can withstand massive directional changes (be it with dire 
consequences for many of the forms of life exposed to these changes) .  The 
actual human capacity for adaptation to dramatic and rapid geophysical and 
biophysical change has yet to be tested (and will be) but within the scale of 
changes evident in the past, and even with technological support the capability 
may be very limited. While humanity can do little about its cosmic fate, it still 
has the potential to mal{e critical decisions about what it brings into being 
itself. Bringing ontological design to the centre of a remade design practice 
is one of the significant means by which such a form of human material and 
immaterial creation can be brought into a regime of responsibility. Realizing 
such an objective is extremely difficult, very political and absolutely vital in 
transforming design from its current incarnation. 

The impression given in the way ontological design has so far been discussed 
is perhaps of design engaging individual objects but this is not how things exist, 
act and need to be understood. Objects actually inhabit complex relational 
assemblages that constitute particular environments that themselves have 
designing agency that again evidence a causal determinacy that is contrary to 
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a linear model. This relational context is not purely spatial but also temporal. 
It is therefore not just a question of seeing objects in association in space 
whereby they combine, recombine and act in different assemblies, but equally 
seeing them as occupying varied modes of being across time. Clearly, this 
means bringing historical analysis and future projection into the picture of 

directional design as it sets, or continues, a trajectory. Clearly such thinking 
challenges the adequacy of forms of analysis that are based on a simple binary 
object/user relation. The case study below illustrates the relational complexity 

of the designed designing. In considering it, there is one question to bear in 

mind: 'what, reasonably, could have been anticipated?' 

S Auto and tractor factory, Coventry, 1950s 
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Case Study: What the Automobile has Designed 

We take the advent of  the automobile to be marked by the invention and ap
plication of the internal combustion engine as its motor force. This invention is 
credited to Karl Benz in  Germany in 1885/86. The Daimler/Maybach automobile 
arrived a few months later in 1886. 

Let's assume that like so many other inventor/designers before him, Benz 
took the realization of his technological objective, the creation of the internal 
combustion engine, to be a sufficient end in itself. Maybe he imagined how 
it might develop and what future vehicles might be like and how they might 
perform, but we can assume with some certainty that, at least at the moment of 
invention, he would have had very little idea of what his creation would actually 
cause to come into being over time, and with what designing consequences. 
To give a sense of the extent of the generative force of what Benz unleashed, 
consider this far from exhaustive review of the designed designing. Our starting 
point is with the most obvious. 

Every type of car from limousine to beach buggy, all sizes of trucks, motor 
cycles, tractors, all types of military fighting vehicles, special vehicles from 
mobile cranes to road rollers - have the one Benz antecedent. 

While roads were already in existence prior to the arrival of automobiles, 
they, and all subsequent road-using vehicles, totally transformed road design, 
construction, and the complexity of road networks. Equally, the development 
of road infrastructure transformed and created cities; divided communities; 
enabled an enormously large and economically powerful goods transport 
industry; and led to traffic congestion that has dramatically reduced the oper
abi lity of city life and, by degree, affected public health. 

Perhaps the most dramatic measure of the volume of road traffic and 
growth of road networks world-wide is the number of people killed by traffic 
accidents (according to the UN World Health Organisation in 2001 it was 1 .2 
million people). 

Motor vehicle road usage has, in turn, led to the proliferation of fixed and 
electronic road signage; various forms of taxation and insurance; financial 
products and services; road regulations and laws; specialist policing; accident 
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investigation; surveillance and traffic-Law infringement detection technology; 
vehicle crash and breakdown recovery equipment and services; crash repair 
services and the creation of specialist ambulance and trauma medicine 
services. 

The internal combustion engine was responsible for the creation of a mas
sive petroleum industry and its diverse products. This industry itself, via the 
geopolitics of oil exploration and supply, has had a major impact on inter
national relations. Wars have been fought over oil and won or Lost on the basis 
of its availability/non-availability. Likewise, a century or more of carbon dioxide 
emissions from petroleum-based engines has significantly contributed to 
anthropogenic global warming. 

The environmental impact of the automobile industry rivals that of the 
petroleum industry. From the opening of the twentieth century, the creation 
and operation of an automobile industry became, along with the possession of . 
a large and technically sophisticated army and navy, a major sign of modern 
nationhood. Moreover, the two assembly systems established by this industry 
- th e  'gang system· devised by General Motors and the more famous 'in-line 
system' introduced by Henry Ford - became paradigmatic for industrial mass 
production per se. Everything from gas cookers to machine guns was made via 
the same system of interchangeable component assembly. 

In  turn, the growth of  the auto industry created a plethora of component parts 
and accessories suppliers. The more sophisticated vehicles have become, the 
more suppliers have proliferated - pressed steel body parts, cleaning products, 
computer-based fuel injection, oil filters, sound systems, wheel trims, parking 
lights, air cleaners and so the list go on. Many of these items feed the shelves 
of wholesale and retail trade outlets, repair and auto-servicing businesses, as 
well as the vehicle sales network with its myriad of 'elegant' showrooms. The 
construction of these showrooms, plus commercial and domestic garages, 
brings the architectural and building industry onto the scene. 

Last but by no means Least is the huge socio-economic and cultural dimen
sion of automobiles. The first, most important and ongoing consequence has 
been simply the creation of freedom of movement over distance at a time that 
suits the traveller. 6 This has created and is still creating the mass mobility of 
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settled communities. Individual mobility has completely changed the planning 
of cities, suburbs, urban design, rural life, retail shopping, tourism, leisure and 
more. Increasingly, public transport provision has been defined against private 
transport. Likewise, the freedom of movement enabled by motor transport 
has had major consequence for labour mobility, the labour market and the 
selection of locations for workplaces. 

The early arrival of motor sports placed the auto-industry in the realm 
of entertainment. Thereafter, the glamour of speed and danger combined 
with the design industry's creation of 'car styling· resulted in automobiles be
coming highly symbolic objects that spawned subcultures of collectors and 
customizers. Perhaps the most celebrated piece of writing on this topic is 
Roland Barthes 1957 essay, "The New Citroen' 7 More generally, automobiles 
have become structurally elemental to family 'modern lifestyle' and to youth 
culture. Perhaps even more significant, has been the massive and mobilized 
symbolic power of automobiles to signify wealth, status, virility and taste. 

What can we learn from this example, beyond the complexity of even a 
superficial characterization of relationality and the vast difference between 
viewing design as product and process? The answer, it is suggested, is what 
can be learned methodologically from historical reflection when designing 
from the future to the present. Looking back teaches ways to think about how 
to project forward. lt can be a way to formulate key questions and to create 
'critical fictions·, enabling the contemplation of what would otherwise not be 
considered. The result of this activity could radically alter a product, where and 
by what methods it is produced, how it is characterized, the way its impacts are 
understood and even if it should be brought into being at all. 

Thus, developing an ability to think relationally is not marginal to design and 
redirective practice but central to it. 





6 A 1aap of design 

3 

The Imperative and Redirection 

There can be no viable future for the world of human occupation unless it 
is able to sustain its interdependent conditions of existence. This statement 

is easy to make, but what does it really mean? What is it to be sustain-able 
and what has to be sustained? These questions will travel with us, but for the 

moment they will be visited in  relation to the need to redirect design. 

The mainstream and oft-cited definition of 'sustainability' comes from the 
1987 World Commission on Environment, Bmndtland Report, Our Common 
Future. The report centred on 'sustainable development' defining it as ' . . .  
those paths of social economic and political progress that meet the needs 
of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to 
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meet their own needs.' In this conte.xt, 'sustainability' was directly linked to 

economic growth, managed in such a way, that natural resources arc used to 

ensure the 'quality of life of future generations'. 

Although this definition is still continually evoked, it is based on a number 
of questionable assumptions. It is actually also a signilicant departure from a 

good deal of environmental debates that predated it. 
The first assumption one encounters is in the report's anthropocentric 

bias towards future generations. By implication, this means tl1at the intercon

nected interdependency of all biological life goes unacknowledged. Moreover, 

to make a blanket appeal to the 'quality of life of future generations' fails to 
recognize the unevenness of the human condition today. If the socio-economic 

inequity of current generations is faced, then the issue of establishing a base

line quality of life for several billion people now, has to be confronted, as 

does the fact that a small percentage of the world's population commands a 

disproportionately large percentage of its resources. Both poverty and wealth 

drive unsustainability - the former depletes resources as the truly poor lack 

any means to renew them; the latter protligately uses and irresponsibly 

squanders resources. This is not just a simplistic moral judgement: the 

inequity named here is structural. It is inscribed within the world's financial 

system, transnational politics, the international labour market, the global 

system of production and the exchange of raw and manufactured commodities. 

Clearly, the Brundtland Report's idea of intergenerational equity needs to be 

subordinated to interspccies and intercultural equity. 
The second assumption that invites challenge is just as problemati c  as 

the first. It rides on a 'capital logic' proposition iliat the future is able to 

be secured via continual economic growth. 1  This ltind of thinking reduces 
change to the rhetorical and cultivates to]{enistic forms of actions while in 

actuality maintaining the status quo. In large part, the Brundtland Report's 

position was underpinned by a low-level political pragmatic, namely: 'unless 

capitalism is accommodated, any appeal to environmental protection would 

just not be taken seriously'. 

The Brundtland Report's views were no doubt partly shaped by the emergent 
environmental thinking of the time. Of particular note, at tl1is moment, was 
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the economic mainstream's recoil from the publication of the Club of Rome 
report Limits ro Growth authored by Donnella Meadows and others in the 

late 1970s. Of course, after the demise of communism as the sole alternative 

to capitalism, and the rise of globalization as capitalism rampant, any appeal 

to restraint looked completely futile. The ability to create the global �conomic 
and political conditions that make it possible to sustain the biophysical 

systems that all living beings depend upon, while at the same time reducing 
the terrestrial, oceanic and atmospheric impacts of a still-increasing global 
human population, all suggest the need for major material restraints. The care 

of environments of dependence is a pressing necessity rather than an option. 

For this to happen, the fundamental character of the capitalist economy has 

to radically change. It is now idealistic or plain naive to call for the overthrow 

of capitalism (to be replaced by what?). Rather, capitalism needs to undergo 

a p�1radigmatic shift and, as will be shown later, desi,gn within the political 

frame of redirecti on could play a key role in this transformation. 
The Brundtland Report did not provide either a conceptually sound or 

practically workable definition of 'sustainability'. Lilwwise, the report's 
promotion of 'sustainable development' did not provide a foundation upon 
which to elaborate the 'development of sustainment' - all that was offered 
was an argument for a mild reform of the existing paradigm of 'economic 
development'. At the same time, by default, the Report created the impression 
that 'sustainability' was a realizable objective. Against the backdrop of these 

critical remarks, let's consider another perspective - that of 'sustain-ability'. 

Re-orientation 

Sustain-ability, first of all should be understood as 'a means to secure and 
maintain a qualitative condition of being over time'. It is a process (rather 
than an endpoint) wherein all that supports and extends being exceeds 
everything that negates it. 

Crudely, being (as an existent process) enables everything in bei� to 

be futural (future making). Obviously, if there were to be an end of human 
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being, it would not mean the end of being itSelf (although it can be said it 

would be the end of any knowledge of being). Here we have a position that 

cuts across the confusion carried by the dominant rhetoric of 'sustainability'. 

This rhetoric poses 'sustainabillty' as a realizable condition gained through 

a convergence of environmental, social and economic action. This tripartite 
objectification (which came to be evoked as 'the triple bottom line') fails to 

grasp the more fundamental point, which is that human-centredness exists 

within the 'dialectic of sustainment'. We exist by virtue of being creative and 

destructive. 

The Brundtland Report also fails to acknowledge that the forms of exchange 

within capitalism and ecological systems are incommensurate - this is the 

condition underpinning an enormous number of 'environmental problems.' 

The need to bring the ecological and economic into the same frame of 

exchange is, of course, one of the main reasons why capitalism has to undergo 

a paradigmatic shift - as we shall see later; this taslt is an absolutely enormous 

challenge that has not even begw1 w1der the banner of 'sustainability'. 

'Sustain-ability', on the other hand, is an acceptance of anthropocentric 

desire - it is about 'saving humanity' by saving what we collectively depend 

upon (thus it refuses the deception of 'saving the planet') and it implies 

changing the processes by which our lives are sustained. As acting sustain

ably will vary according to time, place and circumstance, it is only possible 

to have a generalized understanding of what it is. There is nothing that is 

more important for us - without sustain-ability we human beings have no 

future, have nothing, are lost. At the same time without us, many, if not all, 

of the environmental problems we deem as examples of the unsustainable 

would self-correct. De facto as soon as we started to 'de-naturalize' and malie 

ourselves a world-in-the-world, some 12,000 years ago, we started to develop 

our propensity to become unsustainable. In retrospect, the more 'successful' 

world makers we have become the more unsustainable we are. 

As should be becoming apparent, the task of becoming sustain-able is a 

somewhat larger project than the environmental and political rhetoric of 

'sustainability' suggests. It implies nothing less than fundamental directional 

change in what we do and what we are. Becoming sustain-able is certainly 
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a lot more that just technologically fixing-up the planetary damage we have 

done and continue to do. It is not a project of a few years or decades. Rather, 

it is a project that has to exist as long as we exist - the degree to which we 

embrace it will actually determine how long we survive as a species. For this 
reason, we need a way of naming this project, as it rejects and transcends the 
exhausted, and in many quarters, discredited rhetoric of Brundtfand-style 
'sustainability'. We mark this difference with the name of 'the Sustainment'. 

The Sustainment is not a fixed state; rather the reverse is the case. It is the 
arrival of a moment of continual material and cultural change to keep what 
sustains in dominance. Supported by all modes of sustain-ability, as they 
negate unsustainability in its existing and emergent forms, the Sustainment 
requires a continual identification of what needs to be destroyed or changed. 
Thereafter, such identification has to give way to forms of appropriate sustain

able action across every dimension of the common and situated differences 

of our existence (for example, our relations of material and interpersonal 

exchange; what we make, how we make it and from what; the way we live and 

organize our ways of life; what we value; how we treat each other collectively 

at every level from the local to the international). The Sustainment has to 

be sought, circumstantially, in many different ways, be they in the face of 
the varied manifestations of environmental and atmospheric damage, conflict 
and inequity. 

Change and Design 

The directional change toward the Sustainment will not occur of itself; it can 
only occur by design. The conceptual space between this general evocation 

of design and the activity of professionally recognized design practices is, of 
course, huge. Likewise, the manner in which design is mobilized in language 

to signify intentional action and a comprehension by the population at large 
of what design practices can or could do is another great divide. 

In order for the kind of changes that the Sustainment requires to come to 
be, all design practices have to change and break from exclusive service to 
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the status quo. For this transformation of the economic and cultural role of 

design to occur, a great deal of design thinking, process and practice has to 

be significantly redirected toward giving substance to the futuring power of 

'sustain-ability'. So framed, sustain-ability can be understood as the ethical 

and conceptual underpinning of all practices (including design) redirecting 

and remaking material and intellectual means to advance the moment and 
process that is the Sustainment. 

Implied in the position outlined is tl1at designers place the current needs 

of the market in second place to the politico-ethical project of gaining 

sustain-ability. This is not to unrealistically suggest that all commercial 
considerations are abandoned but rather that tl1ey are strategically and 
economically repositioned under the in1perative of working toward gaining 
sustain-ability. The magnitude of these changes is not going to be instantly 

embraced, comprehended and implemented. I t  is going to take time and 

a cadre of design leaders, strong advocates and progressive educators to 

deliver tnngible results. 

letting Go and Taking Hold: The Question of Redirection 

Redirection toward the Sustairunent requires a double movement. First is the 

redirection of all those practices that act to maintain the unsustainable qual
ities and trajectory of the status quo (in modest and fragmented forms, this 

activity has commenced). Second is the application of the newly redirected 
practices to redirect the status quo toward an economy, social structure, 

culture and political order of the Sustainment (this is the challenge that 
extends from now to the coming decades). Without question, the project of 
redirection is a manm1oth task equal to, if not exceeding, the making of the 
modern world. While of a scale beyond its capability alone, design redirected 

can make a very large and crucial contribution to sustain-ability while also 
triggering a wider debate on forms of futuring towards the Sustaimncnt. As 
indicated, redirection is not instant economic dislocation. It does not mean, or 
aint to create, a total rupture from the status quo. Rather, it means identifying 
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what needs to be redirected, commencing redirective activity and working to 
establish the rise and dominance of agents of futuring. So understood, it is 
more radical than reform but less disruptive than revolution. 

Redirection, Practice, Design and the Political 

Redirection is a profoundly political proposition. Ultimately, it implies a 
restructuring of habitus by design, this leading to major cultural transform
ations. And while revolution is refused, the radicality of what is actually 
proposed, if it is to gain any substantial foothold, requires mobilizing power
ful arguments, delivering practical results and overcoming considerable 
resistance. 

Redirection obviously requires the personal, political conversion of many 
practitioners, not least architects and designers, to become redirective prac

titioners. The starting point is thus an act of self-redirection based on remaking 
the ground, and much of the content, of one's own knowledge, combined with 
acquiring the underpinning, collective, political ontology of the sustain-able 
activist working in their difference toward the common goal. The pursuit of 
this end has three major implications for the individual: a willingness to accept 
responsibility for being anthropocentric; a wish to 'lead against the grain'; a 
striving to establish conditions of solidarity amongst redirective practitioners 
and a new practice-centred politics. 

The Sustainment redefines and reanimates the importance of 'the common 
good' - it places the condition beyond the ownership of any particular political 
ideology, takes it out of the realm of idealism and situates it in the domain of 
necessity. Sustain-ability extends action for 'the common good' beyond the 
human. The common good cannot simply be viewed and addressed anthro
pocentrically, or just in terms of 'the natural'. The commonality has to span 
the human and non-human, the natural and the artificial, the animate and 
inanimate for they are all inter-relacionally intertwined. A.<; a past neglected 
and futural ethical ground of politics, the sustaining ability of the common 
good cannot be accommodated into currently existing democratic politics as 
it functions to uphold the existing economic status quo. 
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Politically, there are but two current positions occupied by all forms of 
ruling political regimes: (1) a defuturing politics that refuses or neglects to 
ftmdamentally serve the common good and secure the well being of society 

as a whole - as this would weaken its grip on power; and (2) an expedient 
politics committed to sustaining the unsustainable (be it in the domains of 

the biophysical, social or economic) so it may continue to sustain itself. There 
has to be another way, a politics of sustain-ability wherein the futural and 
immediate common good becomes the overriding priority. De facto, there has 

to be a dictatorship of Sustainment. Let's be quite clear, this is not a statement 
of ecological fascism, but simply a forceful reiteration of the statement that 

'without sustain-ability we have nothing'. It proclaims that it is not a matter of 
the imperative of sustain-ability being balanced with other political demands 
but rather that it rules them as sovereign. Without this rule, as with the rule 
of law, 'we' will have none of those freedoms that substitute for freedom per 
se. Lest the dismissal of democracy is thought to be shocliing, there are two 
things to recall. 

First, it should be aclmowledged that what mostly travels under the name 

of democracy is not democratic. As long ago as 1921, Max Weber in 'Politics 
is a Vocation' (in his seminal book Economy and Society) powerfully argued 
that modern parliamenta1-y democracy and its system of government, is in
herently undemocratic.2 1\vo years later his former student, Carl Schmitt, 
published The Crisis of Parliamentary Democracy, a radical critique, 
which returned to the moment of democracy's political binh.3 Essentially 

the critique of both Weber and Schmitt centred on the ease with which the 
system of representative parliamentary democracy slid from representation 
of the interest of the people to those of powerful interests. Unsurprisingly, the 
tradition of criticism of democracy has been unbroken, and, in large part, is 
based on showing the sham that is masked by the name. Jacques Ranciere's 
Hatred of Democracy, a polemic against the export of'democracy' by violence, 
is a recent case in point.4 

Second, democracy as we know it cannot deliver sustain-ability. The de
cisions that need to be taken to correct global structural economic imbal
ances; the sacrifices that have to be made to secure the common good; 
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and the speed at which industrial, infrastntctural, educational and lifestyle 
changes have to take place - such things just cannot happen in a system in 
which the political options put to 'the people' are determined by the dictates 

of 'consumer sovereignty'. Such politics diminishes freedom to little more 
than making choices in a market place of competing products (of which 
'sustainability' is but one). It follows that because this kind of 'democratic' 
politics turns on popularist marketing, cntcial challenges are absolutely 
avoided. The imperative to change, however, cannot wait for an uncertain 
moment of distant political enlightenment. 

If the dictatorship of Sustainment arrives, it is not going to come out of 
a blinding flash that illuminates the true way ahead, an awakening of new 
political spirit within our political leaders, or a cathartic moment in which 
the existing political edifice is reduced to rubble. Rather its most lil{ely arrival 
will be from an ever growing number of redirective actions from modest to 

major acts of practice that fuse into an w1stoppable materialized force of 
change, to which the political regimes will have no choice but to respond. This 
moment, if it comes, will amount to humanity commencing another chapter 
of its worldly occupation out of the still unpredictable duration of 'the age of 
unsettlement'. We can characterize the current era in this way because not 

only is humanity starting to be physically unsettled by geo-climatic change, 
with an accompanying, slowly growing and wider psychological destabilization 
but also because institutional politics is increasingly disengaged from the 
forces that are shaping futures. 

Redirective practitioners will certainly not be of one political shade, travel 
at the same pace or be equal in capability. The ability to cope with change 
will vary. Some people will adopt large ambitious projects, others will take 
small tentative steps, a significant number will resist. \\That counts is that 
a sufficient critical mass accumulates and advances towards the realization 
of the project of sustain-ability. At this point it is important to make two 
acknowledgements. 

The first is that the ambition of redirective practice being voiced here, is no 
mere wishful thinking, but actually has a material basis. The idea of redirective 
practice is already in circulation globally. There are already architects and 
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designers who now think of themselves-and act as - redirective practitioners. 
There are students who see it as a desirable future career. And there are 
already redirective projects under-way. Certainly, redirective practice has a 
very long way to go to gain the agency it needs but a start has been made and 
the idea and the activity can be claimed to now have a life of its own. The 
second acknowledgement simply wishes to make clear that while taking up 
the questions raised by the passing remarks made on democracy, these are 
beyond the scope of the task at hand, and are central to another project in 
progress. 

Lest it be thought that design has sUpped out of view, its presence begs re
affirmation. Design can be made a leader of redirection. Not by falling back 
into offering utopian forms that spark or express a spirit of a new age, a Zeit
geist - the error of the modernists - but rather by developing and adopting 
a diverse cluster of effective and strategically deployable actions within the 
remit of redirective practices. 

Redirection, Ethics and Politics 

What actually constitutes design-based redirective practice is going to be given 
considerable attention in the next two chapters. To establish the context for 
this, it is worth spending just a little time sketching a brief history of the 
idea. 

The initial idea that underpins redireetive practice is Aristotle's ethics and 
the philosophical tradition it instigated. Within this tradition, ethics is seen 
as embodied in a 'practical philosophy'. This does not mean a philosophy 
that completely centres on pragmatic and instrumental ends that ignore the 
objective of 'the good'. Within this philosophical tradition, ethics is not seen 
as just being enacted by a particular kind of subject - the individual who acts 
ethically. Rather, the subject is viewed as both able to direct, but a I so be directed 
by, ethics materialized ('the good' as things in action). This understanding 
allows us to grasp ethics in relation to the performative quaUties of objects 
created and mobilized by individuals striving to transfer 'acting ethically' to 
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'ethics embodied in the way things of the world act in order to sustain' (which 
is taken as the baseline of ethics). This thinking enables us to recognize that 
objects, immaterial things, non-human others and environments can all be 
given ethical agency. And then equally, individual and collective subjects can 
be brought under the influence of and directed by the ethical as it is imbued 
in those material and immaterial things which are engaged by non-human 
and human, socially and politically formed collectivities. The highest level of 
expression of the collective , so ethically directed, is registered in the power 
of 'the constitution'. 

The faith Aristotle posited with the constitution, as it unifies sovereignty, 
rulers and the political order of administration, has travelled to the present 
(via political theory) to spark new ideas of what a constitution is and can do.s 
This passage of the ancient to the present is graphically illustrated in Bruno 
Latour's notion of the constitution as 'a gathering of reality defining objects' 
that, via the mediation of 'the few' can inform the theory, practice and speech 
of political actors in generai.6 These remarks lead us to the ability to see 
connections between ethics materialized, redirective practice and ontological 
designing. This potent trio of forces can be brought to all those objects and 

things that populate the habitus out of which the subject is constituted. So 
while ethics can be directed by specific agents (like design or a constitution) it 
can equally be elemental to a milieu wherein individual or collective subjects 
act by dint of their combined active presence in a particular set of inscribed 
circumstances of only ethical options. 





... 

4 

Design as a Redirective Practice 

l\ifore now needs to be said on why and how design thinking and action need 
to change and what could trigger such changes. After outlining proposed 
changes, a case study illustrating some of them will be presented. 

Notwithstanding design's intellectual and creative capital becoming increas
ingly technologically embodied, a lot of people talk about the need for design 
to change.1 There is certainly a discernible mainstream drive that spans a 
range of activities (design management, product/service innovation and 
globalization), which is increasingly incorporating 'sustainability'. The whole 
project and rhetoric of corporate sustainability is, however, ambiguous. 

Sustaining the corporation and advancing 'sustainability' become fused with 
the result that, in most cases, the unsustainable is sustained (a common 
example is when the environmental impact of a single tmit of production 
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is reduced while overall volume produced significantly increases, with the 

consequence that total impact goes on rising). The corporation thus claims 

its products are 'green', but any advance towards sustain-ability is negated by 

market growth. Another instance is when a product that humanity and the 

global environment could well do without, is 'greened' to give it a competitive 
edge. 

Another demand-reactive mechanism of changing designing comes from 

the notion of user centredness. This can span an ergonomic approach that 

informs the development of product usability to notions of 'universality' or the 

'emotional character' of products but without the fundamental environmental 

performance of the product improving. A far more intimate set of relations 

between corporations, design and 'the user' is established by the employment 
of anthropology (often in its most reductive ethnographic form) to get inside 

the user's life or head. Users are observed at work or home using products -

this to gather information for product development or to assist in identifying 

situations able to prompt new product possibilities. Likewise, anthropology 
is also deployed to burrow into everyday life to disclose things like 'brand 
loyalty' and 'exactly what consumers want' (from products). 

The changes just mentioned - corporate sustainability and user-centred 
design - are partly a reaction to another more longstanding change, which 
is the intensification of aestheticized design since the late 1980s, manifested 

throughout the rise of designer products, art typography, fashion as art and 

postmodern high-style architecture. 

Framing Design as a Redirective Practice 

Of course, the kinds of changes this book is exploring go well beyond those 

just noted. They are led by redirective practice, rather than it being the sum 

of these changes. Redirective practice elevates the seriousness, importance 

and futuring potential of design. There is a good deal to lose but far more 

to gain. It takes design beyond a disciplinary model. Currently design and 

architecture are regarded as disciplinary domains constituted from a number 
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of subdisciplines (architectural design and architectural science; industrial 
design and fashion design being representative examples). These disciplines 
exist within a rationalist model of divisions of knowledge and skills. Having 
earlier (in Chapter 2) put forward a critique of reason from the perspective of 

relationality, this now needs to be connected to the question of the adequacy 
of disciplines as organizational regimes of contained knowledge. DisCiplinary 

thinking, by its very nature, is exclusory, and thus has a limited ability to 
comprehend and engage the relational complexity of unsustainability and 

the creation of sustainment. But the suggestion is not that we dispense with 
disciplines but rather they need bridging by a meta-discipline that facilitates 

an exchange of knowledge and dialogue based on a common language of 
engagement, while also amassing collective knowledge in their own right. This 
thinking is not the same as either the synthesis of 'multi-disciplines' or the 
dialogue of 'inter-disciplines'. Redirective practice names the meta-discipline. 
What redirective practice enables is a practical transformation of knowledge 

in action. In the case of design needing to be redesigned, it is not a matter of 
somehow abstracting this activity. Rather, it is a matter of having redirective 
practice in formation and process so that the redesign of design can occur in 
the course of working on a specific project. 

As meta-practices, many practices can converge on, and subscribe to, the 
redirective agenda. In fact, any discipline with a prefigurative or analytical 
relation to the form and operation of the material world could find ways to 
create cooperative working relations with redirective action and redirective 
practitioners. 

Certainly, redirective practice does imply the acquisition of some new 
knowledge - this to give more sustain-able purchase to a particular practice. 
Sustain-ability clearly demands new understanding and values as well as new 

professional and political alignments to neutralize the defuturing content 
of what one already knows and does. New knowledge gained in the frame 
of redirective practice can also bring greater authority to the application 
of one's practice, this not least because of the support gained from other 

voices spealiing similar messages, and other practitioners delivering projects 
informed by the same imperatives. 
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Redirective practice has gone beyond merely being promoted as an idea; it 
is now in a formative stage. There are already people around the world who 
now think of, and present, themselves as redirective practitioners, and it is 
also now arriving in design education. It affords many possibilities, including 
establishing levels of cooperation across previously impossible economic, 
political and cultural divides. Above all, an agreement on the absolute im
perative of sustain-ability provides the basis for a practitioner led creation of 
'commona1ities in difference'. So said, there is a baseline requiring general 
agreement on a number of fundamental points, between all who decide to be 
redirective practitioners. These beg a brief review. 

The Redirective Base Line 

Redirective practice brought to a design project means that associated activity 
may not just be confined to design, or that the only disciplines engaged to 
work on it will be design based or design related. What actually determines 
the knowledge deemed appropriate to bring to the project is what a relational 
analysis reveals to be needed. 

No matter the designer or design approach, there has to be a willingness w 
accept responsibility for what is designed as unfinished and thus in continual 
process - this w1derstanding, based on grasping that everything designed goes 
on designing, is an essential frame of ethical evaluation. 

Understanding that design is political - which is to say that it always serves 
a particular ideological master (be it serving the political economy that under
pins the status quo) - is a prerequisite for anyone wishing to redirect design. 
Likewise, and unambiguously, to evoke the dictatorship of Sustainment - is to 
evoke a political ideology that redirective practitioners cannot be equivocal 
about. Of course, as already implied, a word like 'dictatorship' rings alarm 
bells, conjut;ng up images of the actions of some of the most tyrannical figures 
of human history - this not what is being proposed. What is being suggested 
is more akin to the way capitalism, in its present hegemonic and all pervasive 
state, is experienced. It's important to remember here that hegemony (being 
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a dictatorship of the consensual) refers to imposition that is not perceived 
as such.2 This is to say that the rule of capital is taken to be simply how the 
world works. Yet as measured against the historicity of humanity's earthly 
presence, capitalism is a very recent phenomenon with an unknown duration. 
Even when this observation is intellectually understood, it mostly escapes 
existential recognition. 

Such qualifications do not dilute the stark reality of the politics of change 
towards the Sustainmcnt- it has no moderate or balanced position. It's change 
or nothing. Sustainment has to dictate; it has to be hegcmonic. At the same 
time, the path to the Sustainment is neither singular, nor straight. Neither 
is it to be followed under the direction of politically correct dictates. Lilte 
'freedom', 'justice' or 'equity', it is illusive, abstractly known, felt and sensed 
as the other of its opposite, but nonetheless ranks as an absolute political 
objective. 

The problems that redirective practice confronts arc never simply handed
down or handed-over problems. They are certainly never just design problems. 
Likewise, design is never just 'a problem-solving activity' (the most exhausted 
cliche of design theory). Rather the first act always has to be to actually 
identify what the problem is, from the basis of causality rather than by trite 
definition. This cannot be predicated upon the problem being assumed to be 
a design problem. To stand any real chance of actually disclosi�_the <:,��sality 
of a problem, a circumstantial analysis has to be engaged relationally. There 

are a numbe-r of key analytical questions essential to the task of redirection. 
Fundamental among these is asking and answering the question 'what, in this 
context, is unsustainable?' Unless this is disclosed, nothing is sOI�ed. There

after, it becomes possible to determine if and how design can contribute to 
the d�ivery of a solution. 

- -- ----- --

No matter the name it ends up travelling under, all architects, designers 
and their clients will end up with the stark choice of embracing redirective 
practice or giving way to defuturing - the negation of timC::_�directive 
p� expounded here, is akin to a new kind ofjdes!gnl leader�hip, 
unoerpinned by a combination of creating new (and gatherit]g old) kno�ledge 
direct_:d at advan:ing me�� �f sustain-ab�ity while also politicaiir c�ntesting 
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_the UllSJI�ainable status quo. More than this, the directional impetus of 
redirective practice has the ability, through working in difference toward a 
common aim, to catalytically constitute a 'change community'. 

Designing-in· Time 

Designing in space is totally familiar across all three-dimensional design 
practices, but designing-in-time is not. To design in time is not to claim an 
ability to see into the future. Rather it involves examining in detail what is 
likely to, or could, shape future positive or negative possibilities and thereafter 
deciding what should, or should not, be factored into design activity on a 
precautionary basis. 

Designing-in-time directly chaUenges architecture and design's failure 
to realize that we humans have a finite future and that the duration of our 
existence, notwithstanding a mass catastrophe, is decided by how we act in 
making a place for ourselves in the material world in which we exist. Historic
ally, a _&eat deal of th�msustainable has arrived by design. We humans con
stantly defuture our futu;al being by - design ana in so doing we sustain the 
present and sacrifice the future. 

Against this backdrop, there is an overwhelming imperative to create a 
powerful futuring counterforce that embraces the fact that the fundamental 
change, upon which our very future depends, the change toward sustainment, 
cannot occur without design. 

What now follows is a case study of early redirective practice thinking-in
action. \Vhile it only indicates how some of the intellectual tools have been 
applied to a specific project, i t  aims to show that they do have transformative 
agency. 
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Case Study: Sustainment and Boonah Two 

Much of the ability of redirective practice will come from developing the nous 
and skill to redirect a brief from a client. This ability will be one of the key 
means of enabling redirective practitioners to survive and even flourfsh i n  the 
market place (the conceptual tool to do this is 'the return brief', which will be 
discussed in a later chapter). With the brief of a design competition, there is 
often more leeway to be 'creative' and non-compliant. But in both cases, the 
main point to be made and illustrated centres on taking a brief and redirecting 
it toward sustainment. 

'Boonah Two· was an award-winning submission to an international con
cept design competition - Building a Sustainable World: Life in the Balance 
- organized in 2007 by the Royal Institute of British Architects/USA - California 
Chapter.3 The submission was a joint one from Gall & Medek (a Brisbane 
architectural practice) and Team D/E/S (a South-East Queensland-based 
sustainment consultancy of which the author is a director). The design team 
was drawn from both organizations. The competition attracted entries world
wide, resulting in twelve finalists from eight countries coming together. The 
competition brief offered several options, and the one chosen by the joint team, 
was to design a 'sustainable city' for 50,000 people.4 

The design team took Boonah, an existing town, as its starting point. 
Boonah is a small Australian cattle and farming town of a few thousand people 
in South-East Queensland. lt is an hour south-west of Brisbane via a good 
arterial road. lt is on the eastern slopes of the Great Dividing Range, 100 km 
inland and located in a shire with good soil and a viable catchment. Its location 
offers protection from the more extreme coastal weather (an important factor 
in the future) and from the increasingly hot and dry weather of the west. lt 
was selected because it is exactly the kind of place that would be deemed 
appropriate for 'resettlement' by people abandoning areas exposed to the 
coming climate of the coast (cyclonic winds and rising sea levels) and the 
western interior (increased heat in an already hot region, accompanied by less 
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8 Boonah Panorama 

9 Boonah Farmsca� 
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rain). Resettlement in Australia is not a future prospect but a process already 
underway. 

The name Boonah Two was inspired by some lines from B.F. Skinner·s book 
Walden Two because of their resonance with the present. In 1976, Skinner, 
writing on the American way of life, said: ·Not only can we not face the rest 
of the world while consuming and polluting as we do, we cannot for tong face 
ourselves while acknowledging the violence and chaos in  which we live:5 

The exercise carried no claim of seeing into the future, although there 
were some certainties [like the fact that everybody in Australia is already ex
periencing the increasing consequences of climate change!. Of course, the 
uncertain always remains imminent; however, what the approach asserted 
was the necessity of a very broadly based and highly informed precautionary 
design approach. The intent was to put experientially omnipresent forms and 
structures in place, including ·learning environments· that would dramatically 
increase the ability of the city to sustain itself and in so doing advance sustain
ment in general. 

I 0 Boonah store 
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The Approach 
The competition brief required the design of a 'sustainable city'. This was 
viewed predominantly as a city made self-sufficient by sustainable tech
nologies, especially i n  terms of water, waste and energy. Boonah Two's 
approach accepted this requirement, but took it further to conceptualize the 
city within the frame of Sustainment. This meant addressing not just the built 
form of the city but also its economy and governance. Likewise, the entire 
biophysical operation of the city was conceived as a 'metabolic model'. The 
form and daily life of the city were envisioned to be deeply implicated in the 
creation and maintenance of ways of working and living in which the objective 
of sustainment infused social interactions, the form of governance, the nature 
of education, leisure and pleasure, plus care for people, services, the natural 
and built environments. The methodological means to bring all the design 
objectives together turned on designing-in-time. A fifty-year timeline was set, 
from which to 'design from the future to the present'. 

Such designing-in-time generated a substantial research exercise of prob
abilities, like climate change impacts, social and environmental needs, popu
lation redistribution, technological change, and so on. In turn, this research 
informed the writing of a year-by-year scenario for the fifty years. From this, 
design tasks were designated to cope with the potential risks and problems 
identified. Crucially, these tasks were commanded by two imperatives: those 
things needing and able to be redirected; and, that which needed to be newly 
introduced. 

Theoretically, two ideas underpinned the total approach: ( 1 ]  designing things 
that perceptibly ontologicalty designed (that is: the designing of the struc
turing of structures of habitus] .  and [2] designing relationally. The initial a im of 
entering the competition was to Learn how to deliver these ideas via redirective 
practice; as such it was a 'professional development learning exercise·. 
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I I Boonah main street 

Design Elements: A Brief Review 

So far in this account the content of Boonah Two has remained rather abstract. 
To correct this, what follows is a review of some of the key design elements 
and the thinking that underpinned them. All these elements figured in the 
'designing-in-time' fifty-year scenario. Their presentation was a fusion of 
researched information, creative writing and design. 

Designing a Metabolic City 

The transition from the existing settlement of Boonah to Boonah Two was 
conceived of metabolically. This was not restricted to the biological. Besides 
organic matter, a city inducts and excretes inert materials, goods, services, 
information, images, cultural forms, people and more. 

Designing a metabolic city requires the city to be established and managed 
as much as possible within the immediate catchment of its settlement. The 
city has to be directly connected to its region's ecological carrying capacity and 
natural resources [like water, soil, biodiversity) . This also means identifying 
the number of people that the catchment can support. The form of the city, 
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the goods and services it employs, the human capital it selects and recruits, 
the industries and business it attracts or creates, the cultures it forms - all 
are essential to create and maintain its metabolism. A metabolic city has 
to have the capability to largely sustain itself and adaptively self-reproduce 
rather than just grow in size and impacts. lt has to spawn another city that 
functions in the same way but with the ability to adapt to a different catchment 
and population. 

Base-level self-sustainment for a metabolic city means sustaining the food, 
energy, water, waste infrastructure, common utility materials and cultural 
needs of its population without defuturing its catchment. The move from 
Boonah to Boonah Two included retrofitting the catchment to make it largely 
self-sustaining in terms of food, energy, water and common utility materials. 
From such comparatively high base level of self-sustainment, all growth would 
have to equate with improved performance upon this base. 

Here is a range of examples of the design strategies to deliver the metabolic 
base of the city. lt should be noted, in considering these examples, that most 
areas of Australia already have major water shortages, with many large cities 
being on the highest level of water restriction. Equally, there are small towns 
where all the water has to be trucked in.  During the first decade of the twenty
first century the nation has experienced its worst drought in some areas, 
it is claimed, for 1 ,000 years. At the same time, extreme weather events -
cyclones, flash floods, hail storms and bush fires - are becoming more severe 
and frequent. 

Feeding and Watering the City 

The design imperative to feed the city can be significantly assisted by the 
development of foodscapes. Central to their creation is making the conser
vation of agricultural land a major priority within an overall 'geological and 
topographic good land use management plan.· Such a plan would not only 
integrate rural and urban food production to maximize local food production 
and reduce 'food miles' but could also make a major contribution to the growth 
of local e mployment. lt would take into account protection of crops against 
extreme weather in relation to planting, construction of wind breaks/shelters, 
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and the design and construction of fabricated structures, including for hail 
protection. 

The plan would consider water catchment to maximize topographic surface 
and subsurface water movement advantage, as well as harvesting rainwater 
from built structures. All stored waterwould be covered to eliminate evaporation . 
Experimental means of water conservation, Like the use of condensers, would 
be explored. Likewise, all urban landscaping would be designed for ultra-low 
water requirements. Commercial and domestic water consumption would be 
regulated. 

Climatic Defensive Architecture 
All of the city's architecture would be informed by this mode of design which 
seeks to (1 ]  protect and adapt existing valued built structures from Likely 
environmental and climatic impacts; (21 protect human Life, the natural and 
artificial means that sustain it and its interdependent Life forms; and, (3] 
protect and conserve vital resources (this includes civic, commercial and 
domestic dwellings, their ability to harvest water and  function within energy 
and communication networks!. Responding to increasing fire risk i n  Australia 
(both frequency and intensity of fires!. measures would be taken to protect the 
city against fire. This includes: the encirclement of the city by a fire barrier 
several hundred metres wide !constructed from a low-grade paving material, 
Like slag] and the design of the water supply to facilitate comprehensive fire 
fighting. 

Construction Methods 
The setting up of a local, flexible and sustainable commercial and domestic 
systems buildings industry was adopted as a key means to: ( 1 ]  establish the 
short term core of a nascent local economy as a catalyst for social and econ
omic development; (2] provide the basis of an industry with long term potential 
to contribute to manufacturing and exporting Rapid Assembly Sustainable 
Structures (RASS]; and, (3] enable a convergence of the efficiencies of industrial 
production while reducing transportation energy and financial costs of such a 
materially intensive project. 
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Combined with the design methodology for the city, the RASS approach 
and many other elements of the design strategy, aimed to make Boonah Two 
a nationally and internationally exportable model of a sustain-able city. The 
design methodology was not based on a specific master plan but rather, on 
a series of interconnected design principles together with the means of their 
material realization. Thus exportable cities would be created in  similar ways 
but have varied forms. At the same time, the model is not universa l - it would 
not, for example, be appropriate for cold climates without major modification. 

Providing Power 

The competition brief required the city to generate all its own power. The Boonah 
Two submission's approach was two-staged and based on upfront demand 
reduction. Thus as much infrastructure and as many commercial and domestic 
buildings as possible would be designed with low energy-load requirement. 
Phase one would introduce a mixed palette of currently available renewable 
energy technologies like wind power, biomass and photovoltaics. Boonah has 
good solar radiation, its wind speeds make wind turbines feasible (especially 
the blade less silent spiral type designed by the Finnish Windside company) and 
there is locally available biomass. The second, overlapping stage would be to 
phase in solar thermal and geothermal electricity generation. Some of phase 
one would remain in localized situations, some would be phased out [in 10-15 
years) and a network of grid connected solar thermal and geothermal systems 
would establish the ongoing generation system. These later 'state of the art' 
technologies - solar thermal and geothermal, being of a larger scale and of 
greater efficiency would be able to provide the energy load for the city's total 
population. Moreover, such forms of power generation would deliver an ability 
to export power (in turn this would offset the embodied energy of materials 
and goods imported into Boonah Two). 

Social Participation in Sustainment and the Celebration of Cultural Innovation 
Social ecology (social inter-connectedness and the forms of power that bring 
vitality) and a 'culture of sustainment' are as much crucial elements of the 
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sustainable city as material fabric and technologies. This equally requires a 
great deal of design effort - not to give form but to facilitate it coming into 
being. 

Against this backdrop, social and democratic models of redirective design 
development were envisaged to place the existing Boonah community and 
'newcomers' in positions of power so they would have a design investment in  
what would need to be sustained. This activity would be an important part of 
the redirective process of integrating the old town into the new city. Culturally 
i nnovative ways of developing a culture of ·care' as the basis of Boonah Two's 
social ecology would be pursued. These would enfold 'care' - for the self, for 
other people, for things, the biophysical and the built environment. The actions 
to realize this would feed the pervasive ethos of a city wherein the 'common 
good' would be clearly perceptible. 

Conclusion 
A great deal was learnt by all involved in working on the Boonah Two submis
sion, especially in the identification and management of complexity. Doing well 
was a big bonus for the design team. Designing how to design a city of sustain
ment, so that it, itself, becomes a means of design - this was the essence of 
what the process added up to. While it cannot claim total success. it was a very 
constructive and productive opening into a different way of designing. 

Boonah Two was a large and complex project, so only a fraction of it could 
be characterized here. In turn, it is part of a larger exercise of 'proving· the 
power of redirective practice. Interestingly, exactly the same methods were 
employed by the design team for a later competition - the design of an eco
tourist resort in Western Australia. The result was the same - the submission 
won an award. The ideas have legs! 

Finally, it should be noted that it is very unusual for a submission to an 
architectural competition to be based on process and text rather than on 
images. Seductive images and monumental forms almost always win the day, 
so it quite remarkable when an entry based o n  process gains an award. 
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Supplementary Case Study: Sustainable Urban Housing 
in  Fiji 

This short case study is of the winner of the same competition [Building a 
Sustainable World: Life in the Balance, RI BA/USA, 20071. The entry was sub
mitted by Toby Kyle, a British architect and Chris Cole, an Australian architect 
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both of whom worked for Kamineli Vuadreu in Fiji. In one sense, as a very 
practical, modest and immediately realizable project it makes an interesting 
foil to the complexity of Boonah Two. Yet it also carries another powerful 
message of redirection. 

Among the considerable number of serious problems a Pacific nation like 
Fiji faces, the project addressed five: ( 1 ]  housing shortage, especially in terms 
of affordability; [2] the deteriorating condition of the fabric of the housing 
stock; (3] shortage and high cost of building materials; [4) frequent and 
potentially increasing exposure to extreme weather events; and, (5) economic 
underdevelopment and a lack of employment linked to a small national skill 
base. Responding to all these problems in a site specific way, Kyle and Cote 
put forward a concept that linked the design of structures to the development 
of a micro economy. 

Part of their selected site was allocated to grow bamboo. They designed 
a series of high density medium rise apartments with these structures to be 
surrounded by the bamboo cropping areas. Large arched open plan buildings, 
to accommodate individual and collective workspaces, were added as the third 
element of the project. These working space buildings were interspersed 
between the apartments and placed on the edge of the cropping areas. The 
external and internal space planning of the project aimed at meeting both the 
contemporary economic and traditional cultural needs of the community. 

To give the structures the abi lity to withstand very high wind speeds during 
extreme weather events they were designed with steel frames [the supply 
of which they gained from sponsorship from an Australian steel maker). All 
cladding and infill material was conceived to be supplied from the site grown 
bamboo. Besides the cost-effectiveness of this strategy, it also meant that any 
weather-damaged material could be replaced easily. The concept, in relation 
to structure and materials, was thus based on two seemingly contradictory 
design principles: permanence and sacrifice. At the same time, the community 
was seen to be able to be economically sustained by making products from 
bamboo to sell in and beyond local markets. This could be done sustainably 
because the manufacture of products could be aligned with the supply of 
bamboo as it is a rapid regrowth crop. So, in all, the adopted approach can 
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be seen as a local model of relational thought and solutions able act as an 
exemplar of redirecting local construction and economic practice in the Pacific 
Islands and perhaps elsewhere.6 



13 Waste in waiting 

5 

ReviewingTwo Key Redirective Practices 

Following on from looking at how design can be reframed and connected 
to redirective practice, we now consider two examples of particular design
based redirective practices: elimination design and recoding. Both of these 
practices can be appropriated and employed by all design disciplines. 

Designing Nothing: Elimination Design 

Walk into any 'crazy bargain' superstore in any big city anywhere in the 
world and there will be aisles stacked with 'stuff, most of which will simply 
be delayed landfill - products that are badly designed, often badly made, fre
quently from shoddy material, some for dubious uses and with almost all 
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having a short life expectancy. Umbrellas that will last to the first gust of wind, 
toys with two days of play in them, travel bags with zips that burst on the bag's 
first filling, cheap tools not up to the job- we have all bought such things and 
dumped them. Tragically there is a whole 'dollar-a-day' segment of humanity 
making these things or buying them because they cannot afford anything 
else. Here, then, is a straightfonvard case for the elimination of a whole swag 
of manufactured goods that then folds into the more complex issues of quality 
replacement and alternative forms of employment. The key question thus 
arises: 'on the basis of a clearly identified overall contribution to extending 
unsustainability, what exactly should be eliminated?' Answering this question 
unavoidably means malting a judgement between short-term socio-economic 
gains and longer range impacts. In turn, this task divides into two distinct 
forms of evaluation: an identification of the absolutely unsustainable; and an 
identification of the contextually unsustainable that is able to be redeemed 
in some way. 

Design, in the company of many other practices, is dominated by the idea 
of creation: its practices, in large part, exist to bring something into existence; 
in so doing what is destroyed often gets overlooked. 'Sustainable design', 
with its preoccupation with 'green products' and 'green buildings,' is no ex
ception to this productivist disposition. Actually asldng whether the thing to 
be designed is really needed, is just not a question in the forefront of most 
designers' minds (be they 'green' or not). 

There is no doubt that the likes of cluster bombs and land mines, chorine
based paper pulp mills, children's toys made of PVC, tl1e clear felling of for
ested hillsides, building products containing toxins, and 'big boys toys' like 
jet skis, should all go. Likewise, chemical technologies that direcdy damage 
the genetic structures of pla11ts and animals and harm natural environments; 
industrial processes that discharge pollutants into the air or water; food manu
facturing processes that use additives that harm health - such products and 

processes, rather than being viewed relativistically and then regulated, should 
either be made totally benign or eliminated. 

Many processes, materials and products could be designed out of existence 
from within tl1eir industries, for example building materials that use urea-based 
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bonding agents (formaldehyde off-gassing)). Others (like herbicides and pesti
cides with a long residual soil life) will only disappear if eliminated by legis
lation. Eradication by public education and strategic media campaigns is 
also warranted - just as smoking has been 'branded' as anti-social as well 
as unhealthy, so too could 'C02 emissions-excessive' activities lil{e 'gas
guzzler' cars and gratuitous air travel ('jet-setting' around, whimsical pleasure 
trips, business trips to deal with matters that could easily be dealt with by a 
telephone or video conference, and so on). 

The contextually unsustainable is a different story. Here we are talking 
about situations where the redirective practitioner can actively engage 'end 

14 Hower time 
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users', markets and producers. The m eta-design framing of this activity is 

often habits of lifestyle or working life. Elimination here encompasses a spec
trum from total erasure, cutting out specinc elementS, cutting down the use 

of a material or product to maintaining an activity via another means. Mowing 

lawns provides a simple illustration of such ways of thinking and acting. 
Consider a family home in a suburban street with a fenced backyard, a 

third of which is paved and the rest is grassed. There are also a couple of fmit 

trees and a modest timber tool shed in a corner of the yard. The small front 

garden consists of some crazy paving, a bird bath and a couple of flower beds. 
While no gardening competitions are going to be won, everything is neat. On 
a regular basis the motor mower is taken out of the shed and whipped around 

the backyard and the nature strip at the front of the house between the road 
and the pavement. The job tal<es no more than three-quarters of an hour and 
that includes tidying up, bmshing off the mower and putting it away. 

Elimination option number one is simply to replace the motor mower with 
a modern lightweight version of an old-style push mower. Certainly, the job 
takes twice as long, but there are payoffs: the man and woman of the house 

(they take turns at mowing) have some additional needed exercise and there 
are no C02 emissions. 

Elimination option number two is more radical: the motor mower is still 

exchanged for a manual model to deal with the nature strip; additionally, the 

grassed area of the yard is dug up, as is the front garden after the paving is 

removed. Vegetables are then planted and a small rainwater tank is installed 

on the paved area of the backyard - this for garden watering and toilet flushing. 
Growing veggies in the front garden, besides increasing productivity, makes 

a statement to neighbours. It may not sound dramatic, but just imagine the 

reduced impacts, cost savings and culinary benefits, if such action became 

'fashionable' among the suburbs of the 'developed world' (a great deal of the 

world's poor already know how to produce food on urban land). 

Another very different example of elimination-based redirective practice 
goes to interior designers/architects joining forces with fashion designers to 
eliminate 'power dressing.' The proposition here is that people working in 
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offices should dress according to climatic conditions. Having the heating and 

cooling systems of office buildings set to deliver 22·c all year around so that 

men in suits will be thermally comfortable is simply energy irresponsible. 

Temperature settings should be based on people dressing according to the 

weather. 

Staying with the issue of thermal comfort and climate change, consider 

that as many parts of the world grow hotter a vicious circle will ensue. In 

brief: the hotter it gets, the more air conditioning will be installed and used, 

the greater the energy load and emissions from the combustion of fossil fuels. 

Ideally, renewable energy should be used to break this cycle, but corporations 

and governments around the world fail to grasp that the cost of not doing 

this is greater that the cost of doing it - a lost future cannot be bought back! 

Pragmatically, neither enlightened energy policy nor large scale renewable 

energy generation is going to arrive quickly, thus another course of action 

based on 'demand reduction' is needed. Forms of air-conditioning that can, 

for example, be uncoupled from a building's power circuit and reconnected 

to a stand-alone renewable energy source; external insulation or shade to 

lower the temperature of a building's thermal mass (and so its cooling load); 

changing the building's use pattern - there are many options for both domestic 

and commercial buildings. The products to make these actions happen are 

already on the shelf and ready to go! 

There are many design-based rcdirective practice opportunities for in

dustrial designers, architects, building services engineers, interior designers 

and fashion designers to work on collaboratively. These opportunities link to 

the enormous number of problems of the unsustainable that can be addressed 

by low-impact technologies, products, services, modified work practices and 

transformed lifestyles. Adopting an elimination perspective can be a key 

to opening up these opportunities. Heat harvesting, wearable technologies, 

climate adaptive architecture, materials recovery technologies, postindustrial 

cottage industries, social ecology based organizational redesign - these op

portunities can take many forms. 
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Generalizing the Question of How 

Design for elimination cannot be based on a nice, neat checklist. Action is 
too dependent on the specifics of the analysis of what is to be eliminated, 
the contextual situation a-11d available resources. So said, there are some gen
eral approaches that can be 'keyworded' and reviewed to take the thinking 
forward, these are: erasure of 'need' by exposing it as a fabricated want; 

functional substitution; product multipurposin�; dematerialization and 

·rematerialization; symbolic de<valuation and the destruction of si�n value; 

and prohibition. 

Erasure of 'Need' by Exposing lt as a Fabricated Want 

'Needs' are created within the cultural world in which we as individuals come 

into being - our habitus. The power of this structuring can be sufficient 
to overpower biological urges (for instance, in spite of the instinct of self 
preservation people die for causes, the incest taboo carries great sexually 

repressive force and the starving seldom resort tO cannibalism). ln contrast, 
'wants' arrive throughout our lives as the world passes before us in all its 
natural, televisualized and commodified forms. We fill our minds, homes, 
leisure time, garages, vacations, social and sexual relations with wants. So 
many of these wants we take to be needs - the big house, the fast car, the 
plasma screen TV, fme wines, the pearl necklace, the designer suit - up 
and down the socio-economic scale, such lists are the stuff of dreams and 
indebtedness. Sustain-ability has to be a means to make a rift appear between 
wants and needs. A simple way of life has to be brol{en free of the mantle of 
Puritanism - the ethical imperative, the pleasure and virtue of 'living a simple 
and moderate life' begs being seen as the normative model of all human being 
toward the future1 - it is the only way we can continue to be! Social justice 
has slid from idealism to necessity. 
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Functional Substitution 

This elimination process centres on the displacement of high impact tech
nology by low impact technology, as with the example above of substituting a 
motor by a push mower. The resurgence of pedal power (be it servo-assisted 
and applied to load carrying commercial tricycles) is another .example. 
There is great deal of design potential in reconceptualizing existing, past and 
forgotten technologies. The basic question to bring to this challenge, be it in 
the workplace, kitchen, laundry, garden, or transport related, is obviously 
'what can I, as a user/designer, find or conceive of, that can displace an existing 
technology by a low impact alternative?' 

Product Multipurposing 

There are many single function technologies that beg to be perceptually re
conceived so they may be materially transformed by design. Consider these 
simple examples: we grossly under use the heat of space heaters; we do not 
capture and use waste heat from cooking or from refrigerators; we use potable 
water for non-potable purposes (like flushing toilets) while wasting kitchen 
and bathroom grey-water. The point is: the way things are, is not necessarily 
how they should or could be. 

Dematerialization and Rematerialization 

Some of our activities invite being dematerialized. The most oft-cited ex
ample is the elimination of a great deal of printing paper in  the office and 
home. Computer technology retains the potential to do this, while printer 
technology negates this potential. But what about dematerializing Christmas 
and birthdays by saying it in words and music rather than by gifts that many 
of us do not need or even want? Reducing the household and travel carbon 
footprint is perhaps a more acceptable option. 
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Rematerialization is predominantly the substitution of human labour for 
machines in a smart way. The scythe is a good example. This was once a well
used farm implement. As other technologies arrived it fell out of use for large
scale harvesting and then for minor grass-cutting tasl{s. However, the scythe 
has been reinvented - it is now a lightweight, well- balanced, ergonomically 
designed object with a finer, high-quality, thin steel blade. Not only -can it re
place the two-stoke motor-powered brush-cutter for a significant number of 
jobs but it actually does a better job! 

Symbolic Devaluation and the Destruction of Sign Value 

The number and type of commodities based on sign value have dramatically 
increased in the past few decades. This has been most evident in the rise 
of designer products, branding and attempts to fuse emotion and brand 
loyalty. In this market-contaminated culture, the power of the logo decimates 
utility. While sign-value has been a major motor of capital accumulation and 
thus of escalating unsustainability, it has a flip-side - it is vulnerable: if the 
cultural value of the commodity is destroyed, then the desire for the product 
disappears. Such action (the willing of cultural devaluation - see 'receding' 
below) is warranted if the product is unambiguously w1sustainable. And 
it's not hard to find target examples, from soft drinks to tourist packages, 
from 'sports' vehicles to cosmetics. Having said this, the elimination of the 
unsustainable by symbolic devaluation should not just be seen in terms 
of commodities. Such action may be equally directed toward perceptions, 

values, behaviour and attitudes. 
Elimination by the destruction of the symbolic meaning of the de facto un

sustainable renders the desirable undesirable and exposes art as artless and 
the-thought-to-be-wanted as unwanted. Above all, it demonstrates the ability 
of immaterial action to overpower powerful negative material consequences. 
As we shall see in a moment, recoding is one of the most powerful means we 
have available to do this. Conversely, the sign value of much that sustains can 
be significantly increased. 
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Prohibition 

Although mostly outside the realm of design, elimination by prohibition re

quires to be acknowledged. There are industries, products and services which 

should be legislated out of existence. Foundationally, there is no freedom 
without sustainment. Freedom of market choice is subordinate to this primary 

condition. 
In sum, design for elimination demands working oneself into a way of think

ing and questioning that expands redirective practice's design possibilities. 
This thinking also has two immediate existential implications: first, is the 

arrival of the realization that elimination is always a political and ethical issue 

that inescapably centres on acts of judgement; second is the acquisition of 

a voice that continually whispers in one's ear - 'what can I eliminate?' This 
question is, of course, inseparable from 'what do I value?' 

16  Stamping out 
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Recoding 

As a practice, recoding centres on the transformation of the sign value of 
objects, images, structures, spaces, services and organizations. As such, it 
has a relation to, but is more than, the elimination practice of 'symbolic de
valuation and the destruction of sign value' outlined above. 

The contemporary idea of recoding emerged out of modernist art practice 
during of the nineteenth century. This was seen, for instance, in the proto
cubism of Cezanne, the perspective of 'new objectivism' in painting and 
photography and in the arrival of the collage and photomontage as they 
mixed media. The intent was to adopt a viewpoint that prompted a different 
way of 'seeing the world' (as with the panoramic bird's eye view of a Paris 

boulevard by photographer Adolphe Braun in the late 1860s) or the creation 

of collisions of meaning that disrupted the representational order. In the 

early twentieth century these developments were given a political edge by 
Russian Constructivism, taken to another level by Dada, as is evident in the 
'readymades' by Marcel Duchamp (e.g. Fountain - a urinal- 1915). Coming out 
of Dada, the practice of recoding was made more politically strident by John 
Heartfi.eld through his anti-fascist photomontages of the 1930s. Subsequently, 
the practice scattered in various directions, marking the work of the likes of 
Andy Warhol, and an entire gamut of post 1950s conceptual and political artists 

- Joseph Beuys, Hans Haacke, Barbara Kruger, Cindy Sherman and many 
more. Recoding broke out of the art gallery and entered the public domain in 
three particularly important forms: the billboard (via specific works created 
for billboards and by the use of well-conceived graffiti to disrupt advertising 
messages, the latter often undertaken by organized groups like Ad Busters 
and by individual artists like Barbara Kruger); photo-images projected onto 
buildings (a practice especially associated with the polish artist Krzysztof 
Wodicizko) and as a street practice (such as the activities of Situationists 
in Europe in the late 1950s and 1960s, who set out to fuse art and political 
protest and in so doing prefigured punk subculture of the 1970s). 
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Although the actual term 'recod.ing' strays across a variety discourses, esp

eciaUy engineering, genetics, information technology and visual communi

cation, it was prefigured as a cultural politics to gather a range of contemporary 
art practices, by Hal Foster in the title of his 1985 book, Recodings: Art, 

Spectacle, Cultural Politics. 2 

Despite this diverse history, recoding as a cultural practice never acquired 

a clear conceptual project. It has been appropriated pluralistically and by 

forms of cultural politics that often folded into hollow gestures. Rccoding as a 

redirective practice is the obverse of this history. It has two clear objectives: 

the exposure of the unsustainable; and the declaration of means of Sustain

ment. No matter who takes this action, in whatever medium, at whatever 
scale and place, adherence to these two objectives unify the praxis - the 
political intent is clear. _ 

Notwithstanding its long history in art practice, recoding as redirectiv/ 
practice directed by design has enormous developmental potentiaL lt is de
ployable in relation to graphics, products, buildings, spaces and fashion. At 
the same time, it opens up the possibility of new kinds of collaboration across 

culturally based disciplines. To better understand the potential of recoding, 
let's look at an example of the kind of 'target' to which the practice could be 
directed: the Olympic Games. 

The Olympic Games begs global exposure as a major instance of a cascad
ing unsustainable event and perpetual construction project. No matter that 
there arc now numerous Olympic venues globally, every day somewhere, 

there are contractors building the usual cluster of evermore ambitiously de

signed Olympic facilities. It is the nearest thing the international construc
tion industry has to perpetual motion. The emissions associated with the 

manufacture of materials, their fabrication and eventual use are huge but 

equally so are those from transport, especially air travel. One of the sponsors 
of the Sydney 2000 Olympics conducted a lifecycle analysis of all the energy 

inputs of the Games and found the largest source of emissions was the air 

travel.3 Relationally, the impacts merge with sponsor activity: the Olympic 
Games is the biggest branding show on Earth. Likewise, it is the normative 
event for the proliferation of legal and illegal perfom1ance-enhancing drugs, 
as well as being an iconic security nightmare.4 
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The sporting and entertainment ends simply do not justify the unsustain

able means. Now no matter how much time and effort is expended in cri

tiquing the Olympic Games, it is doubtful if it would make the slightest dent 

in the resolve of the Olympic movement to continue the event. However, the 

impacts of the Olympics are so monumental that they provide a compelling 

case to recode its current form as something that is massively destructive 

rather than being the 'pinnacle of sporting achievement'. Such receding could 

additionally go to how the Olympics are organized and conducted - it just 

might be possible to reconfigure and transform it! Imagine the Olympic Games 

decentred across a constantly changing number of existing venues. This 

would eliminate the need to go on endlessly building; dramatically reduce its 

status as a 'mass-event' terror target and facilitate around-the-clock live-to-air 

television coverage. Unquestionably this scenario offers numerous positive 

recoding possibilities that retain the nexus between sport and pleasure but 

recast the entire event within a frame of responsibility appropriate to the age. 

Recoding and Specific Design Practices 

While recoding can be adopted by all design practices, it is graphic design 

that affords it the greatest opportunities. However, this has not been gen

erally recognized within the subdiscipline. I n  fact, graphic designers have 

predominantly taken up 'green design' simply at a material level. They have 

sought to reduce the obvious impacts of print production by specifying re

cycled papers, dry or water-based print processes, soya-based inks and so 

on. A major reason for this limited type of action is clearly because recoding, 

especially in the context of elimination for sustainment, is an action mostly 

outside the conventional provision of services to a client, unless that client 

happens to be, for example, an environmental organization. The implication 

is that graphic design needs a cultural politics extending across print and 

electronic publication if it is going to take the challenge of the unsustainable 
seriously. Now, obviously, not many graphic design practices are going to rise 
immediately to the challenge but the signs are that some will (in fact, some 
already have). 
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Significantly, the critical mass of graphic designers needs to firmly lodge 
recoding in their repertoire of practices. They do have the ability to break 
ground, as illustrated by the influence of Neville Brody's typography in the 
1980s, and his association with the British magazine The Face5 - which is 
regarded as one, if not the, most influential magazines of the 1980s i n  terms 
of design and the number of imitations it spawned. In fact, recoding bonded to 
'redirective projects' has the potential to radically change the social relations 
of graphic design, with commissioned receding recasting the character of the 
client, producer and product. 

Industrially, design products, material or immaterial, are also signifying 
objects - they are signs. It follows that that they are equally available to 
be subjected to recodiog. ln actuality, recoding is part of the very rise of 
both industrial design and architecture . .Modernist design notions Like 'foqn 
follows function' and 'truth to materials' were based on the semiotic claims 
of objects to be able to communicate such expressive assertions (they in fact 
only did this for people inducted into familiarity with these design codes). 
More specifically, the rise of industrial design was deeply impli.cated in the 
streamlining of products in the United States in the late 1920s, 1930s and 
beyond. Effectively, what streamlining did, was to give existing technologies 
new sign values that recodcd them as modern and desirable.6 Office tech
nology, phones, cars, cookers, refrigerators, trains, aircraft and even ships 
and buildings were all stylistically transformed via this economically directed 
receding practice. The enormous success of this enterprise was one of the 
main triggers of contemporary 'consumer society' - a l<ey driver of the 
unsustainable. 

The challenge now is to invert this history and mal<e products that function
ally contribute to sustainment and that have a sign function that corresponds 
to their performative qualities. This cannot be merely more niche-marketed 
'green products'. Rather, the imperative is to create 'products tl1at self-sustain' 
(themselves and/or via their users) and in so doing, contribute to sustaining 
ability in general. This objective cannot be reached via individualistic de
signers expressing themselves through: uniquely styled objects; a stylistic 
movement or moment (as with streamlining); or tluough a return to the 'plain 
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and simple' of the utility goods and furniture of post-Second World War World 

Europe (the Festival of Britain of 1951 being one of the national 'showcases' 

of this style). Rather, it requires the creation of product appeal based on 

the standardized and elegant simplicity of well-made objects that can either 

have a long life, be economically retrofitted, or easily recycled (without the 

material always being down-cycled to lower grade uses). 
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Many of these remarks on industrial design equally apply to architecture. 
Much architecture begs to be given a very different sign function. The grip of 
signature stylistics that has dominated recent decades needs breaking. There 
are, however, two differences that architecture has to take into account: the 
unfolding of climate change (which will have profound consequences, not 
least the need to provide much higher levels of climate protection) and the 
increased criticality of the placement and scale of what is built (because of 
the way that climate change will induce population redistribution, as many 
densely populated parts of the world become inhospitable due to increasing 
heat, diminishing rainfall or inundation from rising sea levels). How buHdings 
are constructed and from what materials; how they are serviced; their size; the 
amount of energy it takes to build and run them; their design life and designed 
fate; urban retrofitting- these will all become more important factors. _ 

Fashion offers many possibilities for recoding-for-sustainment. Fashion 
design has yet to realize the challenge of climate change - the thermal comfort 
of clothes has got to be given far more attention, and this functionality, of 
course, has to be given aesthetic expression. As said, power dressing has 
to be designed into oblivion - the thermal comfort levels of air conditioned 
office blocks just should not be based on men in suits. Relational thinking 
quicldy indicates the connection between power dressing and building power 
uptake! 

Case Study:The Rematerialization and Recoding of Food 

The rematerialization [that is: the 'smart' substitution of human labour for 
machines] of food production is totally at odds with techno-scientific indus
trialized agriculture. The reasons why this industry often leaves environmental 
disaster in its wake are many, including: soil erosion associated with broad
acre land clearing; large-scale irrigation reducing river flows; chemically 
charged runoff from fertigation damaging aquatic ecologies; monoculture 
farming reducing biodiversity; chemical fertilizer intensive farming resulting 
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18 Part of the sweet potato crop 

in poor soil health; and the still-uncharted long-term dangers of the genetic 
modification of plants. All these practices and more arrive, with the claim to be 
a response to the global imperative to 'feed the world', which scientists tell us 
has to quadruple to meet the needs of a growing global population. 

Unambiguously, agriculture that advances sustain-ability requires food 
production regimes that sustain the very things agriculture depends upon 
- clearly biophysical factors such as healthy soil, but also, relationally, 
socio-cultural factors like an equitable food distribution system; a halt to 
urban expansion taking agricultural land out of production and a reversal of 
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the depopulation of many of the world's agricultural regions as farming is 
abandoned for the attractions of the urban. 

The production of food, certainly in the city homes of affluent nations, is 
mostly completely taken for granted. lt has actually become dematerialized 
for urban dwellers. Industrialized agriculture produces fruit and vegetables 
in which appearance frequently takes precedence over nutritional value. 
Likewise, foodstuffs like grains, potatoes, tomatoes and milk increasingly have 
to meet the processing requirements of 'the junk food' industries. Processed 
foods (frequently cheaper than fresh foods) combined with sedentary lifestyles, 
have been shown to have a dramatic negative impacts on the health of whole 
populations. Ironically, nutritional poverty is a feature of the diets of both the 
averted underclasses of wealthy nations and the underfed of the world's poor. 

In  opposition to these developments, food has to be recuperated as a sus
taining entity by its producers, those who cook it and its consumers. The growing 
of food really should be made part of the general experience of everybody; 
it is one of life's lessons - one we all need to learn! The production of food 
is actually one of the most direct ways to gain an understanding of sustain
ability; it is a very direct and powerful way to communicate the connection 
between the care of the biophysical environment and care of the self; it also 
delivers an enormous sense of achievement. 

The rematerialization of food implies bringing its quality, production and 
preparation back into a far more important place in people's lives. lt means 
people coming to realize again that the health of the soil and the quality and 
nutritional value food are indivisible; that the reintroduction of seasonality, 
localism (which reduces energy expended on food transportation) and freshness 
all combine to deliver quality and nutritional value. Staples once again need 
to become the organizational principles of the fresh food industry. The theme 
that has to drive the marketing of food has to be sustain-ability - profitability 
has to take second place. There are two powerful final points to make. 

• Point One: learning to cook is not just a skill attached to the pleasures of 
culinary consumption but is  equally a practice that conserves the nutri
tional value of produce, which itself is directly connected to the health of 
the body. 
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• Point Two: the acquisition of practical gardening skills, including the use 
of hand tools and simple agricultural machinery, does not only provide 
a rewarding form of experiential learning but can give communities 
the capability of recovering the vast numbers of pockets of agricultural 
land within the urban fabric. In so doing, the ability of the city to sustain 
itself is increased bio-physically and culturally - urban agriculture, as a 
literal greening of the city, provides habitat, storm water management 
opportunities, space that can help counter heat absorption by the city·s 
thermal mass [heat islanding). and a means of community development 
and education. De facto, urban agriculture is a form of redirective design. 

In conclusion, one asks: has the rematerialization of food and urban agri
culture anything to do with design for elimination and receding? The is answer 
is unequivocally yes - action that responds to the misuse of ag ricultural land, 
changing how food is produced, acting to alter how the city is perceived, and 
making practical action available to counter the impacts of climate change, 
are all examples of redirective practice in its most fundamental and available 
form. Such action also demands and exemplifies design as a democratic 
cultural politics. 
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Futuring, Redirective Practice, 
Development and Culture 

The need for the Sustainment, futuring and redirective practice are impera
tives that extend from the individual to the global. Certainly, they cannot 
arrive from a. Eurocentric imposition,  be it via good intentions or by on 
ongoing Western 'will to power'. The action of futuring, which redirective 
practice exists to serve, only becomes a global possibility if it is based on 

establishing conditions of 'commonality in difference'. What all this means 

is simply that the common goal of creating sustain-ability will only stand a 

chance of realization if pursued in socio-culturally plural ways. 
The Sustainment, like freedom, happiness, justice, ethics and so on can be 

abstractly defined but experientially it is not reducible to one form of action 
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or expression. Difference, as in biodivcrsity, is elemental to sustain-ability, 
whereas singularity, like monoculture, carries a high risl< of extinction. More
over, difference is a necessity as much in the cultural as the biological sphere. 
While a great deal of importance is to be attached to cultural difference within 
and across the world's cultures, it cannot be understood independently of 

the enormous forces of modernity mobilized against it. Vi'hat follows are a 
number of broad cuts into the history of the w1dercutting of difference. 

Totality against Difference 

While we should not romanticize prccolonial cultures as existing harmo
niously in some kind of Garden of Eden, we do need to acknowledge ..the 
brutal consequences of European colonialism. The violence of overt genocide 
enacted by military force and settlers, both intentionally and accidentally by 
introduced disease, is almost beyond the Western imagination. Colonialism 
ended the life of countless millions of people; it also did relentless damage 

to the sustaining ability of cultures across the generations. As victim or 
transgressor, humanity at large has never really recovered from tl1is moment. 

The lingering pain of colonial violence continues to shape geo-politics, as is 

evident in the fragmentation of populations and the artificial construction of 

nation states that still divide families, tribes and cultures. Likewise, extracting 

natural resources, clearing land and hunting native animals, in some cases to 
extinction, did a vast amount of irreparable cultural as well as environmental 

damage. 
Genocide and ecocide have unambiguously been part and parcel of colonial

ism. Ethnocide, on the other hand has been more diffuse, pervasive and less 
acknowledged. Ethnocide can be defined as the destruction of a people's 
culture, as opposed to genocide, which destroys their bodics.1 

Ethnocide occurs when a more powerful culture imposes its norms and 
practices on a less powerful one. In the West's colonial expansion, everything 
encountered that did not conform to Western norms - social structures, cul
tures and ways of inhabiting the environment - was designated 'uncivilized'. 
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However 'primitive' or 'savage' others were not always viewed as simply worth
less or a hindrance to progress, and thus disposable, but as redeemable - they 
became subjects .to be civilized, which added up to the destruction of the 
legitimacy of the system of belief and social order by rupturing their cultural 
practices. Ethnocide has been inherent in globalization. The Eurocentric 
ambition to create a global culture underpinned by capitalism (be it enacted 
by trade, aid, inequitable conventions, war or cultural strategies) has a his
tory spanning more than 500 years. Rather than just being a consciously 
pursued objective, this ambition became embedded in 'capital logic'. The 
dominant thesis carried by this 'logic' being that humanity advances simply 
by increasing productive and consumptive capacity; entry into the market 
system; improvement of standards of living and the development of the 
modem state to uphold these economic conditions. But against the back
drop of the necessity of difference, internationalizing economic, political 
and cultural conformity via globalization actually negates the possibility of 
sustain-ability. 

Redirective actions that can advance sustain-ability need to come from 
both non-Western as well as Western cultures. Redress to the situation of 
imbalance is a matter of action not rhetoric. But actions can neither be 
simply evoked nor taken up as if ready to hand. In the shadow of a history 
of colonialism, a process of cultural regeneration needs embracing as a 
redirective practice. The longstanding and ongoing erasure of difference by 
the West requires acknowledgement - what this implies is that the integrity 
of Western culture itself needs to be unsettled and opened to other kinds of 
knowledge and dialogue. To give these issues more critical bite we need to 
position them within the discourse of 'development.' 

The Nature ofWorld Development 

The word 'development' is constantly mobilized with politically loaded ideo
logical assumptions. It has become vacuous; it certainly cannot be taken to 
name a coherent or neutral process denoting positive or desirable change.2 
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Historically, the development discourse arrived in the period immediately 
following the Second World War, which saw European decolonization, the rise 
of modernization theory, the formation of the United Nations and its rapid 
growth as newly independent nations joined. 

The project of UN-promotcd global development became inscribed in a 
geo-spatiaJ and economic classification system that profoundly framed the 
perceptions of nations and their people. While dominated by the First World 
(developed) and Third World (underdeveloped), the communist bloc was 
designated as the Second World, while the absolute poor and dispossessed 
were named as the Fourth World. While fragments of this system still have a 
rhctoricaJ afterlife, they are rapidly losing their geo-spatial viability. 

The UN arrived in the wake of the environmental and human destruction of 
two world wars, which themselves were preceded by five centuries of, violent 
destruction of environments, populations and cultures by competing Euro
pean capitalist powers bent on global expansion. In this respect, the discourse 
of development is situated within a global theatre of carnage and ecocide, 
amplified by the technological 'attainments' of the industrial revolution. 
Imposition takes many forms! 

Superficially, 'development' has a positive ring to it. But its arrival in the 
wake of colonial violence not only so dramatically transformed human lives, 
futures and geo-politics but, as indicated, deposited some of the world's most 
intractable political problems and conflicts. More than just reclassifying un
developed people as underdeveloped (thereby necessitating them becoming 
developed), development discourse imposed an imported model of the modem 
that devalued 'tradition' and thus created new divisions within recipient 
cultures.3 lt is out of the project of global development, idealized as malting 
the entire world modern, that the contemporary condition of poor nation 
indebtedness was established. At worst, development has been a disaster for 
hundreds of millions of people. At best, results have been mixed, frequently 
benefiting elites, as the history of the UN indicates. 

Consider that, for example, UN World Health Organization (WHO) pro
grammes have been significant in eradicating diseases and improving public 
health, yet they have lacked the economic muscle to cope \vith the spread 
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and severity of HIV/AIDS or to deliver the most basic level of public health 
to vast numbers of the world's poor. Likewise, UN action in agriculture (in 
particular during the 1970s when the 'green revolution' was most aggressively 
promoted) often ended in a chemical induced agricultural disaster leaving 
the soil and farmers impoverished. Meanwhile the global population and that 
section of it with a substantial income has continued to grow thus increasing 
the demand for agricultural produce. Yet at the same time, as the Washington
based International Food Policy Research Institute has pointed out, supply 
cannot adequately respond - in 2007 the volume of grain available on the world 
market was the lowest since 1981, with demand for it and corn to produce 
bio-h1els continually increasing and forcing up prices.4 Added to this picture, 
is the reduction of productivity in many parts of the world from the steadily 
increasing direct and indirect in1pacts of climate change. The result, in sum, 
is a general trend towards higher food prices combined with an unstable and 
reduced volume of supply. Viewed in the context of a continual global growth 
in demand for food for many decades to come, infonned sources are warning 

of a coming crisis. 
The limitations of the UN point in many direction. Like its attempts to over

come illiteracy, which has been outpaced by world population growth. Then 
there is the inability of the UN Environmental Programme to halt large-scale 
environmental destniCtion around the world, including the loss of vast tracts 
of rainforests. If we look at the World Bank we find its record to be ambiguous 
- in spite of a degree of recent liberalization, its role in inducting 'developing 
country into debt' has created an enormous amount of human suffering. 
However, it is perhaps the United Nations Security Council's inability to halt 
genocide, prevent destruction created by international conflicts and keep the 
peace in numerous wars in which it has been invited to intervene that exposes 
the greatest weaknesses of the organization. Essentially, on the one hand, the 
UN has lacked the financial support from member nations, the philosophy, 
nous and political aggression to do what it should have done. On the other, the 
heavily Western-influenced idealism and humanist aspirations of its founding 
moment were accompanied by a massive dose of modernization theory that 
directed its not-so-hidden development agenda, which has simply flowed into 
the contemporary project of globalization. 
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Development was not just a political and economic imposition but also 

a project that deployed culture as a vehicle of modernization (led, in the 
UN, by UNESCO). This deployment of culture was often tagged as 'cultural 

imperialism' and as such was indivisible from ethnocide. Actions mobilized 

against tradition included the displacement of: oral culture by functional 

literacy, traditional building forms by Western architecture and indigenous 

cultural practices by modern cultural commodities. In this field of activities, 

the agendas of trans-nationaJ agencies, corporations and non-government 

organizations often contradicted each other, with culturaJ conservation and 
destruction both happening under the auspices of development. 

Culture, Dominance and Resistance 

The history of development, as it folds into the overarching project of mod

ernity, is clearly more complex than so far characterized. We need to both 

widen the frame and look at some detail within it. 

For the West, the development of a modern world goes back as far the 

Enlightenment's notion of modernity, which was in fact a diverse project 

directed toward the creation of the modern state, science, civil society and 

the modem social subject. In each case, the artificial was mobilized against 

the domination of natural forces. Retrospectively, the modern world can be 
seen as a mega-design project of human construction marked by a dramatic 

escalation in the fabrication of material and immaterial conditions of human 

existence. As such, it dramatically increased the human propensity to be 
unsustainable. Unknowingly, forms of 'world making' were initiated that 

were equally forms of unmaking. This can be seen in examples as diverse as 
deforestation on a massive scale and the iron and shipbuilding industries of 

Europe between the sixteenth and late eighteenth centuries. 

Of course the Enlightenment was not exclusively a European phenomenon. 
Certainly the Enlightenment of the Middle East had a different and overlap

ping vision of the future - the consequences of which flow through to the 

present conflicts in Islamic culture between 'dogmatic traditionalists and 
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liberalizing progressives'. In particular, Islamic science was not only well in 
advance of Western science prior to the Western Enlightenment but Western 
science itself, in · areas like astronomy, optics, mathematics and medicine, 
took liberally from it. 

Likewise, Chinese civilization was in advance of the West in the applied 
arts and social organization for millennia. As events of the nineteenth century 
indicate, the conflict between 'development versus tradition' in China was 
incredibly violent. 

The impetus to modernize China came from two sources: humiliation from 
its conflicts with European powers during the Opium Wars, not least the for
eign occupation of Beijing in 1860; and the horrendous internal rebellions 
of the 1850s and 1860s, the most devastating being the Taiping rebellion 
conducted by armed peasant groups and secret societies against the Qing 
regime. The rebellion lasted twenty years and cost between twenty and thirty 
million lives. Not only did the Taiping rebellion cost more lives than any 
other civil war before or since but it also tragically coincided with a period of 
drought and famine in which another thirty million people perished. The Qing 
government never recovered and was displaced by the rise of the Han elite. 
At its most basic, the rebellion was a conflict over China either returning to 
values of the past or moving forward towards modernity. 

By 1864, the rebellion was spent but the nation, especially the educated 
classes, had been shals.en to their core. The conflict of ideas, together with 
catastrophic wars, had enormous and tragic consequences for China that 
went well beyond the numbers of lives lost. China's self-image and modern 
political history cannot actually be separated from this period of national 
trauma, nor from Mao Zedong's 'cultural revolution' of the 1960s- which was 
another massive assault on tradition and the past. In both cases, the view 
was that the cultural values and practices of the past blocked the way to the 
future, hence Mao's notion that 'the suppression of the old by the new is a 
general, eternal and inviolable law of the universe' S 

China's rapid economic development over the past few decades and its 
'one nation, two systems' policy not only stands on the foundation of these 
events but retains an objective that connects modern Chinese politics to its 
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ancient regimes. The objective of every political regime has always been the 
maintenance of the means to administer such a large, complex, culturally 
diverse nation and its huge population (many of whom have been locked into 
a struggle for survival irrespective of whatever regime was in power). 

Contemporary Development: Another Face of the 
Unsustainable 

As said, globalization represents a continuation of the totalizing goals of 
modernity, this notwithstanding the rise of the UN's shift towards the notion 

of 'human development' during the 1980s as registered by its Human )>evel
opment Reports. At least since the early 1990s, humanist, 'soft-edge' con
cepts of development have co-existed with 'hard-edge' market-driven models. 

Although there are projects that clearly have made a positive difference to 

the lives of an enormous number of people, the human impacts of conflict, 
the extent of globally embedded poverty, the underside of rapid urbanization, 
the ravages of AIDS, and now, the displacement of populations arising from 
climate change, all add up to an enormous volume of human suffering globally. 
The situation is graphically illustrated by UNDP HumanDe'Velopment Report 

2005. 

This report gives an account of the rise of a new global middle class (not 
least in China and India) and the nature of global poverty (again in China 
and India). It points out that worldwide, 10.7 million children never reach 
the age of fi.ve, that tbe infant mortality rate among the black community of 
Washington, DC, is higher than in many Indian cities and that global income 

inequality is increasing for 80 per cent of the world's population. It goes 

on to state that almost half a billion of the world's poor are worse off than 
they were in 1990, 1 billion people live on less than US$1 a day and that 1 
billion people lacl{ access to fresh drinking water. It also summarizes the still
rampant scourge of HIV/AIDS, most graphically by noting that life expectancy 

in Botswana is 31 years of age. 
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The centre/periphery, First WorlcVThird World model of development that 

structured perceptions of the world order for so many decades has crumbled. 

Rather than 'uneven development' being a characteristic of 'developing' 

nations, it is now part of almost every nation. With the exception of 'dys
functional nations', which are de facto written out of the world order, the global 

outsourcing of production and services, tl1e dynamics of the international 
labour market, the abandonment (and often statistical erasure) of under classes 
within rich and poor nations, the rise of 'affluent cosmopolitan centres', with 
their accompanying class in large cities across the globe, are all factors that 
fracture any simple correlation between poverty and geography. The arrival 
of what Manuel Castells calls the 'informational mode of development' layers 

onto this picture. Unlike the IT globalizing optimists, Castells does not see 

this technology as the panacea of world poverty.6 

Revisiting Sustainable Development 

All the remarks made on development flow back into earlier critical comment 

on sustainable development. At one extreme, such development simply aims 
to make forms of national and globa l development less environmentally dam
aging, and at the other, it supports capital's exploitation of 'the environmental 
crisis'. Either way, sustainable development is just not sufficient to deal with 
the multiple faces of defuturing unsustainability. 7 It certainly cannot deal with 
the central problem that unsustainability is grounded in anthropocentrism, or 
with capitalism being a source of unequal exchange and thus inequity, or with 
the causes of conflict. Nor can the modest, slow-moving agenda of sustajnable 
development counter the rapidly worsening climatic situation triggered by 
global warming with its prospect of vast numbers of environmental refugees 
instigating major population redistribution. 

Obviously, none of us should resign ourselves to the bleakest scenarios; 
hopefully the problems that arrive will fall short of the worst predictions 
but this might not be the case. The only responsible action to take in these 
circumstances is to act from a precautionary perspective. The costs, by any 
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measure, of little or insufficient action would be unquestionably greater than 
any overspecification within a precautionary approach. 

Reconnecting to Design 

The notion of design in support of (world) development has been around for 

a long time. It was inherent in E. F. Schumacher's applied economic theory 
as it informed appropriate technical transfer via the formation of the Inter
mediate Technology Development Group in the 1960s.s Lil<ewisc, it was a 

significant part of Victor Papanek's thinking when he wrote Des ign for the 
Real World.9 In both cases, the idea was to put 'underdeveloped countries' on 

an affordable path to industrialization. The mainstream view was that conven
tional 'technology transfer' would be a \{ey driver of this process. Schumacher 
and Papanek thus represented a softer approach that favoured 'alternative 
technologies' that supported local economies and communities rather than 

sweeping them aside. However, exposure to the commodity world of the West, 

via tourism and the media, has meant that populations of 'underdeveloped' 
nations came to want the same products and technologies as the people of 
advantaged na tions - despite tl1e contribution of alternative technologies in 
areas like water, sanitation and energy. 

Both the mainstream and alternative approaches, of course, have their 
foundation in Western technical rationalism, and both posited a faith in science 
and technology to solve problems instrumentally or economically. Both under
estimated the consequences of the displacement of local economies and the 
cultures they sustained, lncluding changing the symbolic status of craft sltills 

and the people who possessed them. 
Design is never culturally neutral - it always transports socio-cultural 

values. Equally, what it brings into being always designs beyond mere function. 
Design is thus a means as well as a product of cultural production, as the 
history of botlt architecture and technology confirm. 

Design has acted in the service of the culture and economy of modernity 
and its metropolitan and global extension. It has been deeply implicated in 
the universalization of modernization and unsustainability. 
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Design futuring, in contrast to ethnocentrically configured forms of 'sus
tainable modernization', needs to be circumstantially and critically responsive 
to the minds, dreams, feelings, material conditions, dispositions, values and 
beliefs of people within the world they inhabit. At the same time, there are now 
almost no people on the face of the planet who are not exposed to the products 
of a globalized economy and its accompanying culture. In this situation, the 
question of what can provide sustain-ability is vital to explore and to connect 
with localized remade desires for viable futures. One key option is to mobilize 
knowledge of the past and present to create culturally and materially situated 
needs that marginalize or displace imported wants. Such activity directs us to 
create exciting and exemplary commonality to express redirective forms. 

Redirection from Design Otherwise10 

Design otherwise aims to contribute to breaking the postcolooial double 
bind (not being able to go back or forward) in which many subordinated 
cultures find themselves. It proposes a form of design leadership, linked to 
redirective practice, which strategically joins with cultures working against 
neocolonialism. The form of this activity would always have to be specific 
and localized. So said, certain characteristics of 'the development of sustain
ability' against 'sustainable development' can be sketched; the first of these 
cluster around the formation of a new social ecology. 

There are many examples of how, traditionally, labour was expended so 
that communities could subsist, reproduce their social structures and trans
fer their material culture to future generations. In many situations, like com
munal building construction, people worked together as producer communities 
with established cooperative practices, including forms of ritualized design 
and construction. \Vhen activities interconnect and reinforce each other for 
the good of the whole they advance the creation of a robust social ecology. 
Such activity travelled in many directions: the cultivation and production of 
local renewable resources, the induction of the young into the craft practices 
that would sustain them and their community; communicating traditional 
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practical knowledge via the making and content of aesthetic forms. Thus 
within traditional societies, such everyday practices were means of futuring. 
In the wake of colonialism, so many of these kinds of activities have been 
destroyed, abandoned or neglected. Yet, sometimes, an archive remains - in 

traces of memory, residual skills and artefactual things - and begs rigorous 

interrogation. 

The external world of commodities arrives and so often undermines 
sustaining characteristics of the present and blocks the recovery of viable 

sustaining characteristics of the past. Of course, commodities do not arrive 
as mere objects but as projected desires deemed to be able to convert dreams 

to reality. They are directed at the young, many of whom have lost respect for 
a culture they have only experienced in the form of its damaged afterlife. The 

young want a future but often recoil destructively in anti-social or self-abusing 

ways when they encounter fragments of what once were sustaining traditions, 

which have been abandoned by their parent's generation. The nostalgia of 
elders offers them nothing. In such a setting, the prospect of recovering the 

past as the future seems neither viable nor attractive. Yet the past remade 
anew as the sustainable has real potential. 

This remaking requires intervention by cultural leaders to expose tradition 
as a product of incremental change, thus openjng the possibility of it being 
available for future innovation (as some indigenous art practices have 
demonstrated). Across the range of built forms, food production, the making 
of clothing, craft practices, furniture making, horticulture, music and so on 

- things that all initially arrived out of responses to particular environments 
- there is often the possibility of innovation and reinvention taking traditional 
forms as a starting point. What is being evoked here is nothing to do with the 
manufacture of commodities for sale in the existing marlwt place but a far 

more ambitious project: the rematerialization of the culture by making new 
forms, knowledge and values from the old that, above all, recreate a sustaining 

social ecology as a foundation of change. 
The proposition that developed nations have to confront is that they will 

not be able to engineer themselves out of the unsustainable and into a futuring 
condition. Nor wUl forms of economic dctermillism, like carbon trading, have 
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the integrity or power to drive fundamental change. In this situation, lessons 
from marginalized cultures of various kinds could well become key sources 
of modes of adaptation and sustain-ability. Against the accumulation of such 
attainments, the arrogance of reason and Eurocentrism may well have to give 

way to humility and a totally new admission of difference. 





Part 1 1  

Strategic Design Thinking 





To employ design as a major agent of change within redirective practice is 
something other than reform or revolution. As has been shown, and will 
continue to be argued, this requires a major transformation of design practice 
and the ideas that inform it. To gain efficacy, such action requires strategy, 
and it is to this that we now turn our attention. 

To start with, futuring will be strategically positioned as the consequence 
of sustain-ability as it acts in process. Design will then be presented, within 
the frame of redirective practice, as an animatory force of sustain-ability. As 
such design agency will be shown to span the actions of individuals as well 
as the collective actions of a culture. We will then more specifically consider 

a range of methods that demonstrate just how design can be strategically 

deployed to ethically advance futuring. 
A number of notions that have already been touched on, like learning from 

the past, will also be revisited and developed in a more grounded setting. 
Finally, the strategic role of the designer as a redirective practitioner will be 
elaborated. 
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Unpacking Futuring -The Self, 
Community, Culture and Ethics 

Our aim here is to set a scene through which the remaining chapters in 
Part II can be viewed. As a result, design appears to come into the picture 
towards the end of the chapter. The immediate concern is with what design 
and designers have to confront if real progress towards sustain-ability is to 
be made. Therefore, the thinking presented elevates contexts of design over 
designers' more usual preoccupation with structures, objects and images. 

One would think it obvious that the aim and application of human artifice 
over the millennia would have been to secure conditions that sustain and 
improve the human condition. Over the duration of human being, such 
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pragmatic action, especially over the past 200 years, can be exposed as 
inherently contradictory. The worldly actions that we have taken en masse to 
sustain ourselves in the short tcm1 have increasingly been at the expense of 
maintaining the long-term sustainment of ourselves and the world around us. 
The greater our numbers and our technological capacity to misappropfiate 
planet Earth's resources become, the faster we defuture ourselves. 

Meeting the material needs of human beings quicldy became displaced as 
the sole function of the operation of the market economy. While the sale of 
surplus played an important part in the rise of this economy, it rapidly moved 
beyond supplying goods to meet basic needs to enfold trade in symbolic 
forms. Once the production of wealth became more important than product
ive activity to meet biophysical needs, material exchange became disengaged 
from those fundan1ental processes of exchange inherent in every ecological 
process. There is now no correlation between what we human beings need 
to sustain our wellbeing and our unchecked use of the finite resources of the 
planet for growing an economy centred on the production of wealth ('enjoyed' 
in excess by only a tiny minority of humanity). This now domin�mt economy 
is an expression of the myopic anthropocentrism of the contemporary human 
condition. Furthermore, the attachment of 'sustainable development' to 
actions that result in perpetuating this economy is a grave error. 

The directional error of human economic development was not an evolu
tionary inevitability or the consequence of a 'god-given nature'. Rather it was 
the result of the onward designing of the unwittingly created social, economic 
and cultural structures that human beings put i n  place over thousands of 
years - the history of which forms the substance of a vast literature covered 
by archaeology, economic anthropology, the history of agriculture and human 
settlement. 

The overridi.ng drive to produce excessive and unevenly distributed wealth 
has culminated in capital's global hegemony. One of the major means by 
which its growth was facilitated was by the creation of an ability to manufac
ture 'wants' within mass markets. These 'wants' being felt and treated as if 
they were 'needs'. The dichotomy, for instance, between what individuals can 
be shown to actually need and the manufacture and marketing of products 
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they want and desire (not least as a result of the ontological designing of 

the combined forces of all the 'culture industries') is stark. In this context, 

poverty is a slippery fish. Abject poverty is unambiguously the lac ]{ of the 

means to basically subsist - not having access to water, food, the fuel to cook 

it, shelter, clothing and warmth in a cold climate. All other forms of poverty 

exist as a tension between needs, wants and the significance of lacl{s. This 

situation is clearly evident in, for example, the fact that all human beings 

need a healthy diet, yet rather than the poor existing on a diet based on 

healthy and affordable staples, they have been made targets in the marketing 

of junk food. The result, in many parts of the world, is that now obesity has 

become a sign of poverty. 

Just as capital's desire for continual growth knows no limit, so neither do 

the wants of actual and aspiring 'consumers'. If we were to take a look into 

almost any wardrobe, garage, ltitchen, garden shed, living room, bedroom or 
bathroom of anyone in employment in any of the world's moderately to very 
wealthy nations, we would discover, to varying degrees certainly, the same 

situation - excess. Yet we still want more. The drive of a global economy is 

to constantly expand. It strives to increase the volume of goods and services 

purchased by people with disposable income, irrespective of the facts (a) 

that the material needs of huge numbers of these people have already been 

met, and (b) that technological innovation, accompanied by the creation 

of technological obsolescence, is a major and ambiguous driver of global 

market expansion.1 Certainly, consurnables require replacement, as do some 

durable goods at the end of their life (although many could be retrofitted 

or remanufactured). So, while wealth is generated by selling manufactured 

commodities and services to people who actually need very few of them, there 

is a very large segment of humanity in abject poverty that have dire, unmet 

and ignored needs. The cost of this inequity just does not fi.gure in capital 

logic. Yet the poverty of the world's really poor comes at a very high price, at 

an individual and collective level. The only commodity they can sell is non

renewable natural resources around them - like, for example, the destruction 

of the forests of Borneo's Kalimantan region. The annual burn of the region, 

to rid it of agricultural and forest logging waste and to clear land for palm oil 
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plantations, is of such volume that it puts Indonesia into third place as the 
world's greatest emitter of greenhouse gases, while also creating a regional 
major public health problem from smoke. Here, and elsewhere, the cost of 
environmental destruction by poverty, in the end, will cost capital far more 
than investment in damage-preventative social and economic action. ...; 

The action of farmers in Kalimantan tracks back to architects, builders and 
furniture makers around the world designing with timber from this region, 
either taldng no responsibility for what they specify or not caring to tlnd out 
about the consequence. Rather than allowing such market driven destruction 
from misplaced need, the farmers should be paid to regenerate and care for 
the forest on the basis of it being an environmental and economic saving.2 

More generally, there are not only linl<s between land clearing, the extrac
tion of raw materials, greenhouse gas emissions and the exhaustion of agri
cultural soils around the world, but equally with the volume and choice of 
the products in our shops and supermarkets. At the same time, the madness 
continues of economic growth based on marketing to manufactured wants at 
the expense of the unmet basic needs of many hundreds of millions of human 
beings. There is literally no future in humanity continujng in this direction, 
especially as the global population heads towards 9 billion plus. There is no 
future in buying into the 'green capitalist' position that claims that 'we can 
have it all' as long as 'we go green'. This position simply allows the injustice 
and dangers of existing global inequity to persist and in so doing ignores the 
consequences of overlooking the plight of the worlds poor! As will be shown, 
redirective practice and the changes it would aim to usher in, have to be more 
fundamental - there has to be, and can be, a better life for the planet's poor 
and dispossessed peoples. Such change is essential to shift humanity towards 
having a propensity to future. 

Futuring: For Whom or What? 

Essentially, transformative action has to focus on changing us, especially by 
transforming the worlds we make for ourselves as they design our modes of 
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being. Not only is redirective practice a key to this task but it is also a means to 
bring both the sense and act of futuring within our grasp. This adds up to much 
more than just marketing green goods, services and buildings. What futuring 
so framed implies is a counter direction to the existing, industrially inscribed, 
defuturing grain of the world. Futuring defines a disposition (understood as an 
inscribed way of being of both human beings and of non-human beings and 
things), a mission and the organizing of principles of practices. Futuring is 
not the stuff of Future Studies - a quasi-discipline that considers futures non
predicatively.3 Future Studies has created a range of methods - like forward 
thinking, foresight, the reading of patterns and trends - that have been taken 
up, dominantly, as a planning tool by the corporate sector. \Vhile Future 
Studies could serve futuring, as defined here, it currently is more likely to be 
found in the service of defuturing agents of t11e current economy. 

Futuring, at its most obvious, means giving the self (as the embodied mind 
acting in the world) a future. This turns in two directions: first, towards the 
being and care of the self (which implies keeping 'it' nourished and healthy 
in body, mind and spirit) and second, towru·ds the care of the conditions in 
which the self is in being. Just as the body and mind defy a dualist division, 
so also does the division of the self (as a being) and its being-in-the-world. As 
selves we are, as the philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty put it, the 'flesh of 
the world'. At source, we breathe the same air as all beings, drink the same 
water, depend on the same sun, draw nutrients form the same soil or oceans 
- we are not simply beings in the world, but beings of the world. For the self 
to sustain anything, it first has to sustain itself. 

The world of the self is, of course, a world of others. Our condition of being 
in the being-of-the-world is social as well as biophysical. Our selves cannot 
come to be actors in the world without other human beings - in this respect 
we are of the body of humanity. We have no language, culture, knowledge, 
skills and humanity without others. We cannot be sustained without them; 
we have no future without others. This statement takes us to our next agent 
of futuring: community. 

So often, community is a term used in loose ways, totally at odds with 
its original, authentic meaning and also at odds with how it now needs to 
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be understood. Jean-Luc Nancy tells us that we bear witness to 'dissolution, 
dislocation or the conflagration of community' and by his measure i t  is perhaps 
of 'the gravest and most painful testimony of the modern world'. 4 Community 
is an ecology - our ecology. Not only has it been ravaged by the atomization 
of humanity via the cult of individuality but also by a cluster of other poweFful 
disruptive forces, including: the desocialization of pleasure through the rise of 
home-based techno-cultural commodities; the national and global mobility of 
labour; the implosion of many systems of belief (religious and secular) and the 
economy of manufactured wants obscuring recognition of the fundamental 
need for social wellbeing. Not surprisingly, the strongest traces of community 
reside in spaces of the needy where capital is not fully hegemon ic, spaces like 

the vast, sprawling, unplanned cities that grow-up around urban centres of 
'newly developing nations' constituting what Mike Davis calls 'The Planet of 

Slums'.5 
As climate change will increasingly prompt the need for large-scale adaptive 

actions, the necessity of community will become an ever more crucial factor of 
sustain-ability. The destruction of community has not occurred by accident. 
Rather it has happened because it poses a threat as a body politic in so far 
as the values of community are at odds with the economic essentialism of 
hegemonic capitalism as it reduces all value to exchange value. Community 
can be a collective of what were once called the 'dangerous classes' (which 
can equally be dangerous cultures) - it can and has tO be the voice of that 
which contests the absolute economic determinism of hegemonic capitalism. 
Community's destmction is every bit as much a part of the unsustainable as is 
damage to the planet's climatic system, rainforests or coral reefs. Community 
is indivisible from all the other conditions of our dependence. 

Community is a bond that can accommodate difference, be it of age, 
gender, personality, cultural origin or intellect. It is what passes through and 
connects us to others, countering our isolation as individuated subjects. As 
such, it needs to be seen within the same frame of futuring, for it provides the 
collective with a sense of continuity that transcends the measure of mortality 
that existentially inhibits an ability to see beyond a life-time. Moreover, as 
Nancy points out: 
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. . .  community is not only intimate communication between its members, but also its 
o�anic communion with its own essence. lt is constituted not only by a fair distribution 
of tasks and goods, or by a happy equilibrium of forces and authorities: it is made up 
principally of the sharing, diffusion, or impregnation of an identity by a plurality wherein 
each member identifies himseU only through the supplementary mediation of his 
identification with the living body of the comrnunity.G 

Community depends on sharing on many levels but most importantly in 

relation to belief (theological or mythological). Essentially, belief is what 

binds people together. Loss of belief effectively means loss of community. 

What remains thereafter, what is most familiar to us, is the inoperative (func

tional(ist)) community in which relations are strategic and ephemeral rather 

than long-term and substantial. Even if authentic community cannot be re

created, futuring requires the building of a form of community with sustain

ing power. Cast against the tmsustainable, the imperative of the Sustainment 

and the pragmatic need for sustain-ability, the future can be positioned as a 

figure of belief. As indicated, the revitalization of community is essential in 

order to cope with the demands of adaptive change, including the provision 

of social care when state systems fail. Revitalization here has to be deeply 

and structurally (habitus )  embedded in a culture - it has to be that which 

the children of the future <ue born into. lt has to be the culture that carries 

peoples to the future - and in so doing provides the structure that structures 

people's lives sustainably. 

Futuring has been linked to two very different transfonnativc agents: the 

self and community. However, while transformation needs to be global and 

for the common good, it will not occur in a generalized universal condition 

of commonality - it can only occur unevenly within the structural inequities 

within and between all nations that mark the contemporary 'world order'. 

Strategy and Others 

As the previous chapter acknowledged, over the history of modernity, the cult

ures of colonized peoples were subjected to ethnocidal action. This ranged 
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from cultural violence against local belief systems by the 'good intentions' of 
missionaries to colonial governments that bazmed native languages, overtly 
suppressed the symbolic forms of precolonial cultures, demeaned, punished 
and even put to death indigenous cultural leaders. Such destruction has not 
been confined just to colonial expansionism, 'exotic cultures', or the dishnt 
past. Globalization acts ethnocidally both on the cultures of marginal people 
within the cosmopolitan and the masses of postcolonial nations. 

There are of course softer, but still pernicious, forms of ethnocide. These 
centre on the commodification of cultural forms, reducing them to a matter 
of mix-and-match choice within a market system. Not withstanding 'ethnic 
roots' it seems that increasingly people choose 'their' culture from options of 
what to 'believe' in (or not), what to wear, eat, where to shop, where to live, 
what music listen to, movies to watch, what friends to hang out with, what 
politics to be aligned with, what technology to make a sign of the self, or what 
designer products to purchase. Culture everywhere, is for sale. In this setting, 
'indigenous cultures' appear as the beleaguered bastion of culture as it was, as 
well as just another source of cultural artefacts. 

In essence, culture is turning, or already has turned, from the very thing 
that has provided tl1e means of the futuring of humanity, in its difference, to 
at best something superficial and transitory - at worse something implicated 
in defuturing. Certainly as configured though market-manufactured desires, 
cultures are constantly brought into the service of the unsustainable. 

The rupturing of culture and community from place, the mobility of an 
ever-growing international labour force, the continually increasing labour 
power of technology and the insatiable appetite of productivist capitalism have 
all combined against the exercise of environmental care and responsibility 
- this notwithstanding the contemporary forms of control in mostly privileged 
nations.7  

In  essence, humanity has shifted from 'being in culture' to 'being and 
culture'. This move is massive, be it somewhat concealed by the fragmentation 
of particular cultures into subcultures and culture being named and offered 
in the market place, plus its camouflage by innocuous language and imagery. 
Like identity, culture of the everyday is something that expresses itself in its 
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moment of lack- when one's culture or identity is secure it simply 'is' and so 
goes unspoken. 

The breakdown. of culture is being serviced by design, sometimes, as dis
cussed in Chapter 4,  with the assistance of those 'expert.'l on culture', anthro
pologists. By such means the reach of the commodity is sought to be extended 
even further into the depths of human being. This indicates that-·cultural 

action is not a secondary and soft supplement to the main game of the material 

advancement of sustainment, but is in fact primary. As we shall see, cultural 
change toward the making of a culture of sustainment (as a cornmonality in 

difference) brings redirective practice, an ethics of things, the political and 
design reinstitutionalized all into a new and critical relation with each other. 

The form in which cultures of the past sustained futuring were not suffi
ciently robust to withstand the onslaught of modernity and all the 'benefits' it 
offered. Certainly, even if lost cultures had sustaining capabilities appropriate 
to the present, their recovery is now impossible. In this situation, and 
recognizing that sustainment is not possible without a foundational futuring 
culture, there is but one option: the culture has to be remade as a. synthetic 
construction, a product of artifice. We humans are beyond the point when 
biological models of socio-cultural organization, which view society as an 
organism are appropriate to defining what we are and do - in fact we have 

been technological animals for millennia. . 
In the light of these remarks, even though the challenge is daunting, the 

aim of redirective practitioners has to be 'building a form of community with 
sustaining power' that can be generative of catalysts around which to build 
new cultures based on developing material fonns of the 'common good' appro
priate to contemporary circumstances. This takes redirective practice, design 

and futuring into a critical, concrete engagement with the extant world of 

material culture. Such activity frames practices of elimination and recoding 

already introduced, and demands, as we shall see, 'transitional strategies' 
- all of which requires political direction under what was earlier called the 

'dictatorship of sustainment'. This direction, as was said, is not going to 

arrive out of a blinding flash that illuminates the true way ahead, or from 
the awakening of new political spirit within our political leaders, or from a 
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cathartic moment of revolutionary destruction. Rather it wiU come from 'a 
critical mass of redirective action letting loose myriad things that end up 
constituting an unstoppable materialized force of change. This unmanaged, 
but conceptually coherent, force would largely centre on an ethics of things 
a web of relationally directed and linked structures, objects and organizations 
ordered by the common good under the governance of sustainment made 
sovereign at every level of judgement. The already cited case study of Boonah 
1\vo is a very simple example of this thinking taking shape in practice. 

In this context, design is effectively reinstitutionalized by becoming the 
means whereby ethics (as the character of sustain-ability) becomes embodied 
in practices and things. Design becomes a means whereby self acquires agency, 
community is supported and culture is rematerialized. In this respect, 'good 
design' is futuring. Rather than the still-dominant condition of design - as 
unfinished, as always being process, but without any clear sense of direction 
or destination -'good design' is an opening (into the future). To bring what has 
been said here into engagement with 'things as they are now' two questions 
will be posed. Who speaks for design? And, what could or should they say on 
the future of design? 

Voices and Questions 

What now follows is a kind of stock take to expose the gap between where 
design needs to be directed and its current position. Let us start with a re
iteration: the voices that currently speak for design circumscribe it as a 
service industry. Notwithstanding a still small but growing critical commun
ity within design, the overall voice is uncritical and deeply implicated in 
extending the unsustainable even when addressing 'sustainability'. There 
can be no directional change in this situation without a significant number 
of designers and design educators coming to recognize that, fundamentally, 
design has to serve the creation of futures within which humanity, in its inter
dependent condition of being, has to be redirected toward sustain-ability. 
Redirection demands design but design rethought and remade.8 This is not 
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an option among options, but an imperative to be vigorously engaged for the 

very condition of making choices to be possible. 

Designers 

Individually, and collectively via their professional bodies, designers are the 
constituency that many people would assume to be the authoritative voice 

on design. But with some notable exceptions, what designers say is mostly 
uncritical, often inflated and very much within the frame of design as a service 
and the internal dialogue of the 'profession'. The way that design issues are 
mostly communicated, especially in the public sphere, are dominantly visual 
and complicit with the media's reduction of design to aesthetic appearance 

or function. The focus of attention goes to iconic structures, objects, images 

and heroic designers. Lil<ewise, this usually reinforces a celebratory relation 
between design and technology. These ways of presenting design permeate 
TV coverage, magazines, the press, design award events and professional con

ferences. While tl1ere is a small minority of 'aware' designers who recognize 

their social and environmental responsibilities, their voices are lost in the 
corporate-orientated, commercially driven sensibility of the industry. 

Question: Ilow do almost all designers manage to become so interpellated 
(called into compliance) that they are unable to think what design does beyond 
the functional, economic and restricted understandings of the symbolic - is 
it that they are dumb, seduced by money, just want to please clients, really 
think that meeting unsustainable user needs is OK, don't care so long as they 

are commercially successful, or what? 

The Media 

The popular media's characterization of design seldom goes beyond style or 
crass ways of embellishing hyped technology. Notwithstanding the rise of 
'designer products', the media reinforce perceptions of a designer as a creative 

capitalist ncrd delivering 'sexy looking things'. Even more significant, the 
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media never get to the point of realizing that design is a medium though which 
the made world can be rendered legible and open to critical engagement. 

Neither does it realize that often the most important design decisions have 
been made even before the designer comes on the scene (thereby concealing 
the design and power nexus). Given the highly circumscribed way it covers 
design, the media contributes to keeping the public ill informed, and so ill 
equipped to make design decisions in their daily lives. In turn, this means d1at 
the public demand for 'good design' (aesthetically, functionally, economically 
and environmentally) is weak and underdeveloped. 

The cultivation of design criticism and knowledge of design is neither on 
the agenda of most designers nor the media. Designers mostly lack the ability 
to talk about design in informed critical ways, they mostly articulate what 
they do in banalities, and above all, have a very limited understanding of 

the consequences of what they create. Of course, this criticism of them as 
socio-cultural subjects is more so a criticism of design education (whether 
tertiary, professional or autodidactically managed) and of the limited amount 
of critical writing on design available. 

QuestiO'n: We are surrounded by the designed - every element of our built 
environments and every artefact in them; our urban and rural industries and 
all they produce; all our institutions, military and civil, and all the systems 
that enable them to function; all communication media and everything 
created by the entertainment industry; all forms of representation and all 
perceptions prefigured by these representations - so why is that we are blind 
to all almost all of this? 

Educators 

Design educators, who may equally be designers, design theorists or design 
promoters, also obviously speak on and for design, most notably to prospective 
designers. There are undoubtedly a lot of committed and good educators. 
Unfortunately, there are even more bad or mediocre teachers of design who 

reduce it to technique. Researchers and authors of Design History, Design 
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Studies, Theory, Management and Philosophy may also occupy positions in 

institutions of design education; they also may equally well be practitioners. 

While such remarks are and can be directed toward design education, tl}ey 
can also be deployed to engage other disciplines and audiences beyond the 

academy. Non-designer promoters of design, especially marl<eters of product, 

interior and fashion design (who are often miscast in the media as 'design 

critics') can be accused not only of trivialization but also of contributing to 

the general arrested development of the understanding of design by the public 

at large. 

Question: Would not all design educators say they share the objective of wish

ing to improve what is designed, no matter what it is, by educating designers 

to think more carefully and design to an ever higher standard? Yet why have 

so few of these educators learnt that what they are teaching is an education in 

error (an education in defuturing, even in the name of sustainability)? 

Authors of Design Discourses 

There are signiticant historical and theoretical discourses on design. Design 

History has delivered valuable insights into the rise of design as a practice, its 

social and economic history. But rather than broadening the view of its object 

of study so that design is politically, socially and historically contextualized, 

such history mostly presents design as historically decontextualized. Thus, 

design is viewed as a particularist concern, grounded in aesthetic or histor

icist predilections based on connoisseursbip, or it is implicated in a popular 

cultural celebration of kitsch, style or fetishized objects. The vast bulk of 

Design History just does not recognize how design has been a signiticant agent 

of historical change beyond micro-impacts. It also lacks a sense of how design 

inflects futures, which by implication means it is history without a theory 

of history. While Design Studies overlaps with Design History, it operates 

with a broader, pluralist agenda. While eclectically it throws up interesting 

material, which examines design in a broader frame of reference, structurally 

its multidirectional and pluralist character means it is unable to provide any 
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clear sense of direction or purpose. Design Theory (including Design Research) 

is predominantly an instrumental discourse, uncritically embracing science. 

It is totally preoccupied with design process, design methods and empirical 

studies of design in use. Design Philosophy is the least established and is d1Us 

a still inchoate area of design scholarship. However, .it has the ability to ask 

the most critical questions of the nature of the design, its practices and above 

all, its past and present futuring agency in the world. Lil<ewise, it also has the 

potential to considerably increase the dialogue with other disciplines, not 

least on the issues of ethics. More than any other area of the study of the fi.eld, 

design philosophy can ask questions of other ways of understanding, thinking 

and deploying design without being subordinate to design's institutionalized 

cultural and economic structures of support. It can thus not only open up 

discussions of design futures (or design's future) but can interrogate the very 

notions of both the future and design. 

Design Management speaks from and to managerialism. It provides a con

duit between design expertise and corporate commercial objectives. In so 

doing, it has supported corporate avant-gardism pioneered by corporate 

design strategies, and extended design's ability to be a 'value adding' agency. 

It has equaJly promoted the strategic application of design to, for example, 

user-centred design studies, the creation of customer-centred organizations, 

the loading of design with 'emotional value' and design as a feature of core 

corporate philosophy. All these are indicators of design's progressive and 

instmmcntal induction into 'corporate capital logic'. 

Question: Why is it that while design prefi.gures so much in our world and 

how it operates, that not only is it so poorly understood by the population at 

large but also by those who purport to study it? 

An Unavoidable Position 

No matter who we are, we either support the status quo or oppose it. There 

is no fence to sit on. Unless you, the reader, worl{ toward sustaining your 
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self and the creation of a Culture of Sustainment (no more than a 'solution' 
in the making) then you are part of the problem of giving legitimacy to the 
conditions of unsustainability that requires to be surmounted. 



8 

Methods of Change I - Platforming, 
Return Briefs and New Teams 

No matter how good the arguments about change in the face of the unsustain

able or how pressing the imperative, unless methods can be developed to 

deliver this change, the situation will simply go on getting worse. To state 

this is obvious, even banal, yet the entire history of utopianism and its 

contemporary afterlife has failed to grasp it. Visions without means are not 

what arc needed. More than this, the two dominant paradigms of action 

in the face of the unsustainable - the instrumentalist techno-fix ( environ

mental technologies); and environmentalism ('saving the planet' biocentrism) 

- arc just not adequate. The former reductively deals with symptoms but 

cannot engage causes. The latter does not grasp the now indivisible relation 

between the natural and the artificial. Both approaches fail to comprehend 
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anthropocentrism's centrality to the unsustainable; they mostly fw1ction in 
its grip. 

This chapter will present three methods of change. Their individual elements 

already exist; what is new is how they are mobilized and to what end. All these 

methods recognize a paradigmatic cultural, economic and political change 
from current circwnstances in which defuturing is omnipresent. They are 
all vital to the opening of an age of sustainment enabled by the futuring cap

ability of redirective practices served by design. Change, so framed, is not a 

matter of choice but necessity. 

Introducing Platforming 

Platfonning is a strategy that mainta.ins existing economic activity and work 
culture, while building a new direction and products or services that are 
based on futuring. The fundamental principle is simply that a change plat
fom1 is built within an existing organization. This can take several forms, like 
a new shadow company within the company, or a new kind of research and 
development arm within it. These entities can be given seed support to initiate 

two transformative activities: (1) researching, designing and developing new 
products and services to contribute to a culture of sustainment and an econ
omy based on advancing sustain-ability; and (2) delivering a continuous 
learning environment for those recruited to work on the platform (which can 
create knowledge spilling over to the 'parent' organization). 

The intent of the platform is to build sufficient critical mass and momentum 
to gradually displace the parent organization's existing activities. The com
plexity, speed and radicality of this change would of course vary according to 
the scale, activities and availability of resources of the particular organization. 
It effectively means creating a new material base and work culture while 
retraining all employees. In most cases, it would in1ply a three- to five
year programme. There are already proto-examples of companies that have 
embarked on this scale of change. 1  
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Platforming is based on a comprehensive programme in which everything 
and everyone changes to follow a coherently defined direction. This can be 
contrasted with organizations that, for instance, commission a 'green building' 
with much fanfare but, once tl1ey have moved into it, it facilitates exactly the 
same economic activities. Such action can be well motivated, although it can 
also be cynically employed as 'green-washing'. The same goes for organizations 
making 'green products' in 'non-green' ways (like manufacturing photovoltaic 
cells or wind turbines using non-renewable energy). 

Archaeology of the Idea 

The idea of platforming comes out of a history that started witl1 the ration
aliza.tion of the British aerospace industry in the late 1960s. Lucas Limited 
had taken over some major companies, including the AEI aircraft group and 
the aircraft component section of English Electric. By the mid-1970s several 
thousand workers had been made redundant and a 'Combine Committee' of 
trade unions was formed to resist the loss of more jobs. In 1976 the Combine 
Committee presented an 'Alternative Plan', based on using labour slated for 
redundancy to manufacture 'socially useful products' (as opposed to weapon 
systems). The plan was put to the then Labour government (it ended up 
getting little from the national government but a number of local councils 
were supportive).2 

This history highlighted the gap between the technology of the missile
mal<ing aerospace industry (which we could now designate as a defuturing 
industry) and the need for technologies to redress social and environmental 
problems. Specifically, the 'Lucas Plan' (as it came to be !mown) demonstrated 
that within the company there existed the design skills, technical knowledge 
and production capability to potentially redirect what was manufactured. The 
plan aimed to create products and technologies that were totally different in 
form and function from the company's 'core business' and were also completely 
different in social and environmental intent and consequence. Another key 
clement of the project was that the concepts for the products and technologies 
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to be put forward (and the additional knowledge to make them) should come 
from the existing workforce. This idea resulted from a detailed consultative 
process conducted via a comprehensive 'dialectical' questionnaire, which 
revealed not just a worker's trade or professional skills and knowledge but a 
whole raft of useful expertise. This included, for example, what a worker had 
learnt during his military service, from hobbies, evening classes and so on. 

The products that were selected for development were drawn from around 
150 proposals. They were divided into six categories: medical equipment, 
alternative energy, transport systems, braking systems, oceanics and telechiric 
(remote control) equipment. Looking back on these, we discover many things 
that are the antecedents of today's 'sustainable technologies'. These included 
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2 5 Hybrid engine 

a bus that could mn on road and rail, a heat pump, fuel cells, wind turbines 
�md a hybrid car. 

The hybrid cars of today directly connect to this history. The project 
started out by investigating the merits of battery driven cars in the context 
of the energy crisis of the time. Such cars were under consideration for de
velopment by Lucas Electrical (another company within the Lucas Empire). 
The conclusion was that their short range ( 40 miles ( 64 km) before needing to 
be recharged) and heavy weight (due to the number of batteries they carried) 
made them not viable.3 In response, the Combine design team started working 
on the idea of having a small petrol engine on board to keep the batteries 
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(now reduced in number) continually recharged. Here then was the basic 
concept of the hybrid car. What was designed was almost silent, had half the 

fuel consumption of a comparable size car and exhaust cmjssions reduc-ed by 

80 per cent. A prototype was built and tested at Queen Mary College, London, 
and interest by the car industry was explored. 

By 1982, however, Lucas had sacked 2,000 workers and the plan was dead. 

By this time the Greater London Council and West Midland County Council 

had tal\ en up the idea of 'socially useful production' .  

Other Forms of Prefiguration 

A very different strategy that indicates another kind a path to platforming was 
explored by two commissioned projects conducted by myself and others at 
the EcoDesign Foundation in Sydney in the mid-1990s. 

The first project was the creation of a series of student design competitions 
for one of Australia's largest office furniture manufacturers. The then owner 

of the company wanted to stay in the same market sector but was looking for 

new ideas to lead change rather than just continuing to be a supplier meeting 

existing need. The appeal of the competitions was that they could flush out 

creative ideas and new talent. 
The first competition was national, focussed on design with recycled ma

terials and was limited in ambition. The second was international and far more 

adventurous. It was based on a brief that invited industrial design, furniture 
design, interior design and architectural students to explore the notion of 
'the office on the move'. The competition brief recognized that office space 

downsizing was happening in many of the world's major cities. It was forcing 

people to work from home (but without the space for a home office) or even 

from their cars. The competition attracted entries worldwide and included 
the likes of office as trolley, office as fold-away furniture, office as wearable 
technology; office as a roll-up sleeping-bag like lounger. 

The relevance of the competition to platformmg was that it: 
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1. provided a means to trigger discussion on radical changes in product 
thinking within the company; 

2 .  delivered this discussion from a space that was removed from the internal 
social dynamics of the company- it threatened nobody; and 

3.  illustrated research and development possibilities. 

All of these characteristic indicate how and why a platform would be set-up 
on the 'outside of the inside' of an organization. 

The second project was architectural and centred on a new industrial 
building. An approach was made by a company manufacturing liquid petro
leum gas-dispenser pumps. Its management team had decided that the comp
any needed a new factory, but they had a problem - they had concluded that 
their product, which was exported to many countries, had a limited life.4 
Their requirement was for a factory able to support existing production, but 
equally able to support the manufacture of a product yet to be identified. Two 
specific requirements had to be met: (1) whatever was to be made had to be in 
advance of the existing product in terms of environmental performance and 
(2) whatever was to be made had to be possible with the existing workforce, 
be it with some degree of reskilling. Effectively, the time between moving into 
the new factory, the continuation of existing products and their eventual phase 
out determined the lifespan of the platfonn (which was thought to be around 
a decade). Two processes were commenced: the design of the new factory; 
and the presentation of skill auditing (based on the Lucas Plan approach) 
as a way of putting the process of identifying new products options within 
the remit of the whole work.force. Thus the start of a de facto platforming 
situation was created, but without it being created outside the main company 
organizational structure. 

Generalized Summary of Steps 

While the actual number and sequence of steps to set up a change platform will 
vary according to circumstances and the nature of the organization wishing 
to change, there are steps that can be generalized: 
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1 .  Krwwing why - a common and detailed knowledge of what a platform 

is and why it is needed is essential for everyone involved. 
2. Commitment -for success, there has to be commitment from both the 

leadership and the led. 
3. Strategic planning - timing, objectives, methods, reso·urces all have to 

be clearly specified bef01·e commencement. 
4. Recruitment - success depends on picking the right people, and these 

people then working together as a learning community. 
5. Redirective practice and design - it is essential to know to what and to 

where redirecti'Ue effort has to be orientated (the question of what has to 
be des�ned and what it, in turn, will deS"ign, is a vital question to ask 
and have answered). 

6. Project pacing - getting the stages clearly identified with specific aims 
is important , but so is setting a very high standard and creating the 
ability to adapt. 

7. Team valuing, learning and reass·urance - transparency, invitations, 
mutual support and dialogue should be basis of team 1·elacions. 

8. Product and marketing - vital to develop and mm·ket a product in 
relation to assessed needs over asS"Umed 'wants'. 

9. Linking -find other organizational change agents inside and outg.ide 
the platform team. 

10. Public exposure - not ttntil what the platform is to launch is 'ready-to
go'. 

The Redirective Return Brief 

The concept of the return brief has been around in architecture for a long time. 
Its common form is for the architect to confirm in writing how be or she has 
understood the client's brief. The return brief is also used to raise issues with 
the client about matters in the brief that require resolution. The redirective 
return brief is a more ambitious tool. Its aim is to become a means to take a 
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conventionally conceived design commission (in any sphere of architecture 
or design) and turn it into a sustain-able project by structuring a particular 
kind of engagement with a client. 

With the arrival of a new project and client, a return brief is a first move. 
In this respect, it needs to be judged in two ways: (1) its efficacy in prompting 
the client to think seriously about sustain-ability and in the long- run, the 
Sustainment; and (2) its efficacy in prompting the client to modify their brief 
by taking up options presented in the return brief. These two actions may 
or may not exist in the same time frame. Strategically, a return brief can be 
presented to a client who has yet to seriously consider bringing sustainment 
and their activities together - hence it acts as an 'opening into thought', or 
at the other extreme, it can be the means to shift the balance of the almost
committed into commitment. In such settings, the return brief needs to be 
seen as both a vehicle to introduce new ideas and an object around which to 
negotiate. 

The essence of a redirective return brief is to say: 

yes I lutve understood tvhat you lutve asked me to do, and I am able to do it in the 
manner expected. However, I would like to take this opportunity w put some additiona.l 
suggestions to you. These are based. on the univer·sal and particu/a.r· imperative of 
susta.inrnent. 

How this is done requires considerable strategic nous, skill and finesse. First, 
an argument has to be put that brings the need for sustain-ability and the 
client's needs into convergence; and then the options put forward have to be 
attractive, workable and economic (both in terms of cost and returns) within 
the context of the client's resources. The entire exercise needs to be well 
researched; the strategy and the options put forward have to be completely 
coherent; and the rhetoric and employed needs to be totally appropriate to 
the client. All of this is a design exercise in its own right, especially in re
lation to the options having presentational appeal supported by deliverable 
sustaining substance. 
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Example 

The focus of this example, also undertal\en by the EcoOesign Foundation 

was a brief issued by a housing authority for a small town in northern New 

South Wales, Australia in the recent past. The task this client specified was 

to undertaJ\c a study of a small public housing estate (thirty-six houses) to 

evaluate: (1) if the estate could be retrofittecVrefurbished on ESD (ecologically 

sustainable development) principles, which it tool\ to mean the likes of 

renewable energy; improved thermal performance via insulation, cross

ventilation, shade management and glazing; organic waste management 

and recycling; water harvesting and grey water reuse; or (2) if it would be 

better to demolish and rebuild the houses to a higher level of environmental 

performance. 

The return brief proposed a site visit and a series of interviews with 

residents and housing authority officers. It demonstrated a capability to 

conduct the study in the required terms but also offered an option of a more 

comprehensive approach (which was accepted). It proposed to undertaJ\e re

master planning of the estate with specific reference to issues on the quality 

of its links to surrounding areas, including the local retail area. The structural 

condition of all houses was to be considered with the possibility of those in  

poor condition being demolished and their land sold to provide revenue for a 

more ambitious 'ESD' retrofit programme. 

The study proceeded in the manner outlined. The houses were found 

to be in varying condition (some very well cared for, a small number in a 

very poor state, many sound but in need of maintenance). Design concepts 

were produced and presented in accord with the main recommendations. 

The most significant of these were: (1) demolition of three houses with 

land sales to fund a retrofit programme to take all remaining dwellings to 

a higher level of environmental performance, by introducing, for example, 

insulation, reglazing, solar water heaters, dual flush toilets, rain water tanl{s 

and additional shade where needed; (2) converting some houses into two 

self-contained flats and enlarging others by infilling between two houses to 

make one. The latter proposal was based on research findings that showed a 
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mismatch between house type (three-bedroom family homes) and the needs 

of the housing authority's client base (large single-parent families and old, 
mainly single people). The intent was to create a convergence between social 

and environmental needs. 

A Note on Design Teams 

Design teams are now a prerequisite for almost all large and complex design 
projects. Frequently, team members stay very much within their disciplinary 
comfort zones. Various team-building and bonding methods have been em
ployed to improve team performance - approaches vary. Assembling teams 
that mix members with broad areas of knowledge and problem-solving cap
abilities together with others with highly specific 'deep' knowledge and 
problem-solving skills is one favoured approach. Another is to surround the 
team's object of engagement with a range of specialists all focussing on the 
same problem from their different perspectives. Can redircctive practice 
provide an alternative way of creating and operating a team? The quickest 
and most immediate answer is yes. Redirective practice can provide team 

members with a shared meta-foundation of knowledge and a common political 
objective. Team development commences assuming solidarity and a shared 
theoretical framework (relationality) that itself facilitates the positioning and 
exchange of knowledge. Most crucially, these characteristics mean that the 
basis of the team is not merely instrumental. 

In contrast to having just a pragmatic investment in team project success, 
redirectivc action towards sustain-ability can provide a far more grounded 
and motivational cause for effective collaboration. Rather that constituting a 
team, what is actually formed is a change community that shares the belief 
that the Sustainment has to be treated as sovereign (a mle to be obeyed). 
Such a belief is compatible with enabling people to act with 'commonaHty in 
difference' - i t  is not compromised by any particular theological attachment. 
A team whose members believe in 'the rule the Sustainment', acting as a 

change community, act with a foundation that subordinates both the project 
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and their contribution to it - while there are issues of practical negotiation, 
collaboration is necessitated rather than just desired. The key issue for the 
members of such teams is commitment. ,.,_ 

Commitment to sustainment is not a rhetorically expressed intellectual 

position, but a matter of ontology. Those existing values, ambitions, dreams 

and desires vested in the defuturing status quo and held for a lifetime, cannot 

simply be rationalized away. Commitment to sustainment is thus a work- it is 
something to be done. This means that changes one maltes in one's life - what 

one buys; the amount of non-renewable energy one uses; the kind of work one 
chooses to do; how one cares for oneself, one's immediate human and non
human others, one's environment - all become significant means in one's self 
redirection and re-designing. To understand the self as 'the work' folds back 

to the comment made in an earlier chapter that the first act of sustainment 

is sustainment of the self. It also undercuts the common misconception that 
individual actions count for little when measured against the 'state of the 
world' - the point of such action is fundamentally not about 'saving the planet' 

but rather, initiating those ontological changes that establish the self as a 
change agent committed to sustainment. 

The function of a team committed to sustainment is twofold: to provide 

a working environment that supports the ontological transformation of its 
members, and thereby their commitment to sustainment; and, to advance 
sustainment via the work it undertakes. 

Working on activities that develop the idea, practices and processes of 
sustain-ability creates a conceptual language of engagement that can be shared 

by all team members - this facilitates designers and non-designers working 

together. The team and its ethos reframe all activity within the regime of time 
that is defined by futuriog- the notion of time as anthropocentrically finite. 
Understanding time as 'being that is defutured by unsustainability', viewing 
sustain-ability as time-making and as what the Sustainment maintains - all of 
this becomes foundational team knowledge. 

This understanding of time is clearly very different from time as measured 
by the clock or time as relative to the speed and distance of 'heavenly bodies'. 
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As we shall see in the next chapter, the actual relation between design and 
time is central to sustain-ability (now graspable as an act of time-making in 
the service of futuring). 

Everything said here on teams is not opposed to improving the operational 
performance of teams - although it does qualify the forms of knowledge em
ployed, whether broad or specialized. In fact some forms of 'lrnowledge' would 
actually be disabled or even eliminated. Certainly, a tean1 working redireetively 
would have the potential to talw personal and professional development to 
another level than those motivated by corporate and commercial goals. 

Case Study: An Architectural Practice in Transition 

This case study reflects on problems and attainments of Gall & Medek, a 
medium-sized Brisbane architectural practice in transition from producing 
architecture aiming to be "sustainable" to becoming a redirective practice.5 

Currently Gall & Medek have a workforce of ten. The practice has done 
outstanding and award-winning work in public buildings, urban design and 
housing (public and private]. Their most celebrated project to date is the Lark 
Quarry Dinosaur Trackway Museum, located in the desert just over 100 km west 
of the small western Queensland town of Winton. The museum and its viewing 
platforms are built over the 93 million year-old footprints of a stampeding herd 
of dinosaurs - an event that the museum interprets. 

J im Gall and Bruce Medek established the practice in 1996, after studying 
architecture together at Queensland University of Technology. Before this, 
Jim had gained a Bachelor of Science in Environmental Science at Griffith 
University, which meant being inducted into a "holistic" and interdisciplinary 
approach to knowledge on and beyond "the ecological'. Jim"s knowledge in this 
field became one of the main drivers of the practice from its inception. For 
more than a decade now they have established the practice as a local and 
regional leader in the field. However, as 'green' buildings have become the 
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26 Gall and Hedek at work 

progressive end of mainstream architecture, Gall & Medek's position has 
become less distinct. There are now many architectural practices in Brisbane 
and in Australia more generally, claiming expertise in 'sustainable' design. So 
although Gall & Medek's applied design philosophy is more sophisticated than 
the predominantly biocentric view espoused by most of their competitors - for 
instance, their design thinking recognizes 'there is nothing but environment' 
[which is to say we humans are never on the outside of the multiplicity of forms 
of place that constitute 'the environment') - it becomes increasingly difficult 
for the practice to distinguish itself from competitors. 
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Times They Are A-changing 
Influenced by discussions and writing on redirective practice by Team 0/E/5, a 
conversation on the topic began informally in Gall & Medek practice meetings. 
Effectively, the process of adopting redirective practice as a basis for staff 
development was initiated, with the lead being taken by Jim Gall. This led 
to a number of projects, Boonah Two, discussed earlier in Chapter· 4, being 
one of them. There was general recognition that redirective practice was a 
substantial concept that had the potential to differentiate Gall & Medek from 
their competition. 

The transition is still ·a work in progress·. Generalizing and acknowledging 
that people move at variable paces, it can be said that interest in, and 
commitment to, redirective practice is evident in work produced. The intellectual 
leap to a new kind of thinking is still partial, while the ontological shift to a 
new sensibility has been slower. The reasons for this are more structural 
than personal; they connect to problems of organizational change in general 
and to the professional culture of architecture in particular. The nature of the 
economics of a service provider is also a factor. 

Change within any form of organization, including the home, can generate 
insecurity among people. This is sometimes spoken, but most often it is 
silent. This is understandable, for change often equals an abandonment of 
attachments to the familiar. it can be resisted even when it is unambiguously 
clear that the advantages of changing outweigh whatever has to be sacrificed . 

Obviously, when the consequences of change are not altogether evident, 
insecurity deepens. Architects, like other professionals - perhaps more so 
- have deep attachments [to their professional identity and the profession's 
status; to architectural objects and aesthetics; to their own creative and 
technical processes and more). These attachments are indivisible from the 
nature of architectural education and architectural journalism, with its focus 
on heroic architects and iconic buildings. Against this backdrop, to imply, or 
directly say, that becoming a redirective practitioner requires subordinating 
architecture is going to generate ·drag', with movement weighted down with 
baggage that needs dumping. 
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The resistance can take two forms: (1 I a suppressed rejection whereby the 
rhetoric of redirective practice is strategically embraced within the dynamics 
of the office, but is not actually felt as a need for change; or (2] minimal 
engagement and silent subversion within which the status quo is aggressively 
adhered to. Doubt, producing a reluctance to commit without evidence that the 
gains are going to exceed the losses, is viewed as appropriate. This is  to be 
expected and should not be confused with resistance. 

Based o n  the experience of critically encountering the education of archi
tects, as a teacher, a visiting speaker and an examination jurist in several 
countries, it seems to me to remain perpetually problematic. To explore this 
view at length would stray too far from this case study, but there are some 
relevant general observations to make. 

I n  many institutions, architectural education becomes an island unto itself 
wherein what is taught is neither grounded in the actual demands and problems 
of practice nor in those areas of critical knowledge that give the architect 
sufficient intellectual capital to adequately understand the context in which 
architectural forms sit. Anthropology, sociology, economic and social history, 
and even philosophy are some of these areas. This is not to say the architect has 
to be some kind of super polymath, but he or she needs to have a sufficiently 
broad knowledge to grasp something of the past, present and futuring 
complexity of architecture. lt is not that architects should be able to solve all 
problems encountered, but that they should have the capability of identifying 
them. The sad fact is that for architecture and many other disciplines, there 
is a lag between forms of learning that replicate unsustainability as thought 
and action -what could be called 'education in error' - and the introduction of 
knowledge in the service of futuring. Any claim that a good deal of education is  
neutral invites challenge. 

Writ large, this means not  just an induction into learning how to design 
the unsustainable but that the unsustainable (as a range of designed forms 
from large houses to high-end tourist resorts] becomes established a s  
what is regarded as (aesthetically] desirable to design. Here, not only is the 
unsustainable not named as such, but it can even arrive under the banner 
of 'sustainable design'. For instance, 'sustainability' can be reduced to purely 
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instrumental issues of building performance, while the totally unsustainable 
activity that the building houses is overlooked because this is deemed 'outside 
the remit of the architect' - an oft-voiced, pragmatic position of service 
provision that negates the ethical. 

Notwithstanding the length of time it often takes to gain an architectural 
degree, what many experienced architects point out is: that the exposure to 
the discipline's intellectual and cultural history is now being neglected by 
many architectural schools; that the young architect's induction into the search 
for knowledge is slight . resulting in research that is  frequently superficial 
and instrumental (but presented with opinionated conviction] and that the 
understanding of design gained is very limited and object focussed. One can 
add that some of the areas of knowledge becoming central to contemporary 
architecture, like 'sustainable or ecological' design, exist within courses merely 
as elective subjects. 

More specifically, there is the error of conceptualizing complex projects 
without their complexity ever being adequately ident ified. An architect ac
quaintance of mine, for example, was invited to run a project for a group of 
advanced students on the design of an opera house. His first question to 
the group was: who has ever been to an opera? Answer: nobody. His second 
question: who has ever listened to a recording of an opera or watched one on 
TV? Answer: nobody. The last question: who thinks the absences of experience 
of opera presents a design problem? Answer: nobody. The unstated assumption 
(and as the Sydney Opera House has demonstrated] : the architecture is what's 
important, and anyway it's the acoustic engineer's job to get the place to sound 
OK.6 

One of the most fundamental problems with architectural education is that 
it is very successful in inducting proto-architects into a disposition of error 
that lasts a lifetime - unless intellectually or experientially challenged. This 
disposition manifests itself in different ways, like reducing design problems 
to: (1 I a series of technical issues to be practically and economically resolved; 
and (2] the resolution of the aesthetics of a project to the satisfaction of the 
architect and their peers. Effectively. a great void exists between the poles of 
the i nstrumental and the aesthetics (which itself only exists in an impoverished 
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formalist sense]. Vital knowledge on the actual 'being of the building' is 
absent. 

These absences add up to an inappropriate and false sense of what arcnr
tecture is, and a lack of knowledge of how design acts as a structuring element 
of not just particular environments, but equally of socio-cultural futures. So, 
while to a lesser or greater extent, graduates acquire skills, instrumental 
knowledge and an aesthetically refined sensibility, all of this exists i n  a limited 
frame of understanding, imagination and action. At the same time, the culture 
of architectural education - particularly its duration and forms of pedagogic 
practice - ensures that a very substantial investment of the self is made in  
this condition of delimitation [which can mean that a very defensive subject 
is constituted). Effectively, a particular way of viewing the material world is 
created that restricts how the world, as a complex interrelation of ecologies 
and environment is seen. What has this brief critique of architectural education 
got to do with Gall & Medek? A great deal - it partly explains why change is 
slow and difficult work. 

The problem of making the transition to redirective practice does not arise 
because staff are especially hostile to the idea - nor is it a problem of specifically 
reactionary personalities [though the issue of personality is present in every 
workplacel. Rather. as the comments on architectural education suggests, 
the obstacle is the ontological investment [the sense of being a n  architect) 
travelling with the afterlife of architectural education. The problem has to be 
thus engaged at the level of the ontology of subjects inducted into error [a 
problem we all share]. Education for sustain-ability has yet to arrive - which 
means we are dealing, by degree, with problems of our selves as well as others. 
Thus there is no error-free position of moral superiority. 

As well as the structural [ontological) presence of resistance, neither ex
pressed nor felt as such, redirective practice currently competes with the 
market forces of a busy practice [the pressure to get jobs out the door]. What 
is remarkable is how much has been achieved in these circumstances, but 
redirective projects alone are not enough. To go beyond this, to gain serious 
momentum, to have the ability to recognize and create substantial opportun
ities, and to been seen to be establishing a position of professional leadership, 
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something has to change. Time and money have to be invested to establish a 
change platform that will generate a new ethos, design ontology, internally 
generated and externally supported projects and market profile. 

The change platform has to be established in a way that can be seen and 
felt to be different from the everyday life of the practice by all involved. lt has 
to be built with care as a space of internal experimentation and affirmative 
competition between the old and the new. lt has to be a space to which people 
and resources can migrate as momentum gathers. lt would require aiming 
to making all architecture projects redirective while, more ambitiously, devel
oping purely redirective projects. As a starting place these activities requires 
to be given an inviolate time and space. Realistically, for a practice like Gall 
& Medek, this would need to be of the order of  say four hours a week by two 
rotating facilitators, with all other staff involved between four and eight hours 
per month. 
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Methods of Change 2 
Designing in Time 

Fundamentally time is a medium, not a measure. Aristotle expressed this 
when he defined time as 'the event in which things occur'. ·while, as measure, 
time is considered to be independent of our being, as event, it is the product 

of human perception giving meaning to observed change. Human being (from 
the duration of an individual life to the life of the species) is an event in time 
- we, as a singularity and as a totality, arrived at a particular moment and as 
finite entity, we will cease to be at some point. Crucially, the arrival of this 
ending is partially in our own hands- again as a singularity and a totality. The 

more sustain-able we become, the greater the chance that we will increase 

the duration of our being-in-time. What we collectively design and make; our 
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way of life; and how we treat the world around us - are all decisive. So too is 
how we think and act in relation to these activities in time. While the inability 
to project our action in time (as illustrated in Chapter 2 with the example 
of nuclear power) seems to be a structural limitation of our mode of being, 
overcoming tllis condition and acquiring much greater futuring capability, 

will become an increasingl y vital factor for securing our ongoing being. 

There are some concepts and analytical tools used by architects and designers 

that foreground the issue of time in the design process. One, widely used, 

is the concept of 'design life', which refers to the specified (minimum func

tional) duration of a product, a building, its components or elements. Another 

is 'life-cycle' assessment, which involves quantification of energy inputs and 
pollution outputs from the extraction of raw materials, processing and man
ufacture of a product through to its use life and its disposal, remanufacture or 
recycling. Despite such concepts, the vast majority of architects and designers 

work with an extremely underdeveloped sense of time. Predominantly they 
are preoccupied with matter, form, function/use and space. The past quickly 

fades into a condition of indistinctness, wllile the future is a void. What 

is se.ldom recognized is that the past, rclativistically, can travel with time 

and exist as an eternal present. For example, in an individual life, events 
remembered from the trauma of war do not necessarily diminish in intensity 
with the passage of time; rather their vividness arrives and is lived everyday. 
The same goes for a culture; so, for instance, the eight Crusades in the 
Middle East (starting in 1096 and ending in 1291), for contemporary Arab 
and Moslem cultures, are not completely forgotten. For them, the Crusades 
are not obscure, movie-framed events as they mostly are in the West, but a 
living presence, understood as having significantly impacted upon how their 
cultures have been positioned in the world. 

Even more problematic is the way the future is so often thought to be a void, 
a tabula rasa waiting to be filled or w1itten upon. The reality is very different. 

A great deal of the future is delimited by what we have already thrown into 
it. The future is filled with the attainments and mistal{es of the past, which 
enable or disable possibilities (our own lives, of course, mirror this situation). 
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The future, so tmderstood as a fate already partly sealed, travels towards us. 
This is graphically illustrated by the example of climate change induced by 
global warming. Because greenhouse gasses can have an atmospheric life of 
200 years or more, we live with the past and the coming future of climate 
change no matter what we do - yet few people, especially policy makers, are 
even trying to think and plan action in this time frame. The impression they 
give is that it is a problem to fix and once fixed it will have gone away. 

The fact that the future can never be viewed or fully predicted does not 
negate our responsibility to identify possibilities that beg precautionary action, 
not least by considering those probabilities that result from what we, tluough 
our own actions, bring into being. Redirective practice serves futuring and 
so aims to secure and extend time in the face of the defuturing momentum 
of unsustainability; at the same time, it also announces the imperative of 
'designing in time' as a crucial methodological aspect of the practice. In the 
recognition of 'design designing' and the 'future travelling toward the present' 
learning how to design from 'the future to the present' becomes especially 
important. 

Futuring Scenarios and Design 1 

Futuring scenario building is the key methodological tool of designing from the 
future to the present, as indicated by the Boonah Two case study presented 
in Chapter 4. As will become apparent, futuring scenario building not only 
requires a considerable amount of time and research but skill and practice. 
The basis of futuring scenarios is not 'what will be' or even 'what might be' but 
'what potentialities beg interrogation' - this for possible precautionary design 
responses. This kind of scenario has to deal with both a moving present and 
future. A linear evolutionary projection from the present is simply incapable 
of giving a workable picture of this kind of change. The process actually 
has to proceed by dialogical steps: starting by establishing a view of what in 
the present is future determinant; then using this knowledge to elaborate a 
future. This has two implications: (1) 'impact events' have to be factored into 
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the notion of a continually modified 'present' and (2) scenario development 
has to be relational. What this actually means is that a change in any one 
sphere, for example the biophysical environment has to be traced as it triggers 
change in the other spheres of human exchange (political, economic, social 
and cultural). Complexity is not, of course, any guarantee of accuracy, but it 
moves doubt into a far richer register of consideration. 

While the story that is to be enunciated is a fiction, it has to be written 
from well-researched sources. Moreover, writing such a scenario requires 

a critical imagination in which creativity cohabits with a sceptical view of 
sensational predictions and simplistic technocentric solutions to complex 
problems. The narrative wl'itten has to be more than just a credible research 
tool as measured against the possible (rather than the plausible). It is not a 
presentational document, but a reference work. 

In so far as a specific time in the future is fixed as the narrative's end point, 
with impact events and transformations elaborated up to that moment, the 
design tasl\ is to design back from that moment. Unless this is done, later 
events can make earlier decisions redundant or expose them as inappropriate. 
For example, a conventional projection might tell of events taking place over 
the course of a century, starting with the idea of building a city, which is 
subsequently designed and constructed; it flourishes and then is destroyed 
by a great conflagration. In contrast, designing from the future identifies the 
environmental and climate risk of a major future fire and this then informs 
the site selection, design and construction of a fire-proofed city, characterized 
in its initial concept. 

Obviously, the field of action of the scenario can traverse a broad range 
of geographical, chronological and situational parameters; however, i t  has 
to stay within the realm of credible fiction and not stray into impossible 
fantasy. The voice that speaks the scenario - the narrator - should reflect an 
appropriate point of view (and thus not be the redirective practitioner). More 
than one voice can assist in establishing a critical and credible narrative. 
Thus, different kinds of expertise, cultural backgrounds or politics may 
significantly and productively change perspectives. Having said this, there are 
no established rules of format - thus other modes of narration are possible. 
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The only criterion is that they have to work! Equally, a scenario needs to 
show a general contextual awareness in relation to the !inJ{ing of events. 
For instance, the scenario ntight move from environmental and economic 
changes within a nation as climate change starts to bite deep; this is then 
placed against the backdrop of major global geographic transformations 
- including land in some parts of the world starting to be abandoned due 
to both .inundation from rising sea levels and higher temperatures making 
agriculture impossible. Associated with these events is an increasing scarcity 
of food and fresh water in these regions. These circumstances combine to 
produce millions of refugees who inflame the already growing global problem 
of population redistribution prompted by climate change. 

The scenario needs to be elaborated in more detail than just linking events. 

It needs to attach itself to specific circumstances in which the events can 

be plotted within a narrative that can be tested for its credibility. Thus if we 

take the events outlined above, one might tell a story of the abandonment of 
several major world cities over a decade; massive transportation problems 
in trying to move tens of millions of environmental refugees; regional food 
crises causing large-scale food riots; and the challenges of trying to physically, 
economically, socially and culturally absorb hundreds of millions of people 
into existing nations that are already under environmental stress. 

In an inchoate manner, media coverage is bringing actual and potential 
faces of unsustainability into view. But to be countered, such events have to 
be visualized and designed against as they exist in their relational complexity. 
Just try to imagine the coming together of the following: 

• EVENT 1 - Japan hit by major earthquake with massive radiation leak 
from a destroyed nuclear power station. 

• EVENT 2 - Economic and social destabilization resulting from 'peak-oil 
crisis' going critical; the global energy market breaks down and complete 
turmoil follows. 

• EVENT 3 - Dramatic escalations in conflicts over natural resources, es
pecially water, with micro-wars breaking out in southern Europe and 

across Africa. 
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The point of this exercise is not to try to spread doom, gloom and fear but to 

communicate that precautionary design becomes more important by the day 

and that it has to be able to contemplate large-scale relational complexity. 
What even a slight venture into futuring scenarios makes absolutely clear, 

is that design knowledge and irnaginaries beg considerable and rapid de
velopment. Many design challenges are already clear, although there is an 
international resistance to naming and facing them - whatever the dangers 
(from fear of panic?) ignoring them is unquestionably a greater risk. These 
challenges include: climate change demanding a new kind of protective 
architecture along with adapting existing structures to increasingly hostile 
climates; developing extreme climate protective clothing; decommissioning 
cities at risk from rising sea levels and relocating their populations to new 
ones; moving hundreds of thousands, let alone milllons, of environmental 
refugees around the world; meeting national fresh-water crises and conflicts; 
and dealing with large-scale energy and related economic crises. 

Such design challenges demand the formation of numerous teams world
wide; fully elaborated scenarios; the mobilization of an enormous amount of 
design intelligence; a massive redirective programme; immediate and long
term implementation planning. Can this happen? Only if a sufficient critical 
mass can be created - which has to be seen as a design challenge in its own 
right. The claim here is not that designers (and thus design) magically acquire 
positions of higher order leadership but rather that they learn how to develop 
and deploy political strategies so as to gain comparable status as setters of 
direction to those who currently establish future agendas - politicians, 
policymakers and corporate leaders. The implications are that redirection by 
design becomes ever a more critical and vital practice; that current leaders 
are deficient in that prefigurative ability that characterizes design - and 
designers, within the frame of redirective practice, make the case against 
merely providing supporting/service roles and embrace leadership. 

Using futuring scenarios as a tool in designing from 'the future to the pre
sent', at a time of enormous, unprecedented and unnerving challenges, would 
extend the role of the designer even further beyond the already extended 
position which has been implied so far in its subordination to redirective 
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practice. Not only is this challenge evident in terms of the amount of re
search required, but also in plotting relational questions and finding ways to 
appropriately respond. Effectively, the current restricted view of design as 
a professional domain with specific practices addressing delineated objects 
- structures, products, images and so forth - has to be subsumed within a 
larger frame. 

Design Scenarios (Conventionally Progressive) versus 
Scenarios of Design (Radical) 

As we have argued, the kinds of changes indicated by redirective practice 
in general, and designing from 'the future to the present' in particular, are 
not going to occur spontaneously. Most of the design community is not going 
to immediately transform its commercially grounded practice and embrace 
radically new ways of thinking about design. The hype and ontology of 
'managerialism', ideas of 'new creativity', uncritical views of 'globalization', 
the 'romance with technology', the vacuous world of fashion - none of these 
features of the current 'world of design' are going to evaporate. Yet, as we 
argued, being elemental to the unsustainable they have to fall by the wayside. 
If the rate of expansion of the unsustainable is to be curbed and surmounted 
then design conduct and practice has to change. 

The pressing question of 'where is the agent of change going to come from?' 
again reasserts itself. Certainly, it will not come from one source, but from the 
strategic actions of uncoordinated and convergent fragments - this is another 
way of saying it will come from the 'commonality in difference' of design within 
an amassed body of redirective practitioners who while acting independently, 
and in different ways, are all oriented to the same goal of sustainment. 
Obviously, this development does not depend on every architect and designer 
marching in step to the same tune. All that actually matters is that a sufficient 
number head in the same direction (toward sustainment), using whatever 
methods come to hand. As soon as links are made between these redirective 
practitioners, a culture of learning starts to form. The takeup of redirective 
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practice and debate around futuring scenarios has already started.2The debate 
on the future and scenarios traverses a movement between desi,gn scenarios 
(projections of possibilities by design as currently understood) and scenmios 
of design (an exploration of how design could be other than it is). Rather 
than affording confrontation, this debate opens dialogue on the possibility of 
objects of common and critical focus. 

Desil)n scenarios while not new, and although taking many forms, have 
been given increased momentwn in the past decade by a concern with 
'sustainability'. Most notable has been Sustainable Everyday: Scenarios of 

Urban Life - an exhibition with a major book/catalogue publication.3 The 
project was led by Ezio Manzini and Fran9ois Jegou. The exhibition formed 
part of La Triem1aJe di Milano in 2003 under the patronage of the United 
Nations Environmental Programme. The content of Sustainable E'Veryday 

was generated by a series of rolling worliShops held in ten developed and 
developing countries. The approach was framed by the Brunddand notion of 
Sustajnable Development and its social agenda of inter-generational equity 
- an orientation that we have already criticized - plus the natural resource 
reduction target of 'factor ten'. 

Sttstainable Everyday's approach follows the mainstream and dominant 
'have your cal{e and eat it' model of sustainability and sustainable design 
whereby improvement in 'wellbeing' and the 'quality of life' come via the 
market place and the extension of capital logic via new developmental modes. 
The pitch strategically undcrplays the scale and nature of the problems to 
overcome (bad news deters!) and plays up sustainability as a 'good news 
story'. This approach is increasingly common among promoters of sustainable 
development and it smacks of soft-sell marketing. Without suggesting the 
project was undertaken with anything but honourable intent, one has to ask 
if such a strategy is, in reality, inept or actually even ethical. Of course, the 
fundamental problem with a project that depends on large-scale grant funding 
is that there are few, if any, major funding sources that will fund projects that 
are actually progressive, rigorous and radical. Such projects would occupy 
a counter position which says that unless the extent of the problems of 
unsustainability are attempted to be squarely faced, put in the public sphere, 
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and recognized as causally human, then there is little chance tl1at appropriate 
responsive actions can be taken. 

The actual substance of the Sustainable Everyday: Scenarios of Urban 
!,.life approach is socially pluralist, se m !-technocratic and favours conventional 
sustainability mechanisms: waste reduction and recycling; renewable energy; 
consumption demand reduction. This delimits the scope of the scenarios that 
came out of the workshops, like, for instance: a rooftop-based clotl1es washing 
and drying service (China); time-share offices workspace (Japan and USA); 
community networking (Korea); bicycle-centric cities (China); computer 
call-up bus service (Italy); and a home-made food service for office workers 
(India).4 The project presented many more examples and it is clear that for 
workshop participants it was a rich learning experience, but overall, one has to 
say, that what was finally presented was not very exciting and not the kind of 
stuff to spark imaginations or motivate activism. The 'solutions' paled in front 
of the scale of the problem, even on a 'let a million flowers blossom' model 
of change and action. There were also three massive absences: productivism 
and population (the capitalist mantra of growth inscribed in all economic 
activity amplified by the still rapidly growing global population); the gigantic 
global explosion of squatter cities and their informal economies that often 
manifest extraordinarily creative sustaining design solutions and the crucial 
interface with the rural. 

i\s an object of common focus Scena1·ios of Design can initially facilitate 
the gathering of conjunctural forces (like, situated crisis, critical actors and 
transformative knowledge) and people wishing to be change agents (be they 
architects, designers or others who design by default). In such a context, 
Scenarios of Design have the potential to provide a political frame for learning 
and an affirmative confrontation with ethical responsibility. Such activity can 
be posed in relation to forms of local, organizational, single-issue or political 
party activism that, when well conducted, can engage whatever is deemed 
in need of change with a scenario able to voice and visualize constructive 
options to the resisted direction - this as an alternative to traditional forms 
of political opposition. 
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Scenarios of Desi{Jn can also be mobilized by progressive staff and activist 
students against the ltinds of institutional stasis common in architectural and 
design schools that remain locked into feeding the supply chain of architect/ 
designer service providers. Likewise, they can also be used as an exploratory 
instrument by 'platform builders' within organizations who have initiated a 
change process, or as a vehicle of professional development, or both. 

Effectively, Scenmios of Design can provide a mechanism for politico
practice in which ideas can be given a concrete form and dialogues or 
narratives of change can be rehearsed in ways that enable participants to 
re-educate themselves via critical confrontations with things as they are 
versus how they could be. For this to happen, scenario creation needs to be 
prefigured by: 

1. A cohe1·ent change agenda- understanding what is desired to be changed 

from/to with the scenario being a means to articulate this change. 
2. The structuring of modes of cooperation - the dynamics of the group 

working on the scenario itself begs design rather than chance. 
J. The use of a deconstructi'Ve methodology able to unde·rcut working from 

existing unexaminedfoundations of thought. 
4. A rigorous under·standing of the problems that prompt the scenario 

(negotiating this activity itself can be socially and conceptually con
structive) and an identification of human and non-human (object/things) 
change agents that the scenario would require for its realization. 

It is from these perspectives that a Scenario of Design can expose and examine 
what design could be as a 'remade and remaking' applied intellectual practice 
created by forging conceptual and operational connections to redircctive 
thought and practice. Such scenarios could be considered as profoundly anti
utopian means to extend and develop critical facility, intellectual iniluence 
and add political muscle to the existing and slowly growing, if fragmented, 
critical design community. All this is to say that rather than just devising a 
desired destination (utopian) the scenarios equally focus on how to get there. 
Scena1ios of Design could also be employed more widely to generate dynamic 
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public debate on futures. In so doing they could provide a powerful means to 

give redirective practice exposure in the public sphere. 
More than this, imagine, for example, supplementing the idea and frequency 

of design conferences and symposia with, on an equal scale, scenario events 

that, in contrast to exchanging ideas, explore the methods and possibilities 

of how things can be other than they are on the basis of how they 'need' to 
be. Clearly, as already implied, this activity would have to be shielded against 
technological romanticism, wild fantasy and unchecked utopianism by being 
grounded in imperatives and transformative process rather than 'idealized 
fictions'. 

Revisiting Time 

Bltmtly, what unsustainability and associated defuturing actions actually tell 
us is that the amount of time that humanity has to save itself from itself is 

very limited. Certainly human beings are ingenious, and our fate is not sealed 

- but only if we learn the vital lessons of sustain-ability and practice them. 
We are on the edge of a new epoch - one in which the uncertainty and fra

gility of our existence will not be able to be suppressed. We are moving into 

the epoch of unsettlement, and time itself will become unsettled, especially as 

a psychology of deepening uncertainty about the very possibility of the future 

itself arrives. Most of us grew up thinking that time was endless. increasingly 
more of us are finding out that this is not the case. The future is now something 

that we have to mal{e together. The more this seeps into our consciousness, 
the more it will change us. 

Modern times ended before the century that announced them was over. 
Postmodernism was no more than an interregnum. \Ve are now in time's end
game- and subject to our action it could be short or long. 
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Futuring and Learning the New 
from the Past 

Just as design solutions can be found by explorations of non-Western cultures, 
so they can potentially be found and recovered from the past of all cultures. For 

this discovery to be possible, not only does a certain kind of archaeology have 

to be created but a particular imagination needs to be seeded and nurtured. In 

particular, we need to cultivate the ability to identify and extract design and 

sustainment prfuciples from historical material and then transpose them into 

appropriate futuring forms. Doing this is not easy. 
Rather than try to discuss this in the abstract, we are going to look at two 

case study examples - the first considers the contemporary relevance of Yi� 
Zao Fa Shi, an ancient Chinese text on architecture; the second looks at the 

Brazilian re-invention of an earlier, charcoal-based method of iron-making. 
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Case Study: Book of the Ancient Past and the Unfolding 
Future 

The Ying Zao Fa Shi (colloquially referred to as the Yingzao Fashil is an amazing 
book written in China nearly a thousand years ago. lt is remarkable for several 
reasons - partly because of its very survival, partly because of the dedication 
it engendered in those people whose care delivered it into the modern world, 
but, above all, because it still has an unfolding instructive value as a source of 
knowledge for the future. 

The Yingzao Fashi was actually a massive tome written by Li Jie, the court 
architect of the Huizong Emperor. lt was published in 1 1 03.  As well as being 
the oldest extant book on architecture amongst ancient Chinese scientific 
literature, it is also highly valued as a key work in Chinese architectural history. 
The internationally acclaimed sinologist Loth er  Ledderose describes it as · . . .  
voluminous, detailed, and eminently technical. There is no substitute."1 

Formally, the book recorded projects overseen by the Master of Works 
- the head of a public works department of the imperial government, respon
sible for the design and construction of palaces, temples. barracks, gardens, 
bridges and boats. Effectively, it was an instruction manual on standards 
for building construction. What prompted its creation was the government's 
desire to reduce the level of corruption of its officials. Builders were skimping 
on materials during construction and officials were turning a "blind eye·- so 
they could later divide u p  and pocket the money saved. By passing laws that 
required a completed building to conform to the specification set-out in the 
Yingzao Fashi, corrupt practices were stamped-out. 

The book was created and used during the first century of the Northern 
Sung dynasty (960-1127 Aol. a period of enormous urban expansion and build
ing construction in China. At some point the book fell out of use and was 
placed in a library archive, where it remained gathering dust for hundreds of 
years. Then, in 1 9 1 9, it was discovered by Zhu Qiqian, a politician and scholar. 
He recognized its importance as a source of crucial historical knowledge but 
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it was not until 1931 that a detailed examination of  the text began. This was 
done by a n  academic, Professor Liang Si Cheng, who over many years worked 
to make the text readable. He still had not finished the task when he died in 
1951.  Alongside the professor's work there was also an enormous search by a 
team of people to f ind buildings that had survived, so they could be examined 
and photographed to illustrate a modern reprint. Again, this was a labour of 
dedication spanning several decades.2 The overall project was motivated not 
just by the significance of the book itself, but also by a wider nationalist desire 
to recover and develop the nation's cultural history. 

By 1 963, thirteen of thirty-four sections of the book were ready to go to press 
- these having been selected as the most interesting and important sections. 
All of this material had been carefully interpreted and edited, the illustrations 
had been redrawn, and photo-documentation done. An introduction telling 
the story of the book had also been written. Unfortunately this was the exact 
moment when the political climate in China was becoming hostile to people 
and projects that were in any way about recovering and celebrating the nation's 
past. By 1966 this political situation had turned very ugly and been named the 
'Cultural Revolution'. Intellectuals working to preserve the culture of the past 
were now deemed as counter-revolutionary enemies of the Maoist state. Many 
were killed, more were imprisoned, a great deal of their work was destroyed 
and the lucky ones survived by concealing their activities and values. To save 
the Yingzao Fashi and their research material, the group put everything into 
hiding. Eventually the political mood changed. The group then recovered all 
their material and the modern edition was published in 1983- some sixty-four 
years after the book's discovery.3 

The Book's Significance for the Future 

The modern version of the book is made up of exact copies redrawn from orig
inal line illustrations. These are mostly elevations of buildings, along with 
details of component elements and construction features. Many of the draw
ings were supported by photographs taken by those researchers who scoured 
the Chinese countryside seeking out the few remaining buildings that were 
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constructed in accord with Yingzao Fashi's design specifications. Besides 
captions, the book contains very little text. 

Superficially, it could seem that this is a very culturally specific and arcane 
book but on closer examination it reveals itself to be a rich source of still very 
useful knowledge. To recognize this requires bringing a contemporary concept 
to it - 'design for disassembly', one of the concepts employed by 'sustainable 
architecture'. it is based on the idea of constructing buildings, which at the 
end of their life can be qu ickly and economically disassembled so their mat
erials can be recycled. I n  practical terms, this means that a building with, for 
example, a steel frame and roof trusses, has all its steel components bolted 
together rather than welded (thus they can be disassembled). Disassembled 
components, subject to their condition and interchangeability can either be 
reused or  recycled.4 

Remarkably, construction design principles in the Yingzao Fashi are some 
ways in advance of those of contemporary 'design for disassembly'. While 
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all the buildings are timber and based on a 'post-and-beam· method of con
struction, as well as stylistically being of their time and place, technically they 
are extremely sophisticated examples of modular (as standard unit) design. 
They use a system of standardization of parts based on units of measurement, 
the basic unit being the fen, with fifteen fen making a cai and twenty-one 
fen a zucai - the complexity of this system was increased by measurements 
being relative rather than absolute (they varied according to the grade of a 
building]. This system centred on a highly developed geometry of scale and 
unit progressions, which was applied to the smallest component through to 
the largest structural element (which was the building in its courtyard).5 As 
building types were divided into specific grades of different scales and status 
the number of fen making up a cai and a zucai were adjusted to accommodate 
proportional changes. This system, of course, made interchangeability possible 
within the same grade of building but harder outside it. 

Absolutely everything in, and to do with the building, was dimensioned 
using this system, even the labour time was made part of the system. So, if the 
scale of the building was say a grade of 20 per cent larger or smaller than the 
standard grade, then the amount of labour time for its construction followed 
accordingly.6 Besides its development of modularity, the Yingzao Fashi delivers 
a vast amount of very specific technical detail. Especially important was its 
attention to the many types of free-moving joints and ways to distribute loads. 
The combination of even distribution of the weight of a building together with the 
ability to deal with slight movement without being structurally compromised, 
has been one of the main reasons why many buildings constructed according to 
the Yingzao Fashi specifications have survived so long, despite clear evidence of 
ground instability (free-moving joints meant the buildings could accommodate 
a degree of movement while retaining their structural integrity]. 

As a design project, the buildings are even more interesting than their tech
nical features. Looking closely at the illustrations, it i s  remarkable to discover 
that they reveal an architectural language of components that makes it possible 
to both compose and recompose different buildings by repositioning existing 
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component elements, and in some instances, making new components by 
'cannibalizing' those elements 'surplus to requirements'. In other words, what 
was designed were buildings that, once built, could, at some future time be 
disassembled moved and then reassembled in a new form and with a new use 
- a  temple becomes a hall, a hall a barrack room. Notwithstanding the issue of 
the problem of movement between grades, and the adjustment of tiie system 
of measurement, this kind of thinking is advanced even by contemporary 
standards. In  many ways the Yingzao Fashi is conceptually more sophisticated 
than current sustainable building design, this not least because what it 
delivers is a 'system of buildings' [via a regime of eclectic limitation) and not 
just 'system building'. 

While the West unceasingly appropriated the knowledge of other cultures, 

not least the Middle East, India and China, it kept the vast majority of its 

populations oblivious to the attainments of these non-Christian others. 

More than this, from the seventeenth century onward these cultures were 

characterized as backward. 7 Chinese attainments, in areas like metallurgy, 
hydrology and ceramics, which were, in fact, hundreds, even thousands of 

years in advance of the \.Vest, were mainly ignored or just partially and be

grudgingly acknowledged. What the Yingzao Fashi illustrates is the need to 

keep judgements provisional. The book's relevance was never just a matter of 

what could be deduced from its images and text but rather how the ideas it 

carried can come to life in new ways in contemporary circumstances. As such 

it points to methods of reading other historical technical material. 

What now follows is a case study that illustrates the recovery of something 

very tangible - this time a material, rather than a text - that was written off as 

impractical and of a past age, but which is now being recovered for its futuring 

value. Yet, as we shall see, there is a wide gap between the potentiality and the 

actuality. Its significance to design will emerge as the story unfolds. 
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33 Beehive dlarcoal ovens northern Brazil 

Case Study: The Second life of Charcoal and the Mini Blast 
Furnace 

We are going to look at  a Brazilian project based on a charcoal-fuelled mini 
blast furnace - charcoal started to be replaced by coal in iron and steel making 
in England 300 years ago and thereafter in most other nations around the 
world. Before going further, some historical background is needed. 

The Planetary Price of Iron 
One could argue that from the moment human beings started using fire, they 
were contributing to greenhouse gas emissions. However, the impacts were 
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modest until the birth of the European iron-making industry of the sixteenth 
century, which was the precursor to the excesses of the modern industrial 
age. 

European iron makers used crude charcoal-fuelled 'bloomery' furnaces, 
which could not bring the iron to a liquid state. All they produced was a 
malleable ball of semi-molten iron full of impurities. To make the iron of any 
use it had to re-heated i n  a forge and the impurities hammered out. The job 
was hard. dirty and slow. But so was the task of collecting timber, building an 
oven, baking the timber to charcoal and then recovering it. Charcoal is fragile 
- treat it roughly and it can turn to dust. The only available transport was a 
simple farm cart and the nearest thing to a road was a rough track, so it was 
easier to bring the iron to the forest than the reverse. This was possible as the 
furnaces were small, basic and able to be built reasonably quickly. 

Making iron in this way, combined with taking timber to build ships for fast
growing navies, decimated the forests of Europe. Such was the scarcity of 
timber that all British ships trading with North America i n  the early years of its 
colonization were legally obliged to return to their home ports carrying a cargo 
of timber. Likewise, such was the scale of forest destruction that environmental 
laws were introduced b y  Elizabeth I prohibiting the felling of trees within fifty 
miles of the coast. lt was not until the early eighteenth century when Abraham 
Oarby discovered how to make iron with coal (a discovery the Chinese had 
made thousands of years earlier) that charcoal-making started to wane. 

Making iron and steel is a thermo-chemical process. The carbon becomes 
part of the molecular structure of the metal (effectively an alloy) at a certain 
temperature, having been drawn from combustion of the carbon-based fuel. 
Both charcoal and coal, once they have been turned into coke, are almost 
pure carbon.8 While coal became the dominant source of fuel and carbon in 
iron and steel making, for a long time the highest quality European steel was 
made in  Sweden using charcoal - but apart from this, the days of charcoal in 
Europe, and most other continents. could be considered to b e  over with the 
birth of the Industrial Revolution. In the past few decades, however, the picture 
has changed. These changes are set against developments and problems in 
contemporary steel-making. 
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Coke-based blast furnaces are very expensive to build and run; they are high 
emitters of carbon dioxide, especially the older ones with coke ovens that leak 
gases. Additionally, problems of managing air quality, waste water, chemical, 
solid and toxic wastes - all framed by issues of global warming - meant that 
these furnaces became viewed as a 'dinosaur technology'. But more than this, 
while most small, newly industrializing nations needed a steel industry for 
practical reasons, they could not afford industrial monster blast furnaces. At 
the same time, with limited amounts of foreign exchange, they could not aHord 
the high cost of importing iron and steel. Of course, they also wanted a steel 
industry symbolically, as a sign of their modernity. 

The arrival of the electric arc furnace [EAFI provided a partial, but significant, 
solution. Electric arc furnaces are comparatively cheap, smaller and quicker to 
bring into use - but they cannot make iron.9 They are run using scrap steel, but 
scrap steel is not in  large supply in still-industrializing nations. The dilemma 
for these nations with iron ore deposits was that they were unable to turn the 
ore into iron to make steel with the available affordable technology. Here is 
where charcoal-burning mini blast furnaces come into the picture but, as we 
shall see, the issues cannot be simply reduced to questions of technology. 

Our story now shifts to Brazil, one of the few countries with a long history 
of using charcoal in iron and steel-making, plus having vast iron ore deposits 
in the north east. 

Project Ferro Gusa Carajas, Maraba, Brazil 

Ferro Gusa Carajas was a joint venture formed in  2003 between the US steel 
Nucor and Brazil's Cia. Vale do Rio Doce [CVRDI to produce pig iron - the project 
being based on the edge of Amazonia in north-eastern Brazil in the industrial 
city of Maraba, almost 1,200 km due north of Brasilia. The intent of the venture 
was to construct and operate an environmentally responsible pig iron project 
t o  produce around 380,000 metric tons per year. The iron ore for the plant was 
to  come from CVRD's Carajas mine in northern Brazil - the mine, supported 
with World Bank finance, is claimed to be the largest source of high grade iron 
ore in the world. 
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When the mine was set up in the 1980s it was subjected to significant criti
cism.10 The environmental safeguards of this World Bank-financed project 
were both geographica lly and conceptually limited. They failed to take account 
of the mine's socio-economic impacts on small producers outside World 
Bank loan agreements - it was estimated that this affected some 30,000 
family-size small producers, mostly smelting pig iron plus large numbers of 
subcontractors.11 The agreement was also criticized as it provided no means 
to enforce compliance and evaporated once loans were repaid. 

The pig-iron plant, consisting of two mini blast furnaces, was to be fed by 
charcoal produced from the company's plantation 198 km east of Maraba - the 
plantation itself being 82,000 acres within a total forest area of around 200,000 
acres. The kilns where the charcoal was made were at the same location. The 
timber grown for charcoal was a species of eucalyptus able to be harvested at 
seven years of age when the trees were around 18-20 metres high. Coppicing 
was used to ensure tree regrowth for future harvesting. The basis of the 
project was that the plantation would remove more carbon dioxide from the 
atmosphere than the blast furnaces would emit. Production began in 2005, 
with the total production going to supply Nucor's steel-making in the United 
States. 

The project was soon revealed to be situated in a sea of controversy. First, 
as an organization striving to be environmentally responsible, the joi nt-venture 
found itself to be the exception in the midst of a large industry producing vast 
quantities of pig iron from crude charcoal-fired furnaces. This ind ustry has 
been exposed in the past few years not only for being supplied with charcoal by 
hundreds of charcoal makers illegally logging but doing so using slave labour. 
The expose, by the US business and financial services information service 
Bloomberg.com, reported in January 2007 that almost one million slaves were 
working in this industry without pay - officially Brazil abolished slavery in 
1 888.12  Moreover, companies like Ford, General Motors, Toyota and Kohler had 
been buying this pig iron, via brokers and importing it into the United States. 

The second issue centres on the fact that the total demand for charcoal was 
so large that it could not be met by the development of plantations, with the 
result that charcoal making was driving the destruction of old growth forest. 
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The third factor is that charcoal can be produced in kilns with low 'scrubbed' 
emissions (to rid them of particles and particulatesl and with a high recovery 
of by-products, in  particular pyrolysis o i l  and gas. These are fuels in their 
own right, with pyrolysis oil being the source of other materials like tar and 
acetic acid. This requires three integrated elements: a modern kiln; a retort 
and converter able to carbonize biomass.13 However, the vast majority of the 
charcoal in the area was made in the crudest way possible, to the detriment of 
local air quality, the health of the workers and at the price of high emissions. 

The picture we end up with is sobering. it exposes that the best of options 
- a comparatively 'clean-and-green· method of steel-making can be replic
ated elsewhere. But it also reveals an appalling environmental and industrial 
situation that, at the very least, codes the exported product with a tainted and 
undesirable image. In  July 2007 Steel Times International reported that Nucor 
had sold its interest in the Ferro Gusa Carajas project to CVRD - obviously the 
sale could be seen just in economic terms but i t  is hard to imagine that socio
political factors were not also in play. 

Conclusions for Designers 

Ironically, to improve the human rights, ecological and emissions situations, 
some companies in the region are now buying in more costly coke. On the 
basis of the impacts from how and where the coke is made, and the loss of  
jobs and income, more questions beg answering. Sadly the progressive alter
native - forming the existing small producers into new forms of collective 
organization to use advanced charcoal-making technology, linked to good 
forestry stewardship - appears not to be happening. What has been registered 
here is tragic. The production and use of charcoal has, as we have argued, a 
great deal of potential if it can be wrested from the ways it has been made in the 
distant and recent past. Notwithstanding the claims of the Ferro Gusa Carajas 
project, the manufacture of steel by charcoal-fired blast furnaces in Brazil, 
combined with the uses the steel was put to, is an overt case of sustaining the 
unsustainable. 

What does this account have to say to designers? The answer is not in  
the detail, but what, writ large, i t  symptomatically indicates. it tells us that 
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we need to make relational assessments of the projects we potentially get 
involved in. Is the project a progressive contribution towards sustainability? If 
not, can a strategic contribution be made that could redirect it? Is the form of 
the project, or its context, fundamentally defuturing and if so can elimination 
strategies be identified? Notwithstanding the potential hardship that ensues, 
just pragmatically taking on unsustainable projects for economic ends and 
uncritically falling into line is no longer defensible. The aim here is not purity 
and poverty but redirection and efficacy. 





34 Chains 

I I 

Designer as Redirective Practitioner 
- New Roles beyond Design 

An enormous amount of writing on design and the bulk of design education, 
is based on the proposition that designers and the design professions exist to 
provide services.l De facto it means that frequently the most crucial design 
decisions have been made before the designer comes on the scene- decisions 
like the nature of what is to be created, its market placement, teclmology 
and materials. A poor architectural brief can mean, for instance, that an 
environmentally aware architect is simultaneously designing a new structure 
while retrofitting the design concepts imposed by inherent errors in a brief, 
which are contractually inscribed on issues like site selection, site density, 
building size or orientation. Likewise, industrial designers may be engaged 
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to style a product with intrinsic technical and energy inefficiency problems, 

which they are not in a position to do anything about. Clearly, this kind of 
design activity will continue but, as has already been argued, it begs to be 
redlrectively transformed, with such forms of transformation moving through 
various levels. 

It is also the case that the 'democratization' of design via software design 
'option selection' packages (be they for apartment floor plans, wine bottle 

labels or sports car wheel trims) is going to reposition the role of many 

designers. It will move many designers from being creative producers to be

coming critics and process managers. At worst it will feed style surfing and 

Lego-like assemblage; at best it might generate a critical counter-reaction. In 

particular, it is likely that these kinds of applications will increase the number 

of uncritical practitioners. The positive and necessary response would be that 

this 'development' would prompt the rise of a culture of design writers and 

critics with the intellectual capabilities and political motivation leading them 
to identify and engage the futuring and defuturing qualities of everyday things 
and environments across a wide range of media .. 

It is important that such actions occur but they are just not sufficient. Stra
tegically, the designer as redirective practitioner needs to be a leader, initiating 
as well as reacting. This means putting dynamic, rigorous and workable 

alternatives into the public domain. It means approaching the developers 

and producers of unsustainable things with radical but viable ideas, project 

proposals ru1d practical solutions that present options for change that equally 

enable them to stay in business. 

It is not being suggested that these activities be simply based around exist

ing products, markets or user environments. Rather they point to the recon

ceptualization of organizational forms, strategies, projects, user environments, 

products and modes of communication, together with new kinds of social 

relations of production and use as well as product after life. Against this bacl{

drop, redirective practitioners become key team leaders, potentially design
ing and directing programs of change. In another direction, it means the 

emergence of many more redirective practitioners as designers/producers 

who entrepreneurially put products and services into the marketplace to 
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assist in the development of an economy that foundationally shifts from a 
quantitative to a qualitative basis (more on this later). 

Although there are no doubt many new things to create, the overwhelming 
need is to: (1) eliminate what we do not need, especially those objects/things 
that actively harm us or our non-human others and all that they depend on 
and (2) begin retrofitting the made material and immaterial world around 
us. Obviously this involves a huge amount of adaptation, intervention and 
remaking. In some instances it means conserving that which already exists, 
as it functions as a means of sustainment - but undertaking whatever work 
is needed so i t  may survive the environmental and climatic changes to which 
it will be exposed. In other instances it will require far greater modification 
of built structures to cope with, for instance, a region that is shifting from 
one climatic zone into another, or to deal with problems of thermal mass 
contributing to a local, but serious, 'heat islanding' problem.2 I t  is  also the case 
that non-renewable energy generation systems and much other infrastructure 
- including water, sewerage, transport and waste management - will require 
replacing or converting (so that resources like water, biomass, organic and 
inorganic materials can be recovered). In the coming decades, retrofitting will 
equally need to be taken beyond the techno-functional domain. Lifestyle and 
work cultures are also going have to change. 

The clothes that we wear, the food that we eat and at which times of the 
year, the amount of resources it takes to maintain our way of life, the nature 
of our gardens and what can be grown in them, our relation to outdoor living, 
how and how often we travel, the kind of holidays we take and to where 
- much in our life will change. As for our working lives: the form and hours of 
our working day; what we make; how we work; the services we provide and 
the locations of our workplaces - all these elements will, by degree, change. 

Redirection in the face of the defuturing propensity of the world of human 
fabrication is not a matter of choice. Developing a strategic sense of the 
nature and direction of that change over time is going to be cmcial - to simply 
deal with problems as they arrive would be myopic in the extreme. Creating 
and employing a universal and coordinated organizational plan for change 
may be beyond humanity's current ability. However, the formation of forms 
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of redirective practice which are available globally to be appropriated and 
adapted in the next few decades, are not. Such a development is in large part 
enabled by the - in other respects - problematic mobility of labour (which 
includes the mobility of architects and designers), linked to what will be an 
ever-increasing global need for sustain-ability. 

looking at a Redirective Practitioner 

The creation of redireetive practitioners requires understanding in the con
text of two moments: the initial and the ongoing. The initial moment, the 
moment that is now, turns on bringing the elaborated idea of redirection to 
retrofit our own professional knowledge. This stage has two elements. 

First is to undertal\C a reflective interrogation of one's knowledge, to 
begin to identify what one has formally and infom1ally learnt and what, in 
hindsight, can be seen as 'an induction into error'. The implication here is 
that we are taught, and teach ourselves, ways of knowing and acting in our 
professional and non-professional lives that replicate specific forms of the 
unsustainable. We are 'educated in error', though of course, without this ever 
having been the intent - it is merely one of the structural manifestations of 
unsustainability as it is deeply embedded in our culture. At its most basic, 
we can expose to ourselves just how much of the performative character of 
our acquired expertise functions on the basis of unquestioned assumptions. 
Asking questions like: 'if what I am doing is actually useful or needed, and if 
so to whom and why? Is what I am doing any harm and, if so, what exactly is 
it that is harmful and to what or whom?' and 'is the direction my occupation 
is taking me where I should be going, and where I want others to go in the 
future?' 

The second element goes to broadening one's conceptual reach so as to be 
able to identify what one's knowledge and practice are already connected to 
and, perhaps more importantly, to what it potentially could be. 

In essence, the individual aim of this re-educative process is initially to 
strive to identify and eliminate the unsustainable from one's own particular 
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professional specialism by questioning and devaluing areas of one's think
ing discovered to be in error - this via critical reflection in the company 
of new or revisited lmowledge. This should then provide both a felt sense 
and consciousness of the need for redirection and the motivation to do it. 
The re-educative process \\'ill hopefully increase the desire to gain greater 
sustain-ability to advance the cause and substance of the Sustainme11t. Such 
individual action can feed the collective aim; it can be a passage of entry into 
a community of change to become both a contributor and recipient of new 
knowledge and practice. Thus sustaining the self and expanding a conceptual 
and organizational frame of effective transformative action become united. 

How distant is the prospect of the creation of a critical mass of autodid
actically and fom1ally educated redirective practitioners? There are already 
educators around the world who have introduced redirective practice into their 
courses. Lil{ewise, there are already postgraduate courses under way. Equally, 
as indicated in earlier chapters, it is already forming the basis of practice
based professional development. Realistically, while there are positive signs, 
a lot more momentum is needed. Yet there is room for some optimism in that 
ideas often have their moment and there are signs from various parts of the 
world suggesting that the time of redirective practice is dawning. 

Of course, there is more to becoming a redirective practitioner than just 
the acquisition and mobilization of knowledge with professional competence. 
In the initial moment, which is currently tmfolding, for the established pro
fessional, becoming a redirective practitioner requires gathering emotional 
resources to deal with the sense of loss and insecurity coming from what 
one eliminates in one's own professional life. It also requires the courage 
to become a pathfinder. For the graduate redirective practitioner it means 
making a career path rather than following one that is already available to 
pursue. Yet the political importance and adventure of the choice makes the 
sacrifices for some a non-issue and, for others, worth it. 

An imaginary of redirective practice as a career path is not hard to 
envisage: 
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ReDirective Practitioner Team Leader 
Architecture and ReDesign 

New Marburg 'Pathfinder 2020' Project 

This city-wide six year retrofitting program is due to commence in March 2015. lt 
is one of the three national 'pathfinding 2020' projects. The project teams are 
organized to work on six city sector areas. The teams are formed into groups of 
redirective specialists working sector by sector in: architecture and redesign; 
power and water; Information systems; logistics; educational development; and 
social systems. 

The position is to lead the 'Architecture and ReDesign Team' (ART) team. When 
formed, the team will have twenty practitioners, each of whom will have at least 
three years working experience. They will be recruited from the professional 
areas of: architectural and urban retrofitting design; urban and rural interface 
management; infrastructure 'remodeling and replacement'; Industrial ecology; 
and community cultural innovation and development. 

The ARrs project consists of six phases: set up, situational audit, research 
analysis, concept design, design development and implementation. For phase 
one of the project (eight months) the team leader will work with the project 
Director, Or Alfreda Casler on team recruitment and selection, and then with all 
other team leaders on team development and inter-team interaction. 

The Team Leader will be expected to have a higher degree in an appropriate 
area, have at least five years working experience in a leadership role, have a 
solid grasp of redirective practice, conceptually, socially and technically. 

For further information contact:-

Fiona OeSilva, HR Cord at fionads@rmkmternat.com.al or phone 756 88n 
6555 

Ramson, McNulty, Kung International: RDP Division 

35 Advertisement 
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JOB DESCRIPTION 
This city-wide six year retrofitting program was created under the Federal governments 
'pathfinding 2020' projects programme as a joint venture with the City of New Marburg, the 
formal agreement b·eing ratified in October 2014. As one of the three national 'pathfinding 
2020' projects it is due to commence in March 2015. 

These leadership projects are of major national importance. Through what are in 
effect three case studies, they aim to develop the knowledge, expertise and capability 
to enable the launch of the 'National Cities Retrofit Decade' during 2020. Using all three 
case studies, methodological models will be developed to enable every city in the nation 
to undertake this massive redirective exercise. They will be major drivers in the creation 
of a transformed culture and economy dedicated to securing viable futures for the nation's 

population, its biodiversity and the natural and artificial habitat of both human and non
hmnan inter-dependence. 

All New Marburg Team Leaders will need to be well qualified, exceptionally talented, 
have a highly developed understanding of urban metabolism and advanced methods of 
retrofitting. They will be completely committed to the project and their teams. Having 
the ability to recruit, select, build and lead a strong team is an absolute prerequisite of 
the position. 

Essential Requirements 

1.  A higher degree in an appropriate area. 
2. At least five years working experience in a leadership role wit.h demonstrable inter-

person skills. 
3. Experience of work on at least three major retrofit projects. 
4. A solid grasp of the redirective practice, conceptually, socially and technically. 
5. A good undersranding of rhe rechnical and socio-cultural aspects of retro-fming. 
6. Evidence of developed trans-cultu.ral information and reporting skills. 

Desirable Additional Capabilities 

1. Fluency in Arabic, Mandarin or Urdu. 
2. Familiarity with the GIS 77 Regal system. 
3. Visual communication skills. 

Application requirement: a letter addressing interest in the project plus the requirements 
of the position and a full CV submitted electronically in PDF New Form or Coda 1040. 

Application closing date: 11 November 2014 to Fiona DeSilva, HR Cord at 
fionads@rmltintemat.com.al 





Part I l l  

Design, Sustainment and Futures 





We cannot, as has already been made clear, solve problems unless we are wil

ling to confront them, no matter how large, daunting or threatening they are. 

While holding to this view, it has to be acknowledged that this challenge is not 

quite as straightforward as it might first appear. Problems do not necessarily 
sit around for us in neatly packaged forms. So often they turn out to be held in 

the grip of the chimera of language as it, and then we, reduce the plural to the 

singular. For instance, we've stated anthropocentrism, unsustainability and 

climate change to be problems. But they are not simply representationally 

transparent; rather they recede into a monstrous complexity that places us in 

a position of continual questioning. In relation to anthropocentrism: how can 

that which is plural (the human) be the basis of centredness? When considering 

unsustainability: does not entropy reduce everything to the unsustainable? If 

we think about climate change: is not change the very nature of climate, so 

how do we distinguish one kind of change from another? The point here is to 

make the point rather than conduct the argument. 

So if complete truth and certainty ever evade us, all we can do is maintain 

openness to revision and accept that we have to define problems pragmatically 

and act in relation to them but with rigour in how we define, analyse and 

seek solutions. Such action is not easy: we simply cannot write or speak with 

complete indifference or situate everything we say in a web of qualification. 
Thus, the trutl1s we act on and communicate can but be deemed provisional 

- the true is true until proved otherwise. Provisionality therefore always 
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resides under the roof of certainty; thus most of what we say can be subject 

to correction. 

The discussion of design, sustainment and futures in the final section of this 

book, as framed by these remarks, raises a number of significant challenges, 

which, if redirection is to become possible, have to be identified and met as 
best we can. Specifically, it brings us to a consideration of: how we dispose 

ourselves towards redirective action; what exactly we need to strive to bring 

into being; how this can be viewed economically; what politics of action to 

adopt and how we might make a map to guide us through the complexity 

before us. Acting decisively while being open to correction also means being 

willing to be pragmatic witl10ut becoming an ungrounded pragmatist. 
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1 2  

Futuring against Sustaining 
the Unsustainable 

Green design, green architecture, environmental design, ecodesign, sustain
able design, sustainable products, ecoefficiency and sustainable consumption 
- all these have claimed to bring design, ecology and environment together 
over the past two decades. Many of the practices associated with them have 
a prehistory in the alternative and intermediate technology movements of 
the 1960s and 1970s (which in turn were prefigured by nineteenth-century 
techno-utopianism). 1 Such forms of action combine to deposit a variable range 
of problems and solutions that design futuring has to find ways to respectively 
engage. To gain a sense of these, it is worth putting a picture together by 
providing a brief review of five key positions: 
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1. Technology and technological salvation. 
2. Design for sustainability. 
3. From products to services. 
4. 'Sustainable consumption' and design. 
5. Humanitarian design. 

This is done with the proviso that distinctions between positions will, at 
times, blur and overlap because that's how it is. While the focus adopted is 
weighted critically, it acknowledges past and present positive contributions of 
the strategic positions cited. It equally recognizes a wi despread need for new 
thinking. The approach will be to characterize and critique each position, 
then contrast it with a version based on redirection toward sustain-ability. 

Technology and Technological Salvation 

Predominantly, most 'green/sustainability' design practices are based on the 
premise that technology can simply be created or modified and used as a 
corrective to a functionalist and systems-based definition of unsustainability 
and in so doing deliver 'sustainability'. At its most developed level, this is 
illustrated by notions of bio-mimicry and the idea of a 'technical metabolism' 
mirroring the way a biological metabolism cycles nutrients.2 In other words, 
the unsustainable exists as a techno-environmental problem to fLx. These 
technocentric models for approaching the delivery of 'environmental sustain
ability' are also associated \vith the notions of 'economic sustainability' and 
'social sustainability.' These three elements (the three 'legs') of 'sustainability' 
were presented to governments and the corporate sector as constituting the 
pathways to 'sustainable development' (the 'three-legged stool'). 

This kind of understanding is theoretically unresolved and relationally 
disarticulated and it reduces sustainability to an end point, a goal wherein 
entropy is arrested and stability is established- all to be realized by some kind 
of administered process. However, the environmental, social and economic, as 
discourses, let alone the phenomenological conditions themselves, are neither 
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unidirectional nor structurally interconnected. Thus the crude stool or the 
more elegant triangular fractal tile (Ecology, Equity, Economy) of McDonough 
and Braungart are representational illusions with no actual rcferent.3 If they 
were merely heuristics in making an argument from a particular position this 
would not be so much of a problem. However, they arrive with a realist truth 
claim (the theory equals a real set of worldly relations). They are not three 
components of 'sustainability' for it does not exist as a composite of the fourth 
elements drawn from the three (the 'three-legged stool' metaphor falls to the 
ground just as a stool lacking a structurally sound seat wottld). 

In  contrast, 'the Sustainment', as already introduced, names the conver
gence of an epoch which: (1) is cut loose from developmental capital logic of 
perpetual growth; (2) recognizes the unavoidability of the dialectic of sustain
ment (which means it recognizes that entropy/unsustainability/destruction 
are unavoidable); and (3) re�sters that our being is finite and that our 
collective existence is directly related to the sustain-ability of our futuring 
actions. 

In some ways the project of the Sustainment structurally has something 
in common with the Enlightenment - it is an idea that travels ahead of the 
material forms it aims to author but without any sense of reaching an idealized 
end point. Whereas the Enlightenment aspired to bring the free enlightened 
subject into a fully realized modern world, the Sustainment is neither mono
directional nor a vision. Rather, what it adds up to is maintaining a condition 
of inmtinence, with being remaining bonded to becoming (thereby ensuring 
our being remains with potentialities). Put simply, the Sustainment is a 
way of thinking about our potential in the light of our continuity. lt can be 
considered a common condition beyond mere survival that human beings can 
realize in different ways. 

The Sustainment is a practical philosophy needing the input of many dif
ferent kinds of thinkers, designers and makers willing to explore ways in which 
we human beings can take responsibility for our anthropocentric defuturing 
selves, while accepting Sustainment as a sovereign rule (one to which we may 
respond in numerous ways). lt tells us that we are at the beginning of a new 
mode of earthly habitation. 
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The environmental problems of industrial society have been acknowledged 
for a long time, certainly long before they were understood scientifically. 
·while problems, like the destruction of forests were evident well before the 
beginning of the Industrial Revolution, it was not until early in the Second 
Industrial Revolution (the age of advanced machines that commenced from 
the early nineteenth century) that a utopian recoil from these problems gained 
momentum. The response to environmental and social damage by utopians 
like Charles Fournier, Robert Owen and later Peter Kropotkin, was to propose 
'solutions' based on creating a culture and economy of escape- effectively an 
ideal world within a world of imperfection. Utopiauism has been remade in the 
era of late modernity - this not as a politically idealized vision of a redeemed 
society and economy but via a faith in technological redemption travelling 
in the company of technological expansion and carried by the idea of the 
'techno-fi.x'. Such thinking was epitomized by Buckminster Fuller's notion of 
the planet as a spaceship to steer, manage and repair.4 It is equally embedded 
in all forms of 'sustainable technology' and the policy that goes along with it 
- besides the limited and often questionable value of these technologies, they 
feed illusions of transformative agency and power: 'if only we had enlightened 
government we could get the energy, fossil fuel and emissions situation sorted 
out.' The trouble is, so long as the idea rules that the global energy supply has 
to go on endlessly growing, problems will proliferate. The most basic, obvious 
and important action just does not get a look-in- this is the need to eliminate 
the need for so much energy! The starting point is demand reduction. Turn it 
off. One of the most graphic pictures that illustrates the point is a composite 
image made by NASA of the world at night - the brighter the light the richer 
and more energy intensive/unsustainable the nation; the darker the poorer. 

Faith in the redemptive power of technology trades on the illusion that 
human agency has the ability to direct technology as if it were independent 
from human being. But as was indicated earlier, at one extreme the toolmaker 
is equally partly made by the tool (be the tool a hammer or a computer) and 
at the other extreme, technology, the environment and the human are not 
totally disconnected from each other - they interpenetrate. Moreover, our 
limited state of awareness folds into the unsustainable - we are dangerous 
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beings in our failure to recognize that we are unlmowingly throwing problems 
into the future while failing to deal with problems of the present. 

The fact that the 'philosophy of technology' has disclosed much about 
the character of technology is negated by the reaHty of it being uncritically 
embraced by the broader culture. At the same time, voices critical of tech
nology have increasingly been contained within its ever-shrinking academic 
enclave. 5 Technological progress was once romanticized and celebrated. Now 
it is completely naturalized. In this respect, all technology is immersive. 
Certainly there are no visions of futures that are not technologically inflected 
- the point here is to understand that less technology is not necessarily anti
technology. We are already technological beings. Technology is like food - we 
cannot survive without it but we equally cannot survive with too much of it. 
In getting the diet balanced, we need to critically confront what technology 
is, what it does and ho·..v we exist in its shadow. 

The challenge before us is how we can induce and maintain sufficient 
'alienation' to negotiate new relations with technology that are more sus
tainable. This does not simply mean more environmental technologies, 
but rather, the arrival of a level of technological literacy within a regime of 
'design intelligence' based on responsibility rather than mastery. Without this 
literacy, the ability to redirect anything technological would be at best very 
limited, at worst, non-existent. 

Design for Sustainability 

So much of what travels under the various headings of 'design for sustain
ability' focuses on just the designed object itself - the materials from which 
it is made, the amount of energy embodied in it, its ability to be recycled, 
and so on. Now, these things are significant, but they do not ensure that a 
contribution to 'sustaining ability' is being made by the object. This can only 
happen if the object being designed is overdetermined by the design of the 
relations in which it is to be situated. The task thus becomes the designing of 
the 'object of design' so that it, in turn, can design sustaining 'relations and 
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effects', to which form and function are subordinate. From this position, we 

can consider, for instance, a 'green building' and an 'eco-designcd' product. 
There is now a substantial tradition in the design of 'green buildings', ac

companied by a plethora of green rating schemes that 'measure' a building's 
environmental performance. The US LEED (Leadership in Energy and Envir
onmental Design) scheme developed and run by members of the US Green 
Building Council is perhaps the best lmown internationally. Now, while build
ings that have been designed to take energy and environmental performance 
into account are unquestionably superior to those that do not, this does not 
mean they are sustainable. For the ability to sustain turns on three things: the 
nature of the building itself; how building users use it; and what the building 
is used for. 

While a building can be designed to gain the highest possible green per
formance rating (in terms of energy efficiency, water conservation techno
logies, low impact m�lterials and so forth) this does not determine that its 
users will realize its performative capability. At one extreme, the building 
may have an electronically controlled building management system that 
takes away the control of internal environments from the building users. 
Such systems can produce either passivity or resistance depending on, for 
instance, the setting of lighting levels or thermal comfort. Being in an office 
in which it is not possible to turn lights on or off, open the window or alter 

the temperature does not exactly win people over to 'sustainability'. Likewise, 
buildings with operable systems to control air flows, light, heat and cooling 
only 'work' if users understand the system and use it appropriately. As is now 
being recognized, beyond specialist building services industry research, a 
building's performance can be as much determined by how it is commissioned 
as by how it is dcsig,ned.6 The key point is that people can make a 'green' 
building unsustainable and likewise an unsustainable building can contribute 
to sustainment by the way, and for what, it is used. This last observation takes 
us to the overwhelming factor in the evaluation of a building's sustaining 
ability. 

The key factor is what a building is used for. If occupied by an organiza
tion using it to extend the unsustainable by its productive, institutional or 
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commercial activities then the sustaining contribution is negated - in this 
situation the building, despite its environmental performance, sustains the 
unsustainable. Of course, the reaction by the designer and builder of such a 
building is that its use is beyond their control - an observation that returns 
us to relational design, redirective practice and the team. 

However inconvenient and complex, if sustainment is the objective, then 
design problems just have to be addressed relationally. Obviously this means, 
in the case of buildings, the establishment of structures that bring the com
mercial interests of developers, building owners, building users, architects, 
builders, engineers under the umbrella of redirective practice. It means a new 
design discourse, new kinds of teams and forms of collaboration that trans
cend base commercial interest. No matter how hard this is, to capitulate to 
the unsustainable is the only other, and a worse, option. Of course, as we shall 
see, this kind of activity requires a shift in economic paradigms. 

Briefly turning to eco-designed products, let's consider, say a remanufac
tured photocopier (a photocopier refurbished after 'take-back' by its initial 
maker to give it a second life) and a boardroom table and chairs custom
made from recycled red-gum flooring after the demolition of a wool store 
warehouse. Again these objects are tmambiguously of environmental value 
- they reduce the takeup of natural resources and energy, while at the same 
time providing employment. Yet again they are only able to properly contribute 
to sustainment if configured within a set of relations that compound toward 
realizing the same end. 

The most 'advanced' model of eco-design is the 'cradle to cradle' 
approach.7 

This positions a product in a closed (autopoietic) loop characterized by 
a material metabolism - it becomes its own boundary for the dynamic circ
ulation of its material elements (cyclical recycling). For example, imagine 
a. vacuum-injected plastic garden chair that, at the end of its life, could be 
traded in for a new one exactly the same, while the old chair is ground up. 
Accumulated volumes of this material are returned to the manufacturer who 
uses it to produce chairs identical with the original. While this model, based 
on mimicking the cycling of nutrients in organic systems is progressive, in 
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itself it is no solution. In fact it can even obstruct perceptions of relational 
connections because it does not question what is produced and what, in turn, 
the product itself might design. Moreover, the ltind of thinking that underpins 
this approach can again so easily fold into 'sustaining the unsustainable' and 
support a continual growth capitalist economy. While products may be 'cradle 

to cradle' this in no way limits the volume of products produced, nor does 

it deal with the need to make distinctions between short-life products (for 

which the approach is appropriate) or 'eternal' products (for which it is far 

less relevant). But above all, it is not framed by the need to decide if a product 

should or should not be eliminated by design. 
In both the case of the building and the product, relational design, managed 

via redirective practice, inscribes the designed with a futuring agency. While 
they are designed to meet functional requirements, what they essentially 

exist to deliver is time. 
One understanding of design resonates throughout this book: 'whatever 

is designed and brought into being goes on designing'. Design, again in all its 
shades from urban to fashion, from products to software, cannot contribute to 
the advancement of sustainment without fully comprehending the implications 
of 'the designing of the designed'. 

From Products to Services8 

Hopes were high over a decade ago with the arrival of the idea of services 

and sharing (washing machines, cars, power tools, lawn mowers) or imma

terialization ( email, e-books) replacing many of the material products of every

day life. The argument for services and sharing displacing products is not over 

yet but none of it is as easy as expected. Issues of convenience, and tbe fact 

that demand is not evenly spread but bunched into particular time zones, are 

a problem. For example mowing the lawn at the weekend, or needing a car 

in the school holidays. Likewise computer-based forms of immaterialization 
proved not to be quite what they seemed once it was exposed just how much 
energy it took to keep the massive servers that support web-based activities up 
and running. Questions of taking responsibility for the maintenance of shared 
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equipment, notwithstanding formal or informal agreements, issues of driving 
to hire or borrow a tool for a five-minute job, the emotional and fetishistic 
relation some people develop with their bicycle, horse box, vacuum cleaner, 
super-deluxe stainless steel mobile gas BBQ and so on, means possessive 
individualism is no small obstacle to surmount. Certainly, the ethos begs 
working at, and the implementation is maybe more realistically best viewed 
as either a micropolitics that requires, at least initially, an interaction between 
kindred spirits, or highly organized professional services (like a car-at-your
door-on-demand hire service). 

'Sustainable Consumption' and Design9 

As long as there have been designed, manufactured and marketed products, 
design and consumption have been bonded together. However, it was not until 
the 1930s that they were addressed and deployed strategically and thereafter 
considered reflectively. The US recovety from the Depression just prior to the 
Second \Vorld War was claimed as a consumption-led economic recovery. The 
creation of streamlining as a style by designers retrospectively designated 
as industrial designers, applied to products as diverse, at one extreme, as 
ships, planes, cars, trains and buildings and at the other, toasters, ash trays, 
cigarette lighters, telephones and refrigerators, was credited, along with modes 
of promotion, with prompting much higher levels of consumer demand than 
had ever existed before.10 The dynan1ic of mass consumption and consumer 
society was thus 'liberated'. 

The more recent link between design and 'sustainable' consumption 
emerged at the same moment as 'sustainable development', having its high 
point as a major agenda item of the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable 
Development. The issue divides into two positions that tend to bleed into 
each other. One argues for lifestyle and behavioural change based on limits 
created by politics, policy, programs, education and cultural projects (like 
voluntary simplicity); the other position folds back into the technocentric 
approach and favours eco-efficiency, sustainable technologies and a large 
growth in 'sustainable products'. The entire area is littered with problems. 
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First, the very notion of consumption itself, as an economic and socio
cultural practice, is mobilized unproblematically. It is the fact that people do 
not metabolically consume that is at the heart of the problem. Consumption 
as an economic category is incommensurate with it as an ecological category. 
No matter the way in which products are acquired and used or whether 
consumption is thought and theorized as an economic activity, the fact is 
d1at all durable products at the end of useful life have not been consumed. 
The residual materiaJs of land fill, waste dumps, junks yards, plus the content 
of our attics, cellars, sheds and garages all testify to the truth of this claim. 

Second, it is positive to see that sociologists of consumption are starting to 
become interested in design.11 But how they view design begs considerable 
development. For instance, looking at design as predominantly adding value 
to products and regarding this as part of what is consumed exposes a very 
limited understanding of what design is and does. The very way design is 
reduced and presented in relation to bringing goods into being fails to grasp 
design's ambiguity as an agent of both creation and destruction (this book 
deals with this relation via the notion of the 'dialectic of sustainment'). This 
ambiguity applied as much of course to immaterial qualities, like value, as 
to matter itself- leaving aside the problem of defining the essence of value, 
what designers do is destroy value at the same time as they create it (a new 
style product is launched as 'the latest' thus rendering previous versions 
'dated'). This means that while it is acknowledged that artefacts can prompt 
the creation of other objects (such as system elements and accessories) and 
deliver experiences (for example, pleasure and the use of new skills) what 
they may equally destroy (knowledge, the use of a service, a craft practice, 
and so forth) is mostly overlooked. 

Third, there is a view now promoted by sociologists of consumption that 
takes its lead from the work of Bruno Latour on 'actor-networks theory' (the 
interactive play of formations of human and non-human actors) and 'things' . 
Essentially it proffers that 'consumers' can develop 'creative relations' with 
'designed things' that go beyond the way they have been designed within and 
beyond the remit of design itself.12 Such a view has much to commend it, but 
it is mostly taken up in error when it is based on a restrictive model of design 
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agency rather than on a wider realization of design designing - its ontological 
character. Effectively, this view accepts an economist ('mainstream' con
ventional) understanding of design and casts consumers' action, when non
compliant with the inscribed design(at)ed use of 'a thing', as something other 
than design (for example, 'creative appropriation'). In actuality, bricolage, 
adaptive use or reuse and redesign are all recognized design strategies that do 
not necessarily draw a clear line between professional and non-professional 
designers and design practice.13 

In sum, the approach of sustainable consumption theorists travels with 
an unresolved relation between consumption as an economic category, as a 
cultural practice and as an ecology of materials. The complexity of the meta
bolic dimension of consumption and the relation between defuturing and 
consumerism become overlooked, even when environmental impacts are 
aclmowledged to be linked to the way modern societies orgaJlize the social 
relations of consumption as well as production. This acknowledgement is 
certainly made by sociologically based ecological modernization theory.14 
What it aims to do is to offset a purely techno-instrumcntal understanding 
of 'the environmental crisis' by the introduction of social determinants. 
Unfortunately this position is both tame and lame. lt neither goes to the 
complexity of natural and artificial ecologies, recognizes the centrality of 
anthropocentrism to unsustainability, nor realizes the significance of design 
to both 'the problem' and 'solutions'. 

The agency of designed objects (what .Martin Heidegger understood as 
the 'thinging of things' and what Fran9ois Jullien explored as 'the propensity 
of thir�gs'15) is seriously undertheorized by a great deal of the sustainable 
consumption discourse. Likewise, the non-discreteness of designed artefacts, 
as they are constitutive of environments of which they themselves are equally 
experientially constitutive, appear to be underconsidered. 

ln many respects, the debates on sustainable consumption do not contest 
the capital logic of perpetual growth -thus the rhetoric of sustainable consump
tion either knowingly or unlmowingly legitimates the unsustainable. Mean
while and depressingly, the sociology of consumption 16 seems to be imprisoned 
by the discourse of its adoption and a regressive mode of theorizing that is 
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less informed and insightful than what predated it by many decades - neither 
does it appear to have registered recent writing on ontological designP 

Humanitarian Design 

Over the past few years, the non-profit organization, Architecture for Human
ity, has increased its profile in and beyond the architectural profession,l8 

especially for promoting architectural projects on post-disaster emergency 
shelter, refugee housing and health; recruiting architects and forming design 

activist networks and working on 'live' projects in various parts of the 
world. Depending on your point of view, the organization can be seen either 
as inspiring leadership by example, or a moral big stick beating architects 
around the head. For all the acclaim it has received and notwithstanding 
the passion and concern displayed by members of the organization (and 
the lesser ones associated with it), its feel-good, apolitical politics is naive 
on three counts: (1) its lack of placement of disasters (be they 'natural', 
human-induced or socio-economic) in the frame of the unsustainable; (2) the 
inappropriateness of constructing an aid organization model of design action 

(this de facto is a critique - too long and deflective to engage here - of the 
politics of humanitarianism and humanitarian aid per se)19 and (3) its lack 
of an adequate cultural understanding of the symbolic agency of especially 
technologically orientated shelter forms. Providing universal prefabricated 
emergency housing, as the UK-based Disaster Institute showed in the 1970s, 
can often undermine the coping mechanisms of a community that it needs, 

above all, to call on. On this issue, the conclusion the Institute came to was 

that rather than prefabricated shelters (be they of appropriate materials or 
style) or structures designed by outsiders (no matter how well received) what 
was actually needed was infrastructure and local building materials. This 
approach is, however, not the stuff that attracts architects, provides the basis 
of design competitions and exhibitions, or is looked on favourably by grant
awarding organizations or corporate sponsors. 
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Other Ways of Thinking and Acting 

As the previous chapter made clear, designers of all shades need to be able 
to create futures for themselves as independent agents worl\ing outside 
conventional models of service provision; while as 'service providers' they 
need to work to transform the relationships between designer, client and 
user. In both cases, as redirective practice makes evident, 'the team' displaces 
design as individuated action. However, the notion of what a. team is begs 
qua.li fica.tion. 

Tbe team a.s a collective can take many forms. It can be a multidisciplinary 
group clustered around a single table; a networking group working on the same 
problem; a gathering of different professionals interested in solving a com
mon problem; a community of interest coming together from different social, 
political and economic allegiances to more adequately define and engage a 
problem. In every case, and irrespective of clients and users being inside or 
outside the team, the common imperative is: the resolution of immediate 
needs while securing futuring conditions and capability. This position should 
not be confused with Brundtland's notion of social, economic and political 
progress meeting 'the needs of the present without compromising the ability 
of future generations to meet their own needs.'20 

'Futuring conditions and capability' need to be based on relational inter
dependencies between all that sustains life as we know it. They neither reduce 
to just human-centred interests nor to the merely biophysical. We need to 
remind ourselves here that the first rule of sustainment is sustaining the self 
- without doing this we can do nothing else. 

Sustaining the self is not simply a matter of physical wellbeing, for it is 

equally an issue of mind. By implication, this means that before designing (be 
it as professional designers or simply a.s an act of everyday life) we need to 
place ourselves in 'the relational picture'. We are always present, implicated 
and responsible for what we bring into being. We literally need to put ourselves 
before what we envision and bring our selves to account. Anthropocentrism is 
turned not by denial but by direct confrontation with oneself and thereafter 
the collective.21 
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1 3  

Sustainment and a New Epoch 
of Humanity 

While there is no assured predetermined arrival of the Sustainment (which, 
as indicated, is a project that cannot be instrumentally delivered) or for that 

matter any other sure-footed evolutionary track that will carry humanity to a 

viable future, one can confidently say that unless the 'challenge' of sustainment 
is met, we will not survive in ways that we currently recognize as human. 

For tens of thousands of years humankind's mode of worldly habit.:'ltion was 

nomadic (non-settled). During this period, the total global population stabil

ized at around 40-50 million people. The world was home, albeit a home 
with occasional and major climatic upheavals. Then around 12,000 years ago 
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there was a period of climate change, the response to which changed the 
destiny of humanity. 

Food \vas scarce; so many people converged on where it was known to exist: 
the Fertile Crescent of the Middle East, especially Southern Mesopotamia, 
where there was an abundance of wild einkorn (an early form of wheat). 
It had become much colder in the west, while the east was experiencing a 
drought that lasted a thousand years. Slowly the Fertile Crescent became 
more densely populated and the foundations of human settlement started to 
become established.1 In years when the weather was good the people hunted 
and gathered, but when it was not, they stayed put and harvested a crop. 
Eventually this practice became dominant and fanning, as we know it, started 
to develop. 

Reframing the Human Project 

Now, with the arrival of a rapidly changing climate, due in significant part to 
our unchecked burning of fossil fuels and clearing of vast tracts of land, we 
humans are on the edge of another epochal change that may be as dramatic 
as the one that gave birth to civilization as we know it. Many of us will live 
to see populations of some parts of the world abandon their islands, land, 
villages, town and cities. While there are predictions of a quarter of a billion 
environmental refugees by mid-century and well over half a billion by its end, 
many more people will simply relocate within their own homeland. Clearly 
the current ways of dealing with refugees will be totally inadequate to cope 
with an unprecedented massive redistribution of the human population. 
Although affecting vast numbers of people, this will unsettle everyone. The 
already tarnished illusion of continuous human development will shatter. 
Having moved from non-settlement (the nomadic life) to settlement, we may 
well be heading toward an unknown condition of unsettlement. Having moved 
from the world as home, to making a home in the world, the prospect is now 
one of mass homelessness. While this may well be literally true for hundreds 
of millions of people, homelessness may take on a more fundamental meaning 
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in a world made inhospitable. While this situation may not yet be inevitable, 

humanity's future is perilously balanced. 

The establishment of the Sustai nment is beyond the reach of technology and 

our technological being. As has been made clear in many ways, sustain-ability 

is as much a cultural as a technological project. The nature of technology is 

inherently dialectical - it is both unsustainable and sustaining; it briiigs what 

we depend on into being and i t  takes it away. To have any chance of dealing 

with this, and our mostly uncritical relationship with technology, there need 

to be cultures in which it is possible to counter the now overwhelming onto

logical designing of our technological being. 

The Sustainment and the Enlightenment 

As we have seen, 'sustainability' is mainly presented as a discourse within 

the realm of technology. As such, it is lodged in an Enlightenment paradigm 

epitomized by Francis Bacon's Novun Organum of 1620 - a work that 

positioned nature as that 'other' over which humanity, via technology, could 

increase its power. Overt, direct violence against 'the natural' has diminished. 

Yet it still continues indirectly as the 'collateral' damage from our very being 

- the rampant felling of native forests and land clearing still happens on a vast 

scale; new and seemingly more benign toxic forms of elimination have arrived 

(indirectly from industrial emissions, industrial and domestic waste, and 

directly via the deliberate application of chemicals like pesticides); complex 

chemical compounds not known in nature accumulate invisibly in the fatty 

tissues of many creatures, with concentrations in the food chain triggering 

defects and mutations (many still poorly understood). At the same time, 

technology has been employed to constitute a world of artifice, the scale and 

complexity of which has fused the natural and the artificial. We humans have 

not, of course, simply been bystanders watching the events of technological 

modernity unfold. We have been both active causal agents of technological 

developments and victims of them. It is, however, a mistake to assume that 

we have remained the same while technology has continually changed, for in 
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reality, to reiterate, technology has profoundly changed us in body and mind. 
We see and understood the world technologically, not least via the 'world
picturing' consequences of the televisual. 

The more technology has proliferated, fused with information and struc
tured the activities of everyday life, the more it has evaporated as an object of 
anxiety (in the 1950s there were still people frightened to use the telephone; 
100 years ago there was fear of automobiles running out of control and 150 
years ago the fear was of steam trains setting the country side ablaze). Although 
technology has become so naturalized, the view persists that it is still under 
human control. It is still not generally grasped that there is now no longer a 
clear distinction between technology and us. Moreover, those theoretically 
informed critical positions that expose the contradictions and psycho-cultural 
complexity of technology are universally becoming rarer. 

Interestingly, the critics of technology of the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s 
came from both left and right, popular culture and rigorous philosophy. 
For example, Theodor Adorno and .lvlax Ilorkheimcr cite The Rochejeller 

Foundation Review of 1943 in their seminal collection of essays, Dialectic 
of Enlightenment (which they wrote during the Second World War) - 'The 
supreme question which confronts our generation today - the question to 
which all other problems are merely corollaries - is whether technology can 
be brought under control . . .  Nobody can be sure of the formula by which this 
end can be achieved . . .  We must draw on all the resources to which access 
can be had . . . '2 

The 'supreme question' did not spark a major public debate. The situation 
in which humanity now finds itself did not arrive accidentally but via the 
inscription of material forms of the world 'we' ourselves designed and created. 
The process continues. Education, for instance, has become as much an 
induction into the operational and metaphysical sphere of technology as it is 
an induction into a culture o( live learning. 

We need to remind ourselves that the Sustainment as an opening moment 
and process is posed against functionalist and ever more linguistically evacu
ated uses of the concept of sustainability. Increasingly, one sees and hears 
sustainability evoked as if its meaning was self-evident (the 'triple bottom 
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line' rhetoric of environmental, social and economic sustainability has clearly 
added to the gestural use of the term). What and how to identify the un
sustainable, and what exactly needs to be sustained, just cannot be addressed 
by this rhetoric. In the frame of these remarks, the Sustainment is offered as 
a prefigurative idea demanding realization through design. It demaJ.]dS what 
needs to be unlearned and learned in order to enable us, individually and 
collectively, to sustain ourselves. It is not just a question of more knowledge 
but the erasure of what we have formally and informally learnt in error. It 
demands a shift away from forms of exchange disengaged from the processes 
of foundational exchange of interdependent ecologies. 

The reality of the current situation is that commodities (materials and 
artefacts) that are exchanged within an economy have either a benign or 
negative relation to the 'general economy' - which is the very ground of all that 
is substance, ecology and environment. Neither the relation of commodities 
to the general economy nor the actual nature of that economy is adequately 
understood (for instance, an 'environmental impact' may be identified, but 
the systemic consequences of that impact may not be understood or even 
recognized). As the 'dialectic of sustainment' articulates, human action will 
always be destructive; there is, however, an enormous divide between not 
knowing and knowing this fact and thereafter making critical decisions in the 
light of this knowledge. The Sustainment also demands the incredibly chal
lenging abandonment of wealth generated by the current economic model, 
based as it is, on perpetual growth. 

Meeting all these demands does not equate to a single political ideology or 
an 'orthodoxy of forms'. Such demands can only be realized through a circum
stantially directed, paradigmatic shift in the collective condition of humanity 
as the move from settlement to unsettlement (the age, as was said earlier, that 
is coming) ruptures a sense of the world remaining the same. With the arrival 
of the traumatic circumstances of unsettlement, different kinds of situated 
action, based on the imperative of sustainment would both test 'our' contin
ued 'will to be' and our ability to act in common toward the common good. 

It is worth remembering here that the Enlightenment was a prefigmative 
project driven by a profound dissatisfaction with 'the state of the world' and 
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the nature of knowledge about it. Its ambition was to establish a mode of 
thought and inquiry (reason) against the unreason of the mythic that would 
become widespread and eventually naturalized. In so doing, two modes of 
inquiry emerged (the Arts and the Science) as divisions of lrnowledge within 
philosophy. What the Enlightenment failed to recognize was the value of em
bedded wisdom carried by many of the traditions and narratives that were 
labelled as ignorance and superstition. Equally, it overlooked reason itself 
becoming a mythic article of faith, notwithstanding it becoming the West's 
naturalized mode of thought, which it globally mobilized with enormous in
tellectual and instrumental power. lt is widely recognized that through the 
creation of the institutions of reason (science, law, politics and so on) the 
Enlightenment advanced the goal of delivering the means of human eman
cipation from superstition and the 'ravages of nature'. But it also became clear 
that the foundations of thought upon which reason stood were neither totally 
firm nor faultless (not least in relation to anthropoccntrism).3 

In support of the magnitude of the propositions put forward, it is worth 
remembering that the Enlightenment existed as a promoted idea prior to be
coming a generalized cultural condition of knowledge directing the successes 
as well as the limitations of the modern world. A key Enlightenment thinker, 
lmmanuel Kant, posed and answered the question 'What is Enlightenment?' 
within the milieu of a group of German Enlightenment thinkers (the Society 
of the Friends of Truth - a gathering of ldndred spirits who had adopted the 
motto 'Dare to know' from Ars Poetica by the Roman Lyric poet, Horace).  
For Kant, daring to know became daring to reason, with reason coming to be 
viewed as a power of human emancipation (freeing a being from the tutelage 
of the will of others). 

An enormous amount has been written on the success and failure of the En
lightenment, not least in relation to idealism and the hollow victory of reason 
now manifest in the hegemony of technology. Our aim at this point is simply 
to assert the historical precedent and transfonnative power of a 'big idea' and 
to assert the need to go beyond a critique (postmodcrnism) of those past ideas 
that drove modernity, with its unsustainable core, to an idea of future worldly 
habitation - the Sustainment. Yet irrespective of the strength of the idea of 
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sustainment, it is not sufficient in itself - there also has to be the desire to 
sustain grow1ded through the qualities of what is designated to be sus tained. 
Rather than a forrri of utopian dreaming, the desire for Sustainment cannot be 
for anything other than a work - one requiring a protracted political project, 
a great deal of labour and much courage. Contrary to the unsustaina�le being 
surmounted by the arrival of a solution delivered by a product, a technology 
or system, the whole notion of redirection is based on recognizing that the 
task is a continual labour intrinsic to our being - the unsustainable is part of 
the price of our existence. As stated in various ways, all we can possibly do is 
to make time. 

The Dialectic of Sustainment 

The Sustainment speaks to the thinking, designing and making of sustain
abilities in the face of defuturing. This task is extraordinarily difficult to 
grasp as an overall vision of process, but nonetheless it is vital to embrace. To 
help do this, let's revisit and further elaborate the concept of 'the dialectic of 
sustainment'. 

To start with, it is not possible to evoke the notion of the dialectic without 
introducing complexity, controversy and a brief history. As a method of forc
ing knowledge to reveal itself in a dialogue based on questions and answers, 
dialectics was demonstrated by Socrates and in the dialogical style of thought 
of Plato, who asserted in the Republic that it delivered supreme knowledge. 
However, dialectics seems to have been first systematically used in the third 
century BC by the founder of Stoic philosophy, Zeno, a follower of Parmenides. 
Aristotle later incorporated dialectics into his method of logic, defining it 
as reasoning from the basis of probabilities. Out of this history, dialectics 
became firmly lodged in the rise of Western thought, and as such re-emerged 
as an object of engagement at various moments in the history of philosophy. 
For instance, it reappeared in the twelfth century in the writings of Scholastic 
philosopher Abelard, who employed a mode of argument based on putting 
a case both for and against his postulated proposition. Equally, a concern 
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with dialectics was part of Enlightenment thought - lmmanuel 1\aot viewed 
dialectics as flawed reasoning that led to specious argument. In contrast, Hegel, 
its greatest champion, claimed it as a specific logic of thought, generally, but 
inadequately, characterized as a. process in which contradiction and then the 
reconciliation of contradiction occurs by working through thesis, antithesis 
and finally, synthesis. 

Arguments over forms of dialectics continued into the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries- the most overt example being Karl Marx who claimed to 
have turned 'Hegel on his bead', dialectical (historical) materialism supposedly 
usurping its idealist form. Notwithstanding the shadow of Hegel, no consensus 
on the meaning of dialectics can be given. The very notion goes to the core 
of the relation between concepts, meaning and language. As Theodor Adorno 
observed, 'the name of dialectics says no more, to begin with, than most 
objects do not go into their concepts without leaving a remainder, that then 
comes to contradict . . .  '4 

By implication, whatever we name, whatever we identify, there is also that 
which evades, escapes, is other and supplementary. Truth is thus never simply 
a victory over untruth but a perpetual struggle with its own internal negation. 
Long before deconstruction arrived and embraced this idea, dialectical 
thought had acknowledged such a condition. It follows that dialectics itself is 
not free, and cannot be liberated, from the condition of limitation it speaks.5 

One cannot think 'the dialectic of sustainment' outside of the implica
tions of such thinking. And one cannot think 'the dialectic of sustainment' 
scientifically, for in its enfolding of contradiction dialectics is profoundly 
unscientific. Dialectically, sustainment depends upon the creation of non
scientific thought beyond the limitation and exhaustion of the humanities. 
Sustainment means nothing without grasping its unbrealmble bond to un
sustainment, which is its very ground - this is one reason why so much of 
the rhetoric of sustainability, with its quietism on (or assumptions about) 
unsustainability, lacks the possibility of ethical decision. 

Recasting the earlier observation on the dialectical character of sustain
ment, one can say: destruction and creation are indivisibly implicated in 
each other - the one always coexisting with the other. What is created or 
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what is destroyed can be comprehended as negation or affirmation. To bring 

something into existence is to create a force that can, slowly or rapidly, sustain 
or undermine the very essence of being itself. Likewise, whatever we destroy, 

can open or close the possibility of affirmative creation. To take this analysis 
to the project of advancing the Sustainment requires identifying what has 
to be destroyed as well as what has to be created and thereafter finaing the 

appropriate means to do both. 

Brought to the relation between ethics and practice, responsibility is actu

ally enacted by deciding what to materially and symbolically make and what to 

destroy. As settlement becomes unsettlement, such acts of redirective decision 

are preconditions for establishing the epochal shift that the Sustainment 

names. Designing directed by the decision of 'what needs to be destroyed 

and created' should not be viewed as just the means by which immaterial 

and material things are positively changed but, more fundamentally, as part 

of the ground of redirective practices which all redirective practitioners need 

to occupy as they strive to advance sustain-ability though their material and 

symbolic actions. Grasping the nature and application of the 'dialectic of 

sustainment' recasts the importance and application of 'design for elimination' 

as this decision depends upon a very clear understanding of what needs to be 

created and sustained. In keeping with how the 'dialectic of sustainment' has 

been characterized, we should understand that the disclosure of negation -

although providing a focus for what bas to be eHminated, destroyed or unmade 

- may also bring to light what sustains, or what can be remade as sustainable 
by a redirective intervention. 

On Remaking 

Sitting between the task of elimination and creation (of tbe new) is the huge 

challenge of remaking what already exists so that it is able to be transformed 

into an agency of sustain-ability. 

Remaking, so framed, embraces not solely material changes, like 

retrofitting but also the intellectual project of exposing the foundations 
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of thought to remake thinking (a very different exercise from 'rethinking' 
with the way we already think) in order to think with sustain-ability. While 
remaking can mean a literal disassembly and re-creation of some thing, it can 
equally leave an object-thing totally untouched, but rather transform how 
it is viewed and used by radically changing its meaning and status (as with 
rccoding). Remaking does not just have to be limited to engaging speciilc 
ideas or objects. It can also be characterized in a larger frame as creating a 
mode of 'our being-in-the-world toward-sustainment' - a way of being in a11 
unsustainable world based on working to remake what is to hand as sustain
able. The 'dialectic of sustainment' here becomes a lived condition of informed 
action of responsibility to one's own 'anthropocentric self.' In contrast to a 
'sustainability professional' or a 'saving-the-planet-environmentalist' the 
influence of such a person is not based on the limited material attainments 
of a single individual turned in on itself, but on what Confucius called an 
'exemplary person' - a model to be emulated.6 

Although remaking cannot restore the already destroyed, it is possible to 
destroy many forces of destruction and recover, recreate and reanimate nu
merous agents of material, immaterial and cultural sustainment. What is being 
evoked by these remarks is ovenvhelmingly sobering, extremely confronting, 
replete with positive opportunities and absolutely vital to confront. Few 
people have glimpsed this vista, either as a transformation of daily routines 
or, more dramatically, as a mind-spinning challenge to one's imagination and 
sl<iJls. Certainly, it adds a great deal to the potential of redirective practice 
and design. 

The Sustainment names the only possible way to maintain the most critical 
freedoms of 'being-in-the-world'. This implies the imposition of control over 
the still unchecked expansion of defuturing unsustainability that reduces free
dom to market choicc.7 We should recall that a fundamental principle of civil 
society is that freedom is dependent upon limit and control ('freedom under 
the law'). This fundamental principle demands being reapplied to the current 
unstable socio-political world, because societies wishing to be sustained have 
to impose new limits and controls in the face of the unsustainable. Impos
ition of controls obviously incorporates a good deal of existing environmental 
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regulation, but more radically, asserts an extensive control of 'the free market'. 
Obviously, such action puts democracy firmly before a critical gaze, while 

throwing up some extremely confronting questions, like: 'can the imposition 

of limit and controls, essential for sustain-ability, arrive democratically'? 





1 4  

Picturing Economic and 
Cultural Futures 

This chapter will argue for an economic paradigmatic shift, positioning design 
as a primary agent of such change. Clearly, this claims a highly political role 
for design, so to begin, something needs to be said on how to think design 
politically. 

There is a long tradition of design performing a support function to polit
ical and social organizations that either uphold or seek to change the status 
quo. Such servicing include...:; everything from the design of political posters 
to public housing. This politically subordinate position simply mirrors the 
geometry of design's mainstream service role, exposing how designers are 
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structurally constrained by a combination of their economic role and their 
constructed ontology (their bein� as designers). On the other hand, design, 
reframed as redirective practice, is a turning away from the unsustainable 
towards the Sustainment and, as such, it unambiguously becomes a politics 
in itself. 

40 Turning designers 

Design and the Political 

Designers (and others) subsuming their practice to redirective practice adopt 
a prefigurative, rather than reactive, position to the political. They become 
participants in the creation of a politics rather than serving the needs of pol
iticians, political movements and parties. The nature of this difference needs 
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to be made clear - we should distinguish between 'design and the political', as 
opposed to 'design politics' or 'the politics of design'. 

'Design and the political' positions design as an agency within the political 
domain as such, in contrast to those other relations in which the political 
focus is on design itself. This shift in positioning enables our thinking about 
the 'designing of the designed' as a particular kind of embodied form- of the 
political (political things). In turn, such thinking has the ability to reveal the 
political enormity of what design brings into being as a future-creating or 
negating force. For instance, political parties come and go but what their pol
icies and spending put in place - the form of road networks, prisons, hospital 
systems and so on, goes on having consequences, often for many decades. 

For all that we have said, we can still ask, what shapes the future? One 
would expect the answer to include: science and technology; human conduct 
in war and peace as directed by governments and those who oppose them; the 
changing nature of global and local ecologies and environments. One does not 
expect design to be nominated as a future-shaping agency of equal significance 
to these other forces of change, but of course it is, both as an independent 
force and as a subordinate service. Across a vast range of contexts, forms and 
scales of importance, every design decision is future decisive. The impacts 
from the materials we manufacture; our modes of transport; the way we 
provide heating and cooling; the kinds of cities we build; the products we 
manufacture; the media of communica tion we employ - these and myriad 
other things are environmentally and culturally directive. As already argued, 
the nature of things we create by design not only transforms 'our' world but 
also transforms us - such designed things contribute to shaping our bodies, 
knowledge, habits, practices and emotions. Thus their designing structures 
that which structures what we become (as was discussed in Chapter 1 in 
relation to habittis). But above all, as has been reiterated, design futures or 
defutures - it rides the line between bringing things into being that sustain 
the conditions upon which viable futures depend and taking the possibility 
of such futures away. Such agency places design centrally within the poli tical 
and it means that redirective practice does not merely eo-opt design, but 
rather constitutes itself as a politics of designing. 
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41 (arm's ending 

Towards an Economics of Sustainment 

We live in conditions surrounded by destruction. Our proximity to overt signs 

of destruction vary (be they the product of poverty, war or industrially created 
wasteland). The covert signs are omnipresent in the very fabric of the material 
world in which we are immersed - the reality of the 'dialectic of sustainment' 
- the reality of the destruction of production - is measured in the total volume 
of industrial waste and landfill that every society creates and turns its blind 
eye to. Currently our economy feeds a defuturing disaster, while tl1e general 
economy that can accommodate the processes of regeneration upon which all 
living things depend goes under-recognized and under-engaged. 
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Design is both a means by which things are revealed and concealed. Design, 
as it is, often has the character of a fa9ade. No matter how attractive the ap
pearances it delivers, it effectively hides the sites and forms of destruction that 
enabled the object before one's eyes to come into being and in many cases 
function. Here then is the ground of our misrecognition. Unlike the abject poor, 
we have the means to replenish, renew and reinvigorate the environments of 
our dependence - we have the knowledge, technologies and design capability 
to create an economy in which economic and ecological exchange of the 
general and the particular connect in ways which significantly reduce, if not 
eliminate humanity's defuturing propensity. This kind of thinking is not new. 
As Georges Bataille wrote in the 1960s: 

We can ignore or forget the fact that the ground we live on is little other than a field of 
multiple destructions. Our ignorance only has this incontestable effect: it causes us to 
unde,·go what we could bring about in our own way, if we understood. It deprives us of 
the choice of an exudation that might suit us. Above all, it consigns men and their works 
to catastrophic destructious 1 

The moment of the Sustainment is the moment of a project of thinking and 
acting toward the ability to sustain. It lays no claim to realizing this ambition 
as an end point. Placing the conception of a new economic paradigm in this 
moment means entertaining a leap of imagination and an overturning of exist
ing economic wisdom, as opposed to simply trying to extend existing economic 
theory. Essentially, all exchange has to be placed within that general condition 
of movement, change and transformation, in which we are implicated, that 
keeps 'being-in-being'.2 At the same time, that dislocated mode of exchange 
that Georges Bataille called the 'redistricted economy' (capital) has to be 
reconfigured so as to be compatible with such change.3 

Notwithstanding differences of theoretical language, projects, disciplines, 
geography and time, an understanding of general economy as the fundamental 
condition of exchange is found amongst a scattering of thinkers who appear to 
have very little in common. It is firmly lodged within the philosophy of both 
Georges Bataille and Jacques Derrida (with their critiques of the restrictive 
economy and engagement with the notion of 'general economy') and in 
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Gregory Bateson's fusion of biological and economic process (Steps to an 
Ecology of Mind, 1972). It is exemplified in the total system of reciprocity 
presented as the basis of exchange in Marcel Mauss (The Gift, 1925) and it 
inflects the work of Georg Simmcl (The Philosophy qf Money, 1907). 

What unites all these thinkers' philosophical, sociological, anthropological 
and biological lines of inquiry is their recognition of the material and symbolic 
'interconnectedness and entanglement of phenomena' as Siegfried Kracauer, 
one of Simmel's most insightful students, characterized it.4 Perceptively, 
Simmcl described exchange as indivisible from the animation of things, soc
iality and human beings and as ' . . .  the purest form and most developed kind 
of interaction, which shapes human life when it seeks to acquire substance 
and content'.5 For Simmel, exchange, as it occurs fundan1entally, depends 
first on a seizing (a taking from the world which is not ours), sacrifice (a 
giving up to acquire) and then an organizing (of elements, values and symbolic 
mechanisms). The enormous futuringpotential of this thinking was not realized, 
partly because it remained trapped in unfashionable, inaccessible languages 
of academic discourse and because of the power and addictive nature of the 
restrictive economy as vested in specific interests. 'Capital logic' enacted a 
perverse inversion of meaning that has ended up completely overwhelming 
almost all other possible understandings. This includes the hypercapitalism 
of the information economy, wherein commodities, immateriality and mean
ing all fuse. The colonization of exchange by the existing market-based model 
not only pervades economic tlleory and everyday life; it also delimits imagin
ations. It is therefore unsurprising that design and architecture have become 
totally subordinate to tile 'restrictive economy'. At the same time, for all its 
apparent success the restrictive economy is very likely a fated failure. In 
the last instance, all it can serve and sustain is itself as it grows towards its 
finitudinal linlit. In so doing, it has no allegiance to 'human being' (or the
being-of-being itself) as the human servants of its dislocated logic take, on its 
behalf, more that it gives. 

The theorists of the restrictive economy, encased in its 'logic', not only 
display a limited ability to comprehend linitude but also fail to recognize its 
restrictiveness. They work within a curtailed mechanism unable to see and 
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respond to feedback from the unsustainable - this is graphically illustrated 

by the Brundtland report and those who have adopted its premises of 'sus
tainability realized without regrets.' 

Economic critiques of humanity producing and consuming itself, and much 
more besides, into unsustainability have been around for a while. The Club 
of Rome, originators of the Blueprint for Survival published in The Ecologist 
and Limits to Growth (by Donella Meadows et al.) - both of which appeared 
in 1972 - marked a lrey moment in how initial debates were framed by the 
issues of expanding populations, limited global resources and the proposition 
that, economically, a 'stable state' could be established. Today, we now have 
a far more complex picture of the nature of human-induced environmental 
damage, not merely based on sheer numbers, but rather on the multiplicity 
of impacts attributable to people's differential behaviour as world makers and 
breakers. 

The restrictive economy arrived out of a long historical process that en
folded the demise of feudalism, the hegemony of rationalism (via the Enlighten
ment), the formation of modern state institutions and civil society, plus, 
of course, the rise of capitalism and social democracy. Francis Fukayama 
controversially and erroneously defined the full realization of the restrictive 
economy and its political underpinning as 'the end of history'.6 

No matter how difficult the task, how heterodoxical or tentative the ex

plorations, the project of futuring needs to start thinking about another kind of 
economy - one with a different basis of material and symbolic exchange. This 

paradigmatic shift is not a matter of choice but necessity. It needs to overcome 
the considerable institutional momentum of 'sustainable development', which 
blocks the emergence of different and creative economic thought. 

Shifting from Quantity to Quality 

The paradigmatic shift that is needed is to think and organize economy in 
relation to entropy - so as to move from a quantity/fast entropy to a quality/ 
slow entropy economy. This shift would represent a dramatic reduction in 
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42 Brisbane Powerhouse rttrofitted as a wltural venue 

materials take-up and production, combined with dramatically increased 
concern and accepted responsibility for what materials and the made do in 

and on the world and everything that dwells therein. Rather than this shift 
diminishing an economy's ability to generate wealth, the very nature of wealth 

becomes redefined. Currently, wealth is illusory-two absolutely massive costs 

are excluded from how it is assessed: the cost of destruction (in terms of the 
'dialectic of sustainment' one could ask, for instance, what is going to be the 
real cost of climate change? and the cost of global inequity (the redistributivc 

costs of preventing environmental and other forms of destruction caused by 
poverty). It has to be remembered here that equity, via 're-distributive justice' 
is integral to the creation of an ability to sustain. 
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Now before going further, we obviously need to say exactly what is meant 

here by 'quality'. Rather than allowing its meaning to free float or to simply 

adopt a dictionary definition, a contextually appropriate referential ground 

needs to be established. 

Quality, understood within the remit of sustainment, names the perform

ative sustaining characteristic of whatsoever is brought into being in terms 

of its materiality, function, symbolic meanings and its designing agency in 

the world over time. For a product, this might include regarding quality in 

relation to: the nature of its materials; how it is made; its material ecology; 

the operational and symbolic use it delivers; its meaning and aesthetic as the 

qualities compound to form the degree of its sustaining ability. The same 

kind of thinking obviously applies to immaterial things, structures, industries, 

services and institutions. 

At its most general, quality, as defined here, names all that adds to every

thing which is 'good'. As such, quality folds the economic into the ethical; the 

singular into the collective (the 'common good') as 'things of quality' that help 

sustain the maker, the made, the user and the world of use. 

The Quality Economy 

Displacing the fallacy of perpetual growth, illusory wealth and ethnocentric 

or ethnocidal forms of development by the relation between quality, economy 

and sustainment, opens a new vista of potential human/worldly engagement. 

As such, the quality economy can be seen as foundational for a practical phil

osophy embodied in redirective practices, which could be available to adopt 

at any level or scale from the most humble maker of craft objects to multi

national manufacturing corporations. 

The obvious question to ask and answer at this point is 'how much would 

things of quality cost?' In answering this question it is important to make 

clear that: (1) the way quality is being presented here has nothing to do with 

luxury, not least because it is not assigned to the special but to the everyday; 

and (2) it is not a matter of direct substitution of objects of 'quantity' with 
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those of 'quality' - as indicated, quality is not simply a quaHfication of the 
character of some thing, rather it is a designation of the agency of a relatiortal 

condition (which means it is how something comes to be and what it sustains, 
as opposed to just 'what it is'). So understood, quality represents a different 
kind of commodity, a different kind of purchase but, above all, a different 
being of, and with, things (so understood, quality is what something delivers 
rather than a designated value of a thing). 

In simple terms, objects of quality would cost more but the buyer, or 
perhaps the lessee, would get more. This might include, for instance, a life
care service of a product involving restyling or retrofitting (so that the same 
bicycle, computer, printer, cooker, fridge, cordless drill and so on, could have 
tlu-ee, four, five remade-as-new lives). As can be seen, reducing the volume of 
manufacture of new things would be offset by vastly expanding the provision 
of services. Quality can also be 'turned outward' and developed in  other ways 
- consider the following four examples. 

The Making of an Environment of Care 

Care is normally taken to be something human beings exercise physically 
and emotionally - craft workers, racing drivers, surgeons take care; likewise, 
charity workers, nurses, peace protestors and grief counsellors care. Yet a 
completely different philosophical understanding of care exists. This posits 
care as fundamental to our very (ontological) being, and care as vital for 
being to be.8 Care, so comprehended, is manifested in our unthinking ability 
to cross roads, climb ladders, use power tools or cut bread without injury. 
Against this backdrop, a quality-based economy would need to extend things 
that increasingly performa.tively care across every space of everyday life and 
environments of use. 

Transforming the Nature ofThings 

Quality, as presented here, demands so much more from products and ser
vices. Things should be expected to endure by the way they are made, the 
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materials they are constructed from, how they function, what they look 
like, the energy invested in them and the financial-material investment in 
their production technologies. They need either to have an extremely long 
life or to be easy to remanufacture, fully cycle or be disposed of without en
vironmental costs. Likewise, there may be some products that need to be 
dematcrialized by service substitution (providing these services du actually 
reduce impacts). More fundamentally, many things need re-conceptualizing 
as composite objects, lilm multi-tech roofs designed to generate power, harvest 
rainwater, provide hail impact protection and provide growing space for light 
vegetable crops. Extending this thinking invites us to contemplate the relation 
between the creation of 'quality things' and 'things eliminated'. 

Transforming Being with Things 

Rema.terialization is a concept that brings quality to action and links it to 
the self. One of the strategies of rcmaterialization would involve displacing 

machines with existing or improved hand tools and recoding the experience 
of using them as a means of learning for disclosure (being in touch with 
circumstances and the quality of material things). One can, for instance, dis
place the motor mower by the mechanical mower, the car by new kinds of 
servo-assisted pedal power tricycles, the petrol engine powered leaf-blower by 
a traditional garden broom, the electric food mL'ier by a hand-powered device 
and so on. There is the possibility here of gaining a sense of achievement 
through learning and exercising new skills. Seeding these 'developments' to 
become a trend means talting baclt control of one's immediate physical world 
to reduce invested energy and materials, as well as helping to sustain the self. 
In a world made unsustainable, in so many ways, 'labour saving' has become 
'life threatening'. 

Rematerialization is in fact inseparable from remaking. What is to be re
made is often modest and mundane but it provides a different path to the 
world in which 'we' dwell physically, functionally, aesthetically and emotion
ally. ('We' here has to be understood inclusively - it is we of more than one 
social class, culture, gender, age group, politics, religion etc - any notion 
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that sustain-ability is a middle-class and Western concern has to be busted 

apart.) 

Creating Major Changes in Modes of Dwelling 

Somehow, and sooner rather than later, how we dwell in our selves (our inner 

dwelling) and how we dwell in the world with all other beings has to change 
radically. For this to happen, a culture very different from the current cultures 
in dominance has to emerge. This culture would recognize: the impossibility 
of transcending anthropocentrism but the importance of learning how to 
understand and take responsibility for our being anthropocentric. At the 
same time, such a culture would accept that how human beings have acted 

in the past has rendered biophysical ecologies unstable but it would not put 
absolute faith in science and technology to rectify this situation especially so 
that today's energy tmd material-intensive lifestyles are able to continue on 
'as normal'. Instead, it would seek, via changed modes of dwelling, to adapt 
to the different conditions that. are beginning to unfold due to the coming 

of unsettlement. The idea that there are solutions to the kinds of problems 

that humanity is starting to face is misplaced. Some problems may be solved, 

many will not and we will have to learn to live with them adaptively. 

Fundamentally, while science (and technology) should be appropriately 

mobilized to deal with some of the symptoms of our unsustainability, the 

causes, in the most general sense, require that we change how we dwell. 

Such change can only be created by cultural means that modify how one sees 

and actS in (and on) 'the world' in which one finds oneself. These changes 
are essential and become part of the crucial political, ethical and economic 
transformations that can feed the rise of a culture of sustainment. 

A Last Remark 

It behoves all concerned, responsible and critical thinkers and actual, or po
tential redirective practitioners to elaborate, refine, review and extend debate 
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on the 'quality economy' concept. The investment in quality and the cost and 
return from those 'things that could be' beg to be grasped as ways of creating 
and distributing considerable wealth from a dramatically smaller material 
footprint. The promotion and development of the idea of a 'quality economy' 
could equally counter the un-freedom carried by the unsustainability of the 
status quo. The quality economy, as it has been elaborated here, also exposes 
the inability of current political and economic structures to impose the limits 
that sustainment will demand (to secure the freedom that is being). Here then 
is the nexus of design, the political and new economic thought. \Vhat has 
been presented here does not pretend to be an adequately developed theory 
of a quality economy. It is merely indicative of an idea that begs a major 
project of plural contributions in its own right. 





I S  

Sustainment by Design -
'Dig Where You Stand' 

In contrast to the scale of the task of working to bring about the shift from a 

quantitative to a qualitative economy, this chapter argues that no matter who 

or where we are, it is possible for us to redirectively advance sustainment by 

design, by finding possibilities for affirmative action, no matter our status or 
circumstances. 

What will be proposed in this chapter makes little distinction between readers 

who are design professionals and those who are not - reaffirming that the 

ability to prefigure (to design) is one of the distinguishing characteristics of 

our being human. As Karl Marx famously wrote in Capital, Volume 1, 'A spider 

conducts operations that resemble those of a weaver, and a bee puts to shame 
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many an architect in the construction of her cells. But what distinguishes 

the worst architect from the best of bees is this, that the architect raises his 

structure in his imagination before he erects it in reality.'1 Designing is not 

just a practice supplementary to our everyday life, it is deeply implicated in 

it. Our aim here is to make this relation to design more explicit and dynamic. 

The aim is to show how redirection can include collective as well individual 

engagements with the unsustainable - and that although uncoordinated all 

such actions can travel in the san1e destination. 

Everyone can make a contribution to redirection if they so wish. To say 

this implies something substantial - it does not mean more 'living sustainably' 

tips - like replacing the household's incandescent lamps with compact fluor

escents, composting kitchen scraps, establishing an office recycling system, 

buying a hybrid car, or installing a solar water heater, and so on. While such 

things are worth doing they are not sufficiently redirective of the status quo. 

Enabling Redirective Action: Starting with the Self 

During one of the legendary 'History Workshops' in Britain in the late 1970s, 

a Swedish social activist who had just given a paper on the uses of oral history 

research in the labour movement in his country was asked 'where do you take 

political action?' His answer cited a Swedish saying- 'I dig where I stand'. This 

precisely identities to us all where to start being an active agent of redirection 

- wherever we are, that's where we start. 

Designing redirectively does not commence with the mobilization of a 

'design process' - but from the position of the redirective limitations and 

capabilities of the designing subject. Here the corollary of the dictum 'if you 

cannot sustain yourself you cannot sustain anything else' is 'if you cannot 

redirect yourself you are unlikely to be redirective'. 

Our starting point is to pose and answer three questions, the first being: 

'in the circumstances in which I find myself and have chosen to act, what 

in relation to myself can I identify to be unsustainable?' The next question 

is 'what are my sustaining abilities?' And the third is, 'what can I identify 
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to sustain?' To answer these questions we need to work our way through 
a methodological process. This starts by undertaking a relational mapping 

exercise to deal with the first question. Question two requires developing a 

self-auditing capability. The last question centres on acquiring and applying 

reflective judgement. Answering these indicative questions requires spending 
time modifying and fleshing out the three processes that are merefy starting 

points. 

We start with a relational mapping exercise that asks: what is unsustain

able about 'me' (in terms of my self sustaining)? Then, what, affirmatively, am 

I sustaining? And finally, what redirective opportunities do I have? The point 

here is: first, it is to adopt a perspective that acknowledges that as a designer, 

My Footprint (inqiviquC}I/householq) 

IMPACT ACTIONS (annual) Actu�l Re<juction 

target 
Total energy uptake 
Total fi.esh w4ter us<tge 

Total dlst<tnce self-driven 

Tot<tl dist<tnce Aown 

Total expenditute on consum<tbles 

Total expenditure on clutables 

other imp<tcts/ 

IMPACT REDUCTION ACTIONS When % level 

Renew<tble enetgy generation 

Solar water heating 

Goods rep<tirecl or retrolittecl 

Self or locally gtowll food 

Water conservation (where 
geographically appropriate) 

other measures/ 
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architect or other type of actual or proto-professional, we confront issues 

in common with others and, second, that in viewing ourselves, we come to 

realize that we display qualities that are part. of the problem and the solution 

(recognizing ourselves as complex rather than just fractured subjects, as with: 

'consumer', 'householder', 'voter', 'motorist' 'rate-payer' and so on). 

•Looking At Me' - Personalizing the Relational Nature of 
My Being Unsustainable 

Here is a series of questions to use, change or add to, which invite being 

read in conjunction with Figure 44. In the past, responsible environmental 

action has had a moralizing tag attached to it and has sometimes been associ

ated with smugness. Such connotations need to be busted. Acting to advance 

sustain-ability needs to be coded as 'good sense', enlightened self-interest and 

leadership by example. 

It should be remembered that, by degree, we are all unsustainable. In recog

nizing this, to be in a position to act is to be in a position of privilege. Appro

priate action is not making isolated gestures toward being more sustainable 

but is setting out to make structural changes in one's life that (1) significantly 

reduce one's overall 'footprint' and (2) provide an example to others, not so 

much by what is 'sacrificed' but by what is qualitatively gained. We will come 

to a way of thinking about such changes in a moment. 

The starting point of action is self-reflective and requires confronting the 

difference between how one sees one's needs and wants, while considering 

the question of quality in terms of an existing or changed way of life. Keeping 

these observations in mind, we can ask questions like: 

• How appropriate is my home (for example, its scale, physical condition, 

energy demand and garden) in relation to myself and the immediate 

others in my life? 
• Does my home delive1· the way Ilwe act-ually want to live? Am I expending 

m:y non-work time in the way I really want to? 
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• What are the unsustaining qualities of my job;> 
• What do I spend my money on and why? 

227 

• Can I motivate myself to either reduce the amount I travel by 1·oad and 
a·ir or take action to more than offset the emissions a,<;sociated with this 
travel? 

• What kind of condition am I in physically and mentally and what action 
do I need to take to better �-ustain myself? 

• llow do ]Jeel about the values I hold in terms of global equity, war and 
the needs of others? 

• i\nd, have I got an argument that privileges justice O'Ver charity? 

self-aucliting matrix 

What climate a<l'lptive actions have you planned to take/ How are 
your design skills/ Do you or can you grow some of your own 
(oo<ll Are you keeping physically an<! mentally frtl How is your 
D. V.!. capability/ Have you got LT. skills/ Are you 'lcting to reduce 
your travel impacts/ What energy demand te<luction actions are 
you taking/ Got more questions/ 

Existing Skills 

New skills needed 

Existing forms of 
knowledge 

New knowledge 
needed 
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These are all indicative questions. They are not offered as prescriptions 
but rather illustrate the kind of critical inquiry of the fundamentals of our 
life, that we all should embrace. So rather than using quantification to prompt 
responsible action (the funcHon, for instance, of 'eco-calculators') such for
matted questioning provides a. pointer to complementary qualitative activity 
(prompting critical reflection on action prior to enacting it). 

'Looking at What I Can Do' - Statements for Elaboration 

Here we need to identify the areas of our action and knowledge that have 
sustaining ability (what we know can be divided into: error; knowledge that 
can be remade; and knowledge that can serve in some way the ability to 

Reflection and Reclitection: mattix 

M4jor or minor actions? Act to4ay or tomorrow/ 

Existing career p�th Re4irective options 

Re<lirecte<! car�er Actions neecle<l & when! 
choice 

Existing lifestyle Re4irective options 

R,e4irectecllifestyle Actions nee4ed & when! 

choke 
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sustain). This requires that we acknowledge and document the likes of: 'these 
are my skills; this is how I sustain myself physically, mentally, culturally and 
economically; these are the life experience I am able to draw on; and these 
are the people who sustain me'. 

'Looking Back to Look Forward' - Being Redirective 

The fmal part of the process brings the kind of thinking outlined in relation to 
'designing-in-time' to individual issues of self-redirection whereby one asks: 

• 'Where in my life can I identify redirective opportunities? 
• \\That do I need to bring from my resources to realize these opportunities? 
• What do I need to call on from others? 
• What is my first course of action? 
• \Vhat is my time-frame? 

To support the somewhat abstracted process just outlined, here is a short 
scenario to suggest the kind of situation it could prompt. 

An Explanatory Scenario 

Joanne and Jack are the principals of an architectural practice. They employ 
eight staff who all live in various parts of the city. Most of the practice's work 
is in domestic housing, including the design of several 'eco-homes'. Joanne 
and Jack are committed to living and working to advance sustain-ability. This 
ambition has had a big impact on their lifestyle, the way they manage the office, 
the kind of clients they look for and attract, and how they deal with them. 
But they want to go further. Having spent several weekends creating a clear 
picture of their own 'self-ecology', assessing their utilized and underutilized 
sustainment capabilities and conducting individual interviews with each staff 
member, they created a plan of redirection with six elements: 
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1. Relocating the practice to a part of the city within waking ctistance of the 
railway station (this will mean that five members of staff who currently 
drive to work will be able to travel by train) and using only one car (on a 
roster basis) to pick up everyone else. 

2. Establishing a small demonstration urban farm (on land made available by 
a local authority on a ten-year lease at peppercorn rent ) - four members 
of the practice with gardens are to initiate this and all past, present and 
future clients will be invited to join (Jack worked at his uncle's market 

garden for several years during school holidays and while he was at 

university - the idea came from him identifying this as knowledge he had 
that would become increasingly important in the future). 

3. Extending redirective practice to peers - Joanne, who teaches one day a 
week at a local architectural school, decided to create a rolling programme 
of redirective practice workshops for staff and senior students, one 

weel{end every eight weeks. She will lead the first one, and thereafter each 
member of staff will lead a workshop in turn. 

4. Changing the trading name of the practice from J&J Architects to J&J 
Redirective Architects and mal{cing a large sign featuring this new name 

when the practice moves. And more importantly, working towards an 
exhibition on redirective architecture to show at the local architectural 
institute gallery within the next eighteen months. The content of this 
exhibition will be then transferred to their website. 

5.  1\vinning with an architectural practice in Argentina to develop a mutual 
knowledge transfer programme. (Argentina was selected because one of the 

young architects working for tl1e practice, Paulo, was born and educated 
there. He also has an uncle who is <U1 architect in tl1e city of Rosario.) 

6. Producing a redirective architecture information booklet for clients. 

Dialogue and Experiential Learning 

Locally based design forms of rcdirective practice are starting to generate dia
logue in various parts of the world. Communicating with other practitioners, 

sharing lmowledge and making project information available is obviously an 
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important aspect of disseminating and developing the redirective concept and 
practice. While this is already happening informally, work has started on web

based facilitation structures.2 

4 7 Street wllector, Sao Paulo 

Case Study: Design and the Coopamare 

The Coopamare is a recycling cooperative created and run by homeless people 
in Brazil. 'Collectors· pulling high-sided hand carts, the size small car trailers, 
scour the streets of Sao Paulo, collecting mostly cardboard, aluminium cans 
and glass bottles. In the absence of a formal urban recycling system in the 
city, they perform a public service, yet rather being rewarded for doing this 
they are harassed by property owners and the local authority. There is actually 
a widespread view of these people as being as undesirable as 'rubbish' they 
collect. So rather than their recycling activities being seen as a contribution 
toward the common good, they are vilified and exposed to considerable 
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hostility. One reason for this was because the collectors were using the void 
spaces beneath the flyovers of the urban road system to deposit, sort and store 
material for on-sale; local home-owners regarded this as making the area 
less desirable, devaluing their properties. In the recent past, this issue has 
been so emotive that besides pressuring local politicians to have the collectors· 
facilities removed, relocated or  abolished, gangs of thugs have been hired (it is  
suspected by homeowners] to physically remove or deter the collectors. As a 
result, a significant number of  them have been killed. While i t  would be simple 
for a non-controversial inner-city site for Coopamare to be provided by the 
local authority, to date this has been constantly refused. Despite various kinds 
of community support, formal and informal, pressure on the organization has 
been relentless. Notwithstanding all that militates against them, the collector 

48 Waste picked myded products Qakarta) 
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community not only has a certain kind of vitality but displays a solidarity that 
puts many more privileged communities to shame. They also have much to 
teach these communities and, more specifically, much t o  teach designers, 
researchers and students. lt should be added that what has been described is 
a global phenomenon and part of the informal economy supporting hundreds 
of millions of people. For example. the XSProject in Indonesia buys plastic 
post-consumer waste from Jakarta trash pickers [of whom there are 350,000-

450,000) Using local craft workers it turns this material into sewn products 
[like shoulder bags. shopping bags, pencil cases] thus generating income for 
the trash pickers and creating local employment. 

Lessons from the Abyss 
Many of the people who now survive through the activities of the Coopamare 
have known what it is to descend into the deepest depths of human misery. Yet 
they have discovered, in common with other collectives of homeless people 
around the world, that when you think, and appear to have nothing, you have 
two things: what can be found on the streets and an innate ability [via design] 
to use this to make a micro-world to inhabit. Looking into this world reveals 
extraordinary levels of material innovation and delivers confrontations with 
products and socio-economic relations that present significant challenges to 
the way the more fortunate think. Some of these revelations are very pertinent 
to design and are worth drawing out. 

At its most basic design is power - to absolutely lack an ability to design 
[which is the ability to prefigure in some way the world in which one finds 
oneself] is to be absolutely powerless. That the homeless act to make some 
kind of home, be it of cardboard and plastic, is an expression of the saving 
power of design. 

Dominantly, design is understood as a means to bring material and imma
terial objects into being. In contrast, what the homeless do in  their endeavour 
to survive beyond the most basic level is to design with whatever has already 
been designed. In so doing, they give a qualitative and humanizing dimension 
to 'things' in the act of survival. Maria Cecilia Loschiavo dos Santos calls this 
form of design 'spontaneous'.3 Effectively it means that appropriation precedes 
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prefiguration (thus 'finding and taking' goes ahead of 'imagining what the 
found object can become']. 'Spontaneous· is more than just pragmatic for it is 
also a reaction against being dehumanized and it triggers an act of making a 
world of individuated human being. Although this action becomes designated 
as a form of resistance, this underplays the actual character of the dynamic. 
The act of resisting involves a double movement: the self resists allowing itself 
to become dehumanized and then the victory of the self with itself becomes a 
prerequisite for resisting being dehumanized by others and circumstances. lt 
follows [echoing the notion that the first act of sustainment is to sustain one's 
self] that the political act of resisting conditions of oppression is enabled by a 
subjective overcoming of the negation of oneself. 

I n  giving found objects new meaning, the homeless bring meaning to them
selves - material and psychological survival become unified and a condition 
of dwelling is created (dwelling here indicates a mode of being-in-the-world 
rather than just living in some kind of fabricated structure]. Thus such objects 
become both a means to make a place i n  the world and an identity to inhabit. 
Loschiavo dos Santos· descriptions of some of the living environments that 
the homeless create in left-over urban spaces with cardboard and plastic 
powerfully illustrate forms of living that transcend mere survival. We read of 
pride in gleaming pots and pans, symbolic complexity in montages of magazines 
used to decorate the walls of a cardboard home and of the ingenuity of turning 
discarded cans into coffee pots, tea pots, cups and the like.4 

Although the economy of the homeless centres on the recovery of waste 
and thus supports a recycling industry, there is a more complex relation to 
everyday materiality evident in  the transformation of  found objects for the 
self or community. Much of the profligacy of affluent society is brought into 
stark relief - by revealing the quantities of products with remaining material 
or cultural use value that enter the waste stream and which can actually 
materially support an entire community of the underclass [by their direct use, 
their redesigned use or being on-sold as recovered materials]. The current 
most enlightened model is 'cradle to cradle' i n  which the product's materials 
stay in a closed loop ensuring total materials reuse. The homeless provide 
another option - · cradle to re-animation from the grave· . This places a product 
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in another kind of economy of use and expenditure wherein design is always 
designing with the already designed. 

The material practices of the homeless expose the wastefulness of the 
·waste· of the privileged. Where need drives the homeless to fully expend 
the use of the world of objects they inhabit, the privileged live in a world of 
accumulating underexpenditure - drawers, cupboards, wardrobes, garages, 
kitchens, bedrooms, bathrooms, living rooms are full of 'it' l 

The urban homeless collectors who have been discussed here are, of 
course, part of a much larger picture of the poverty in the informal economy, 
exemplified by the dramatically growing populations of shanty towns across 

49 Homeless dwellen, Tokyo 
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the globe. As Mike Davis has made so clear, not only does a third of the world's 
population live in slums but slums are the fastest growing type of housing 
on the planet.5 These often huge, unregulated and unserviced developments 
are another kind of spontaneous design from which lessons are being learnt 
- both the urban homeless and shanty town dwellers evidence how solidarity 
and community can form out of collective, pragmatic efforts of survival. In both 
cases, the utilization of ·waste' is a key factor. The absolute poor- the poor who 
rather than improving the metabolic function of cities by 'consuming' under
expended goods and materials - are those in rural and remote environments 
where all they can afford to do is to · consume' the very environment they depend 
upon (one of the main ways this happens is by stripping the environment of 
anything that will burn to cook with, be it  animal waste or woodl.6 

Conclusion 

The homeless beg our attention. Increasingly, they will become the advanced 
guard of the culture of unsettlement that is travelling toward us as the effects 

of climate change ever increase. In confronting a problem where hundreds of 
millions of people will lose their homes and will be unable to be accommodated 
by the planet's housing stock, there is a great deal to learn about neonomadic 
life and the transportable structures, designed and created by the homeless. 
Is it possible for this ever growing section of humanity to live in a state of 
dependence on the under-expenditure of materials and goods of the more 
fortunate? The city of Cairo suggests it might be - this city is the clejacto 
recycling capital of the world with its huge informal 'community' (making up 
almost 75 per cent of the total population of Cairo) living largely off 'waste'. 

Against this backdrop, how the homeless and abject poor find social and 
economic ways to survive, the expertise they develop and their ability to 
'design with the designed' must all be treated as a repository of futuring 
knowledge. Certainly, it is clear that there are major design challenges that go 
beyond how we think, let alone deal with, the tide of homeless refugees that 

will sweep the plru1et. What is very apparent is that all nations are currently 
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totally ill-equipped to deal with the scale of the problem coming their way. 
As yet, the problem has not been adequately identified, thus what has to be 
planned and designed has not been contemplated. In defining and responding 
to 'ultra-homelessness', learning from organizations like the Coopamare 
will become vital. Certainly 'design with the designed' (as a singular act of 
'remaking otherwise' or as a plural one of bricolage) has to be consi:dered as 

a developable method and addition to the redirective design practices like 
elimination, recoding and retrofitting. Maybe the place to start is by devising 
R&D (architectural and design student) projects? 





1 6  

Challenges of Sustainment and Futuring 
- A  Review of Change Agents 

\Vhether itis employed by self-designated designers or simply by those who use 
design skills and knowledge - not recognized as such - within other practices, 
design is all about creativity at its most fundamental. It is about bringing the 
to-be-created into being by an act of prefiguration (or at least that is how it 
has been viewed prior to bringing 'design for elimination' - prefiguring an act 

of 'creative destruction' - into the picture). 
The magrutudes of the challenges facing the entirety of humanity are un

precedented since the move from nomadic life to settlement 12,000 years ago. 
And as has been argued, the current level of unsustainable human activity 

- including the increasing problems of climate change, impacts from the 

ongoing globalization of 'consumerism' and a world population still heading 
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toward a peak of 9 billion to 11 billion - are daunting. Design, as framed by 
redirective practice, is poised before all of this, facing creative challenges lil{e 

humanity has never known before. 
Even with a critical mass of redirective designers, the challenges are mind

bogglingly huge. In a vast numbers of cases it is not a matter of trying to deliver 
solutions - while some problems can be solved in the short or long time, 
many cannot. For instance, an ice-shelf cannot be refrozen, a recently extinct 
animal cannot be brought back to life, a logged and soil-eroded mountain

side cannot be replanted, the victims of war cannot be raised from the dead 
and cultures ethnocidally devastated cannot be restored. In many cases, the 

challenges to be faced are a matter of finding ways to adapt to changed circum
stances. There is an interesting example of this currently in Australia where 
there is a slow move away from the idea that the severe drought that has 
held the nation in its grip for many years is not going to end; rather it is 
'normality' - it's the new climate. As previously indicated, forms of 'design for 

sustainability' can, and in many cases try, to give the impression that once 

they dominate the mainstream it can be 'business as usual.' This is not the 

case. There are clearly progressive innovations that can lighten our collective 
planetary footprint and make a contribution to futuring but there are also 
others that are counterproductive and simply sustain the unsustainable. 

Assessing the Efficacy of Change Agents 

Having considered the nature of a new practice, given some thought to how 
it can be strategicaUy mobilized and examined some of the contexts in which 
design remade is able to function, we now need to consider how the affirm
ative idea of futuring and the moment and culture of sustainment can be 
communicated. ls it merely a question of finding an existing medium to hitch 
a ride on or is it a matter of creating new change agents? To answer this 

question let's start by a rapid assessment of the currently available, or claimed 
global change agents. 
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Notwithstanding growing concern by many governments, citizens and cor

porations, the scale of the problem of escalating unsustainability is in no way 

matched by the global response. As seen with climate change, the dominant 

view (by degree) is that action should not be at the 'expense' of the economic 

status quo. The assessment that follows is based upon personal experience 

and a particular political perspective, which means that it speaks from a pos

ition of bias rather than claiming objectivity. 

There is a caveat to make: the overview presented can only give a very 

general impression, which means that exceptions exist both in terms of the 

actions of particular individuals, groups and programmes within particular 

change agents as well as how some actors manage to appropriate and redirect 

the change agent's intent. And there is one unambiguous ground rule: a prob

lem cam1ot be responded to unless it is faced. This must not be confused 

with either doomsaying or pessimjsm. No matter how bad the problem, there 

can be no grounds for optimism unless it is directly confronted. All other 

positions are idealistically deceptive and, notwithstanding good intent, must 

be viewed accordingly. We will use this position as a means of briefly assessing 

the options. 

Table I Evaluation of Change Agents/Instruments 

Change Agents I 

Trlsrruments 

Government 

(policy and 

institutions) 

- Environmental 

Protection 

Authorities, 

environmental 
legislation, Land 

and Environment 

Courts 

Discussio11 and &laluation 

At their best, these instruments do contribute to the 

protection of the natural environment, not least by 
regulating polluters and forms of pollution, but they 

equally partition 'the environment' from other policy 

areas, especially the economic. Thus they function 

with restrictive understa11dings of both environment 

and 'sustainability'. Sucb instruments are part of the 

status quo rather than agents of its transformation. 

Rated Effecc• 

Moderate to low 
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Table I Evaluation of Change Agents/Instruments (continued) 

Change Agents I 
Instruments 

International 

conventions 

Environmental 

globalism - UNEP, 
The Earth Charter, 
UN Millennium 
goals 

Discussion and Evaluation 

The Kyoto ProtOcol is undoubtedly the best known 

of these - it has been outstandingly ineffectual in 
reducing global greenhouse gas emissions, or even 

making clear that itS targets were moderate starting 
pointS towards the major reductions (80%+) that 

are actually needed. Other conventions ain1ed at 
protecting, e.g whales, ocean fish stock and rainforests 
have been no more effective. Likewise, action against 
arms reduction has been weak and the contrunment of 
nuclear arms proliferation is on the verge of collapse. 

Getting the world to march in step to reduce the 

ongoing impactS of unsustai.nability, with currently 
available instruments of change is proving to be 
exceptionally hard. Problem definition is poor, 
focusing on symptoms rather causes. Likewise, levels 
of international solidari ty are low, with national 
economic and ideological interests overriding 

the common good. Available instruments mostly 
span the aims of sustainable development and 
humanitarianism. 

United Nations Environmental Progranuues are 
diverse and have a strong technocentric bias. While 
programmes that bring infrasmtcture, like potable 

water and renewable energy to communities of need, 
do improve the quality of people's lives they also 

suffers from the general gesturalism, lack of vision and 
bureaucratic stasis that marks the work of so many 
UN agencies. The Earth Charter is the motherhood 

of all motherhood statements, and while there is 
little to disagree with, its actual leverage on change 

is negligible. The UN Millenni.um goals, aimed at 
improving the conditions of life for the disadvantaged 
people of the world continually fall short of their 

ambition and material needs. 

Rated Effect• 

Low 

Moderate to low 
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Rated Effect• 

Environmental All these instruments go to the greening of capitalism. l.AJw to moderate 

economics, carbon At best, they can have positive impact reduction 

trading and ethical results. At worst, they simply become a means of 

investment money-makers finding a way to maintain 'business as 

usual'. Environmental economics does not deliver a 

fundamental paradigmatic break, and carbon trading 

is still a fragmented activity of moderate to bad 

programmes. Its ability to become global and effective 

is questionable and seemingly many years away. 

EtJtical investmenr is a good Idea that lacks a material 

ground -ethical corporations to invest in (as a result, 

Its investment base is low and in many corporate 

cases, questionable). 

Natural capitalism 'Natural Capitalism' is a bioccntric path to perpetual 

and corporate growth with a mix of good and weak ideas. Corporate 

sustainability 

Environmental 

ethics 

Environmental 

education 

sustainability when taken seriously can reduce the 

negative impacts of a company's activities, but so 

easily can simply be 'green-washing'. 

As a backwater of philosophy, this sub-discipline 

is weal{ and biocentric and hos almost no agency 

or influence. Emerging out of concerns of the early 

environmental movement, it needs a radical conceptual 

makeover to break out of its condition of limitation. 

This is a very broad area of educational activity from 

prim RI')' school to postgmduate. lt  is an amazingly 

mixed bag, spanning the worst of fuzzy thinking about 

'nature' to the best and most insightful methods of 

engaging how humanity currcndy dwells in the world 

aJtd needs to do so in other ways. It is extremely 

important for it to transcend its original naturalistic 
terms of reference to embrace the 'naturalized 

artificial'. 

Moderate 

Low 

Moderate bur 

potentially high 
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Table I Evaluation of Change Agents/Instruments (continued) 

Change Agents I 
Instruments 

Discussion and Evaluation Rated Effect • 

The environmental The environment movement, spanning single issue Low 

movement activist groups through to broader ranging non

government organizations and 'green' political parties, 

contains many dedicated people often taking valued 
practical action. At the same time, as environmental 

gesturalism has become part of the mainstream, it has 
In large part, to coin the phrase President Eisenhower 

directed at Britain after lhe Second World War lost an 

empire without finding a role. Thus it either changes, 

not least by gaining an informed cultural and design 
agenda, or dies. 

Consumer action Household recycling, 'environmentally friendly 

products', environmental labelling, etc. Such action 

makes a contribution but this is minor 111 relation 

to: (1) the overall impactS of households and (2) the 

nature, volume, global growth and dependence of 

existing economies upon 'consumption'. 

Low 

'Sustainable 

Design' 
Substantial comment on the strengths and weaknesses Moderate 

of the shades of 'green and sustainable design' has 

The spark of a 

moment of crisis 

been made i n  this text. This indicated it to be a mixed 

bag of positives and negatives, the main weakness 

being that it  putS nearly all eggs in the 'green 
technologies' basket. 

While not an agency in any institutional sense, there 

is widespread belief that the radical changes that 

suslainability demands arc not going to atTlve until 

a really dramatic environmental crisis occurs. This 

position is dangerous and limited. It falls in behind 

positions that defer action that needs to take place 

now. It is limited by the fact that the crisis is already, 

N/A 
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Instnmwnts 

The great 

conference in the 

sky 

Fun, fun, fun 
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Discussion and E<ooltU:ttion Rated Effect• 

here but time measured from the perspective of 

a human lifetime faUs to see this. Moreover, the 
tendency is for people who are not directly affected by 

a crisis to go on living 'normally'. 

Conferences can obviously be useful ways to share LDw 

ideas and make contacts. Certainly they give scholars 
an important forum in which to be tested. At the same 

time, there are many large 'talkfests' that are h igh in 

rhetoric and political posturing and low in actually 

leading tO practical action or the advancement of 

thought and understanding. The most negative 

aspect of such five-star-hotel-flown-in-from-four

corners-of-the-globe events is they are treated as 

substitutes for doing anything about the issues they 

are meant to engage: climate change; HIV AIDS, urban 

development, whaling, being a few examples. 

Here we are dealing with a strategy rather than Low 

an agency, but as it (in various forms) is common, 
it invites comment. The notion is that whatever 

the form of c.ommunication - a conference, book, 
TV documentary, course, and so on -it has to be 
entertaining to attract and hold an audience. 'While 

this may work for some, the reality is that once the 

going gets tough the fun seekers get going -out the 

door! Unfashionable, it may be, but it is crucial to be 

serious about seriotts problems. 

What follows in Table 2 are some of the forms of action that earlier chapters have put forward. 
Some have a proven track record, other not, because they are still nascent and have yet to 

develop institutions and modes of organization. Here rating effectiveness is left for the reader. 

• These ratings are the aut110r's. 
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Table 2 Evaluation of Projected Change Agents/Instruments* 

Change Agents I 

lnstrnments 
Discussion and Evaluation 

Leadership in The frame of redirective practice as a common idea having the 

practice possibility of permeating different practices, allowing uncoordinated 
activity to travel in different ways to the same goal. 

Design redesigned This is what is implied in all the ways design has been calked about. It 

with rigour and means inside and outside sen,ice relations, architects and designers 

risk become more active and effective change agents for sustainment. 

A new sovereignty Our current freedoms exist by dint of 'freedom under the law', our 

future freedom will, it has been argued, only exist by dint of 'freedom 
under the rule of sustainment.' 

Designing in other No matter if it is designing with the already designed, designing for 

ways elimination, design for a changing climate, designing in time - design 
has to change. 

•unrated. 

J.lrom this brief review it is fair to say that most of the available 'change 
agents' remain institutionally hide-bound, functioning with perceptions and 
practices grotmded in the past rather than being orientated toward the future. 
Given this situation, this book has argued that there is an enormous task to 
develop and communicate the critical importance of a redefined and clearly 
elaborated role for design within the frame of redirective practice. It is thus 
critical that the potential of redirective practice be grasped as a futuring 
form of action that can be very mobile, and that can move between and link 
formalized and informal spaces. 
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On the Hinge: Turning towards Change 

Knowing is never enough. In so many ways, in so many contexts, we, as the 

members of the more privileged classes of our planet (the assumption here 

is that to be in a position to read this book is to be privileged) already know 

what to do, but we fail to do it. Certainly, there are political, econolllic and 

institutional obstacles in our path, but equally there are intellectual and 

emotional obstructions. We tend to focus on the superstructural features 

of our life (our careers, homes, social relations, education, interests and 

pleasures) and neglect the foundations upon which all these things stand. 

\Ve neither feel nor really understand our connectedness to all that allows 

us to be, our being 'flesh of the world'. We do not feel our tmsustainability 

beyond occasional touches of guilt as we fill-up our car's fuel tank, look at 

the contents of our supermarl\et trolley or check-in at the airport for a flight 

that we really can't justify. Certainly, few of us feel the tyranny of our human 

centredness. But we have to - being unsustainable has to hurt. This pain has 

very little to do with feeling guilty because we are 'consumers'. Rather it is 

about facing the fact that we are part of an age that's killing the future. It's 

the pain of knowing this, thinking we are helpless and making the best of our 

lives in these circumstances. To move forward we have to come to terms with 

the discovery of what we have become in om homelessness and isolation 

- in making a world we have almost lost the world, i n  becoming individuals 

we have lost common unity. Everything that has been said in the foregoing 

chapters is a rejection of helplessness. The claim is not that design redirected 

will provide the means to get us from where we collectively are to where 

we need to be, but rather, that is what we need to nwke it do. We are at a 

moment unique in our being, we stand on the hinge. In one direction it folds 

toward stntggle, but a future nevertheless; the other direction folds towards 

our suffering the fate of our own defuturing. To choose requires we know what 

choice we are making. 
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Example: A History of'The Impossible• 

The aim here is to expose the nature of the relation between language and 

perception. This task is akin to demonstrating Ludwig Wittgenstein's famous 

dictum - 'the limits of my language mean the limits of my world' . 1 For all of us 

who attempt to grasp the scale, complexity and seriousness of the problems 

the human race currently faces, it can seem that overcoming them is actually 

impossible. Yet we need to ask if we actually can, in fact, distinguish between 

what, at any given moment, is empirically impossible from what our limited 

perceptual reach tells us is impossible. For instance, for almost the entirety of 

human history, saying that a human being will walk on the moon would have 

been regarded as stating the impossible, yet we know i t  has happened. 

We can all think of examples of people, individually or collectively, who 

have attained the impossible. In many respects, the history of the impossible 

is the history of humanity. As purveyors of the 'dialectic of sustainment', we, 

in all our difference, have created worlds and things and have gained destruct

ive capabilities beyond the imagination of people even a hundred years ago. 

Clearly, the complexity, scope and ambition of the project of the Sustain

ment tl1at has been put forward by this book, is both essential and utterly 

reasonable, but at the same time many people will regard it as absolutely 

impossible. 1otwithstanding a bleak analysis and the total inadequacy of cur

rent action against the forces of defuturing unleashed by human action as 

they travel towards us from the past, loom in the present and threaten us 

from the future, it has to be affirmed that the history of humanity is a history 
of the realization of the impossible. The vast majority view large challenges 

in a condition of perceptual limitation - this was true in the past, and is so in 

the present. 

For humanity to have a significant and active possibility of making a future 

there are essentially three challenges that require to be met: (1)  resolving as 

many as possible of those environmental problems that we, in whole or part, 

have been responsible for causing; (2) adapting to those environmental con

ditions and problems that we are helpless to resolve, a t  least in the foreseeable 

future; and (3) hardest of all, transforming how we act if not what we are so 
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we can cease generating the level of destruction, conflict and inequity that 

threatens our continuity. 

Such a transformation means transforming all that brings us into being 

beyond our biological determinants. lt means creating a culture centred on 

Sustalnment, countering our being designed into 'the inhuman' by the tech

nologies of our invention and remaking our worldly conduct by remalting our 

own world and our mode of dwelling as a condition of care. We are unable 

to will ourselves to be other than we are en masse. I n  this situation, there 

are only two alternatives: highly socio-culturally directive political regimes 

(which history tells us are neither attractive nor effective); or, to bring another 

world into being by design. 

Underpinning so much of what has been said is the proposition that for 

design to usher in less destructive modes of worldly habitation, it has to be 

far more overtly ontologically directive/redirective. Notwithstanding earlier 

qualifications made on determinism, any objection that this is unacceptably 

deterministic would be ill-founded. To be human is to be determined; and to 

be a late-modern globalized human being is to be a victim of instrumental 

and economic determinism. The issue then is: 'what is to be determined by 

the designing of the designed so tl1at we act more responsibly in and on the 

world in which we fmd our self? This question acknowledges that we are, and 

need to be, plural in the formation of the differences that constitute a culture 

of sustainment. 

The Final Word 

For humanity to continue to have a future as a species, the impossible has to 

be attained. To do this, an as yet unquantified critical mass of us has to over

come the existing limits of mind, imagination and action. The question here 

is not where to start, because the start has been made but how to increase our 

ability, numbers and efficacy. What appears here, in this book, has aspired to 
make a contribution to opening and advancing this omnicritical project. The 

measure of its success rests with its readers. At thls final point in striving to 
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help bring the enormous redirective power of design into being and then 'out 
of the shadows' there are a series of comment.'> made in the book's preface 
that beg replaying, be it with a little tinkering: 

1 .  All human beings are designers (the ability to prefigure being de facto one 
of the characteristics that defines the nature of being human) 

2. Some human beings develop their ability to design, make it elemental to 
their identity and in many cases earn their living so doing. 

3.  The objective of the entire book has been to expand how design is under
stood, practised and what it is mobilized for and against. 

4. The appeals made to the reader as a designer, which has been the dom
inant characterization of the reader, have been based on the notion of the 
reader as equally 
- the designer (the 'I' that calls itself a designer) and 
- anyone for whom design is an intrinsic part of their practice, concep-

tually or practically. 



Notes 

Introduction 

1 .  Existential time (time as that in which events occur, as Aristotle put it), measured 

time (intervals of marked duration) and relative time (the relational time of astro

physics) do not combine into a singularity. Time is thus plural - no particular 

discourse can claim it. 
2. This relation of creation and destmction has been theorized and will later be 

elaborated as the 'dialectic of sustainment'. See also 'The Sustainment and its 

Dialectic', in Anne-Marie Willis (ed.), Design Philosophy Papers Collectio1t One, 
Ravensbourne, Queensland, Australia: Team DIE/S Publications, 2004, pp. 57-62. 

3. WWF Report, Living Planet, 2006 as reported in 'Earth's Ecosystem faces Large
scale Collapse' in The Australian, 25 October 2006. 

4. The debate around 'design democracy' is currently gathering momentum. One 

instance of this centred on the article 'Are Designers The Enemy Of Design?' by 

Business Week's design writer, Bruce Nussbaum, based on a talk he gave to Parson:; 

School of Design, New York in March 2007, which he subsequently posted on his 

blog. Many publications picl,cd up on Nussbaum's article, including the New York 

design e-publication, Ne.xtD, which invited and published nfty responses, positive 

and negative, from design writers around the world. 

5. Peter Kropotldn, Fields, Facto1"ies and Workshops Tomo·l'ro'w ( 1 899), London: 

George Alien & Unwin, 1974. 
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6. Julian Huxlcy, TVA Adventu1·e in Planning, London: Architectural Press, 1943, p. 

131. 

7. For example, see the extensive list of authors who contributed to the 1,000 pages 

plus collection by Bruno Latour and Peter Weibel (eds), Making Things Public: 
Atmospheres of Democracy, Cambridge, .MA: MIT Press, 2005. 

8. Randolph Hcster, Des ignf01· Ecological Democracy, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 

2006. 

9. Isabelle Stcrlgers, 'The Cosmopolitieal Proposal' in Latour and Weibel, Making 
Things Public, pp. 994-1003 . 

10. For a full account of 'design intelligence' see Design Philosophy Papers No. 4, 
2004, www.desphilosophy.com . 

1 1 .  Modern pathfinders who strove to advance design intelligence, like Buckminster 

Fuller, Bruce Archer, Herbert Simon, Reyner Banham, Christopher Alexander, 

J. Christopher Jones and Manfredo Tafuri - occupied various socio-cultural per

spectives and political ideologies, while adopting diverse objects of focus. Although 

they all, by degree, made contributions to how design problems, objects, methods 

and practices are understood, they did so without an adequate engagement with 

the question of intelligence itself. 

12. The kind of content to be embracing would be the likes of: the relational interplay 

between design and mind; design as artefact and artifice; design's agency in the 

world; design, economy, ecology and exchange; design interpretation and criti

cism; design as ethics materialized and ethical accountability; design, cultural 

authorship and change. 

Chapter I Understanding the Nature of Practice 

1. Pierre Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of P-ractice, Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 1977. 

2. Ibid., p. 85. 

3 .  Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition, Chicago: Chicago University Press, 

1958/1989, p. 229. 

4. Ontological design can be basically understood as- 'the things of the world (includ

ing things that designers design) as they themselves contribute to the designing 

of modes of being i n  that world, and thus to the changing character of worlds 
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themselves'. These are relations in flux; they are dynamic, circular and excessive. 
See Anne-Marie Willis, 'Ontological Design - Laying the Ground', Des ign 
Philosophy Papers Collect·ion Three (ed. Anne-Marlc Willis), Ravensboumc, 
Queensland, Australia: Team 0/E/S Publications, 2007, pp. 80-98. 

5. Arendt, The Human Condition, p. 230. 
6. Hope Shand and Kathy J. Wetter, 'Shrinking Science: An Introduction to 

Nanotechnology' in World Wacch Institute State of the World Report 2006, New 
York: W. \V. Norton, 2006, p. 83. 

7. Ibid., pp. 78-95. 

8. \Villiam McNeill, The Glance of the Eye, New York: SUNY Press, 1999, pp. 65-71. 
The knowledge gained from this kind of obsenration is not simply delivered via 
the optics of sight - what is observed caJls upon all senses and the resources of 
mind. lt also begs to acknowledge that everything being considered will always 
be aesthetically refracted, and may well arrive before us by virtue of mediation 
and interpretation. As well, whatever the means of revelation, it ca11 equally be a 

means of concealment (the true nature of a thing as itself and as viewed by us are 
never convergent). 

9. Ibid. 
10. Karl Marx, 'The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte' (2nd cdn, 1869), in 

David Fembach (ed.), Surveys from Exile: Political Writings, Harmondsworth: 
Penguin/New Left Review, 1973, p. 146. 

Chapter 2 Understanding the Directional Nature of Design 

1. Gregory Bateson, Steps to an Ecology of Mind, London: Paladin, 1973. 

2. Relationality, as a concept, has a contradictory status within Western rationalist 
thought. It is ignored, refused, embraced and differentially understood. Ever since 
Aristotle's address to substance in the Categories and his radical rcworlting of it 
in book Zeta of The Metaphysics, relationality has been posed against substantial
ism. Yet, as Aristotle knew full well, the fundamental substances of the things upon 

which everything depends turns on the properties of their relations. As we read 
in book Delta of The Metaphysics, all things with ' . . .  relational account, whether 
numerical or potential, are relations by dint of the fact that the account of some
thing else is involved in what they are, not that what they are is involved in the 
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account of something else.' Although named in various ways, relationality figures 

in the work of thinkers as diverse as, for example, David Hume, John Oewey, 
Ludwig Wittgenstcin and Martin Heidegger. Relationality is also found at the core of 
Alfred North Whitehead's 'philosophy of organism' in which 'All relatedness has its 
foundation in the rclatedness of actualities; as such relatedncss is wholly concerned 
with the appropriation of the dead by the living.' (Alfred North Whitehead, preface 
to Process and Reality, 1st edn, New York: Macmillan, 1929.) 

3. David L. Hall and Roger T. Amcs, Anticipating China, New York: State University 
of New York Press, 1995, pp. 11-12. Hall and Ames point out the significance of the 
interplay between 'Ten Thousand Things' (as a l<ey to understanding the complexity 
of change and correlative thought, as developed during the Han Dynasty in the 

third century se). 
4. Ibid. 

5. On ontological design, see Anne-Marie Willis, 'Ontological Designing - Laying 
t11e Ground', Design Philosophy Papers Collection Three, in Anne-Marie Willis, 
Ravensbourne, Queensland, Australia: Team D/E/S Publications, 2007, pp. 80-98. 

6. Since the late 1920s a considerable literature on automobiles, movement, freedom 
and the reorganization of space has amassed. Much of this is focussed on the United 
States and one of the most interesting reviews of it has been Joseph lnterrante 'You 
Can't Go to Town in a Bathtub: Automobile Movement and the Reorganization of 

Rural American Space 1900-1930', Radical l!istory Review, 21,  1980, pp. 151-68. 
7. 'The New Citroen' in translation in Roland Barthes, Mythologies, London: Paladin, 

1973, pp. 88-90. Ironically, Bart11es was run over and killed on a street in Paris (by 
a laundry truck). 

Chapter 3 The Imperative and Redirection 

1 .  The idea that economies always have to continually grow is dejacw a. proposition 
in accord with the impossibUit)' of perpetual motion. 

2. Max Weber, Economy and Sociery, in Guenther Roth and CJaus \Viltich (eds and 
trans.), New York: Bedntinster Press, 1968 - the book was originally published in 
1914. 

3. Carl Schmitt, The Orisis of Parl famenta1y Democracy (lrans. Ellcn l<e•medy), 

Cambridge, MA: .M IT Press, 1998. 
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4. Jacques Ranciere, Hatred of Democracy, London: Verso, 2006. 
5. Aristotle's turn to politics as the means by which the ethical could be advanced, 

while influenced by Plato's understanding of the political being the realm of all 

human conduct (rather than just tl1at between the individual and the state), 

undercut the proposition of tile ethical state (this critique, of course, prefigured 

Hegel's conception of the etl1ical nature of the 'end state'). Specifically, what 

Aristotle did was to suggest tllat the discussion of how to advance ethics should 
focus on legislation and tile study of the constitution in order to discover what 

laws and customs best serve it. This focus, he believed, was the means by which 
to complete a 'philosophy of human nature' (The Nicomachean Ethics: 1181 bzO). 
Aristotle's conclusion to his writing on ethics was, of course, the opening into the 

project that becan1e The Politics. 

6. Bruno Latour, Politics of Nature (trans. Catherine Porter), Cambridge, li·1A: Harvard 

University Press, 2004, pp. 10-18. 

Chapter 4 Design as a Redirective Practice 

1. Design as embodied technology comes in the form of software able to generate vast 
numbers of variations on the same theme - project home floor plans, wine bottle 

labels, mobile phone cases, fabtic patterns and so on. 

2. On hegemony see Antonio Gramsci, 'The Modern Prince', in Prison Notebooks 
(trans. Quintin Hoare and Geoffrey Nowell Smith), London: Lawrence & Wishart, 

1971, pp. 123-205. 
3. The competition had support from the American Institute of Architects, the 

Los Angeles Museum of Art and Architecture and a number of distinguished 
architects. 

4. The submission presentation was made in Los Angeles by .Jim Gall and Tony Fry in 

June 2007; it was awarded second place. 

5. B. F. Skinner's book Walden Two, published in 1948, was itself inspired by Thoreau's 

Walden: Life in the Woods (1854). The words quoted come from the Preface of the 
1976 edition, published in New York by Macmillan. 

6. The project is also perhaps a modest illustration of an ecology of mind (how ideas 

travel). Prior to working in Fiji, Chris Cote worked for Lonergan and Cracknell, 

a Sydney-based architectural practice. Not only are Peter Lonergan and Julie 
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Cracknell friends of the author but they also did several courses on sustainable 

architecture that he ran while director of the EcoDesign Foundation, worked on 

a project with him, as well as Peter Lonergan becoming a board member of the 
organization. Thus their practice and the people who worked for it were knowingly 

or unknowingly exposed to, and influenced by, relational design theory and practice 

very early. 

Chapter 5 ReviewingTwo Key Redirective Practices 

1 .  'Living an exemplary life' was one of the cornerstones of Confusion thought. 

2. Ha! Foster, Recodings: Art, Spectacle, Cultural Policies, Seattle, WA: Bay Press, 

1985. 
3. It was shown that just a one-way flight of a Boeing 747-200 used more energy than 

was required to build a small factory. 

4. Mexico City, Munich, Atlanta - the history of violence associated with the Games is 

writ large. As global terrorism has escalated, the security risk of the Olympics ever 

increases. 

5. On Neville Brody and The Face see 'The Bottom Line on Planet One', in Dick 

Ilebdige, Hiding in Light, London: Routledge, 1988, pp. 155-76. 
6. On streamlining see Chapter 3 of Tony Fry, A New Design Philosophy: An Intro

duction eo Defu.ruring, Sydney: University of New South Wales Press, 1999. 

Chapter 6 Futuring, Redirective Practice, Development and 
Culture 

1 .  On the violence of genocide and cthnocide see Pierre Clastres, A1·chaeology of 

Violence (trans. Jeanine Hennan), New Yorli: Semiotext{e), 1994. 
2. Alongside the rise of the 'development process' and 'development studies' there has 

been a now longstanding major critique of development discourse and its design

ation of the condition of 'underdevelopment'. This critique was heavily inflected by 

Marxist methodology. Not\vithstanding the demise of .Marxism as a political ideology, 

economic and social system, or as a theory of history, it did deliver a very powerful 

analysis that still requires engagement if we are to understand the nature of newly 
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industrializing, still non-industrialized and neo-dysfunctional nations. Although it 

is unfashionable, much can still be learnt from past and present Marxist critique 

for example Samir Amin, Unequal Development (trans. Brian Pearce), Hassocks: 

Hanrester, 1976 or Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Empire, Cambridge, MA: 
llarvard University Press, 2000. Equally, it is also worth taking cognizance of what 

historical ru1d cultural an thropology tells us about development (see, for example, 

Marshall Sahlins, Culture in Practice, New York: Zone Books, 2005). 

3. The distinction between undevelopment and underdevelopment was powerfully 

made by Andre Gunder Frank in the late 1960s. See James Cockcroft, Andre 

GUI1der Frank and Dale Johnson, Dependence and Underdevelopment, New York: 

Anchor Books, 1972. 

4. Reported on 'Rural News', ABC Radio National (Australia), 8 September 2007. 

5. Liang Congjie, The Great Thoughts of Ch·ina, New York: Wiley, 1996, p. 254. 

6. Manuel Castells, The Rise of Network Society, Cambridge, MA: Blackwell, 1996, 

pp. 17, 112. 

7. Exploitation of crisis is one of the ways capital expands and regenerates - war 

being the most graphic example. 

8. David Dickson, Alternatiue Technology, London: Fontana, 1974. 

9. Victor Papanek, Des ignfor the Real World, London: Thames & lludson, 1972. 

10.  Tony Fry, 'Design Betwixt Design's Others', in Anne-Marie Willis (ed.), Design 
Philosophy Pape1·s Collection Two, Ravensbourne, Queensland, Australia: Team 

DIF/S Publications, 2005 rutd Design Philosophy Papers, No. 6, 2003-4. www. 

desphilosophy.com 

Chapter 7 Unpacking Futuring -The Self, Community, 
Culture and Ethics 

l . The original concept of technological obsolescence as explored by people like 

Vance Packard in The Waste Makers,  Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1961, was 

based on the notion of obsolescence being designed into a product's materials, 

construction and performance - things were created to prematurely fail so they 

had to be replaced. The contemporary approach is for a new product to make 

the prior one redundant by outperforming it (increasing the memory and speed 

of computers is an obvious example). The environmental inlpacts of such activity 
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can be overtly negative or more ambiguous. For example, an LCD flat panel display 

screen uses only 25 per cent of the energy of a CRT screen; at the same time it 

makes the latter technology obsolete and thus drives a massive surge in electronic 

waste. 

2. In 2007 the Australian Government promised AUD200 million worth of aid to assist 

with the restoration of forests in the region. \Vhile this was welcomed it is but a 

'drop in the bucket'. 

3. On Future Studies see Fu.tures - The Joumal of Policy, Planning and Fu.ture 
Studies. 

4. Jean-Luc Nancy, The Jnoperati'Ve Cornmu.nity (trans. Pe ter Connor et al.), 

Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1992, p. :3. 

S. Mike Davis, Planet of Slums, London: Verso, 2006. 

6. Nancy, The Inoperati'Ve Commu.nity, p. 9. 

7. A very simple example that pulls tradition, community and environmental care 

together was the road-building of Africa's Ganda people - it was a traditional 

practice conducted by the community that went around obstacles like trees. This 

practice was condemned as 'lazy and backward' by Western road builders in Africa 

who swept all before them regardless, as they struck to their straight path. See 

Michael Adas, Machines as the Meas-ure of Men, lthaca, NY: Cornell University 

Press, 1989, pp. 153-65. 

8. This claim is argued at length in Tony Fty, A New Design Philosophy: An lntro

du.ction to De.fututing, Sydney: University of New South Wales Press, 1999. 

Chapter 8 Methods of Change I - Platforming, 
Return Briefs and NewTeams 

1.  The company that has received most attention in respect of such change is Ray 

Anderson's internationaJ carpet-tile company Interface Inc. Founded in 197:3 by 

Ray Anderson, it has the stated aim of being the world's leader in industrially led 

sustainability. 

2. See Hilary Wainwright and Dave Elliot, The Lucas Plan , London: Allison & Busby, 

1982. 

3. 'fhis assessment was prior to the issue of global warming being identified, and thus 

recharging from a non-renewable energy source was not regarded as a problem. 
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4. The analysis may have been correct in terms of the arrival of bio-fuels, hydrogen 

fuel cells and hybrid power but was wrong on timing- currently a decade on, LPG 
is still a commercial prospect. 

5. As a director of the sustain-ability design consultancy Team DIE/S Pty Ltd, I have 

been working with Gall & Medek on a variety of redirective projects for the past two 

years - although the relation with the practice is longer standing. 

6. Initially, the acoustic performance of the Sydney Opera House was notoriously 

bad. 

Chapter 9 Methods of Change 2 - Designing in Time 

1 .  See the original discussion of topic, Tony Fry, 'The Scenario of Design' in Design 

Philosophy Paper·s No. 1, 2005, www.desphilosophy.com. 

2. Ibid. 

3. Ezio Manzini and Frarwois .Mgou, Sustainable Everyday: Scenarios of Urban Life, 

Milan: Edizoni Ambiente, 2003. 

4. Ibid. 

Chapter I 0 Futuring and Learning the New from the Past 

l. Lot..her Ledderose, Ten Thousand Thi1'!gs, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 

2000, p. 133. 

2. Ibid., pp. 132-4. 

3. S. Liang, Yingzao Fashi, Beijing: Zhu Shi Zhong Guo Jian Zhu Gong Ye Cu Ban She 

(in Chinese), 1983. 

4. Design for disassembly is a significant but stiiJ underemployed technique of 

sustainable architecture. 

5. A full and detailed exposition of this is given by Ledderose in Ten Thousand Thing�;, 
pp. 132-7. The conventional wisdom among scholars is that the Greeks overtook 

the Chinese because they had geometry, whereas the Chinese did not - see G. 
E. R. Lloyd, Adversaries and Authorities: Investigations into Ancient Greek and 

Chinese Science, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996. Certainly, much 

of the detail of the Yingzao Fashi brings that claim into question - the practical 

could not have existed without a conceptual dimension. 
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6. Ibid. 
7. See Michael Adas, Machines as the Measure of Men, I thaca: Cornell University 

Press, 1989. 

8. Pig iron/cast iron consists of iron, carbon and impurities; wrought iron is high 

in carbon, low in impurities and very malleable; and then there are a variety of 

processes, like direct reduction, which can bypass making iron in a blast furnace 

for steel making. 

9. Electric arc furnaces are a favoured technology for recycling - recycled steel 

requires only half as much energy to manufacture as new steel, which of course 

means halving greenhouse gas emissions. 

10. C. Secrett, 'Greater Carajas: Sustainable Development or Environmental Cat

astrophe?' in D. Treece (ed.), BoundinMiseryand lron: The Impact of the Grande 

Carajas Programme on the Indians of Brazil, London: Survival International, pp. 

58-96; M. Simons, 'The Smelters' Price: A Jungle Reduced to Ashes', New York 
Times, 28 May 1987, p. 2. 

11. P. M. Fearnside, 'The Charcoal of Carajas: Pig-iron Smelting Threatens the Forests 

of Brazil's Eastern Amazon Region', Ambio 18(2) (1989), pp. 141-3. 

12. Jeb Blount, 'The Secret World of Modern Slavery', Bloomberg.coro (see \vww. 

bloomberg.com/apps/news), 25 January 2007. 

13. Waiter Emrich, Handboo/"{ of Charcoal Making , Dordrecht: Reidel Publishing 

Company, 1985. 

Chapter I I Designer as Redirective Practitioner
New Roles beyond Design 

1. Harold Nelson and Erik Stalterman address design as a service as follows: 'Design 

is, by definition, a service relationship. All design activities are animated through 

dynamic relationships between those being served - clients, surrogate clients 

(those who act on behalf of clients), customers and end users - and those in 

service, including designers. Design is about service on behalf of the other.' Harold 

Nelson and Erik Stolterman, The Design Way, Englewood Cliffs, N.J: Educational 

Technology Publications, 2003, p. 47. 

2 .  The absorption of solar radiation by the thermal mass of dense materials like 
concrete, followed by the re-radiation of this heat as the sun goes down, has the 
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effect of significantly or tot:dly eliminating the difference between day and night 

temperatures. Heat islanding is so severe in, for example, a city like Tokyo, that in 

some districts people are required to throw water on streets and pavements. 

Chapter 1 2  Futuring against Sustaining the Unsustainable 

1. On the pre-history of 'green design' sec Victor Papanek, Design /<'or The Real World, 

London: Thames & Hudson, 1972 and David Dickson, Alternat-ive Technology, 

London: Fontana, 1974. For a contemporary view tl1at situates design it1 relation to 

'technology and sustainability' see Aidan Davison, Technology and dle Contested 

Meaning ofSustainability, New York: SUNY Press, 2001. 

2. William McDonough and Michael Braungart, Cradle to Cradle, New York: North 
Point Press, 2002, pp. 105-1 5. 

3.  Ibid., p. 150. 

4. Buekmister Fuller, 'Earth lnc.', in James MeUer (ed.), The Buckminster Fuller 

Reader, Harmonsdsworth: Penguin Boo!{$, 1972, pp. 231-51. 

5. The broad agenda of the philosophy of technology is the development of a critical 

philosophical reflection upon what technology is and does. Emst Kapp is often 

cited as the founder of this philosophical subdiscipline (his key text being Grund

linien einer Philosophie der Technik, published in 1877). Of course, this whole 

tradition was predated and influenced by Aristotle's consideration of making and 

by the Enlightenment's engagement with technology and the mechanical, not least 

by Frances Bacon and Rene Oescartes. On the history of the philosophy of tech

nology see Car! Mitcham, Thinhing Through Technology, Chicago: University of 

Chicago Press, 1994. 

6. On building performance see, for example, N. Henderson and M. Rosenberger, 

'Building Green: How to Make the Most of Your Green Building', Seattle Daily 

Journal of Commerce, 1 1  March 2004 and Alex Hartmann, 'Green Buildings: 

Getting the Ratings You Need', Property Auscmlia, July 2006. The topic is also 

covered regularly in the US journal En'Vimnmenta.l Building News and the UK 

Building Services Journal. 

7. McDonough and Michael Braungart, Cradle to Cmdle. 

8. For a substantial and critical reading of tl1is issue see C .  B. Christensen, 'What is 

so Sustainable about Services? The Truth in Service and Flow', Design Philosophy 
Papers, No. 3, 2007. 
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9. Sec Tim Jackson (ed.), Sustainable Consumption, London: Earthscan, 2006. 

10. Tony Fry, 'Dwelling in Streamlined America', in A New Design Philosophy: An 

Introduction to D<ifuturing, Sydney: UNSW Press, pp. 105-45. 
11. This area of the study of consumption links to recent developments of the study of 

material culture. It is being especially associated with the work of Elizabeth Shove 

-see, for example, Elizabeth Shove, Conifort, Cleanliness, and Convenience: The 
Social Organizaiion of Normality, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003. 

12. Bruno La tour, 'Where are the Missing Masses? The Sociology of Mundane Artefacts', 

in W. Bijker and J. Law (eds), Shapi11g Technology/Building Society, Cambridge, 

MA: MIT Press, 1992. 
13. For example sec the website www.Superuse.org. 

14. For example see Arthur P. J. Mol, Global isation and Environmental Reform: The 
Ecological Modem:i.zation of the Global Econonl!)>, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 

2001. 

15. Martin Heideggcr, 'The Thing', in Poet·ry I�anguage Tho�ht (trans. AJbert 

llofstadter), New York: Harper Row, 1971; and Frangois Jullien, The Propensity of 
Things (trans. Janet Lloyd), New York, 1995. 

16. See for example, a sampler collection like David B. Clarkc, Marcus A. Doe) and 

Kate M. L. Housiaux, The Consumption Reader, London: Routledge, 2003. 

17. The literature of the past it lags behind includes, for instance: on political econ

omy - Jean Baudrillard, For a C1'itique of the Political Econony of che Sign (trans. 

Charles Levin), St Louis: Telos Press, 1981; on the 'nature' of artefacts' - Martin 

Heidegger on 'The Thing' in Poetry Language Tlwught (trans. Albert Hofstadtcr), 

New York: Harper & Row, 1971 and Elaine Scarry, The Body in Pain, Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 1985. On ontological design sec - Anne-Marie Willis, 

'Ontological Designing- Laying the Ground', Des ign Philosophy Papers Collection 

Three, Ravensbourne, Queensland, Australia: Team D/EIS Publications, 2007, pp. 

80-98. 

18. Architecture for Humanity (ed.),Design Dike You Giue a Damn, London: Thames 

& Hudson, 2006. 

J 9. There is a profound relation between the failure of humanitarianism and un

sustainability laid out in the repetition of the history of genocide (from Germany 

and the holocaust in the 1940s to the lil{es of Cambodia, Bosnia and Rwanda). The 

1944 publication of Adomo and Horkheimer's seminal text Dialect ic of Enlight
enmem gave considerable impetus to philosophical arguments that the Holocaust 

brought the humanist dimension of the Enlightenment project to its end, not least 
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because of tbe damage done to the human spirit. See Edith Wyschogrod, Spirit 

in Ashes: Hegel, Heidegger and Man Made Mass Death, New Haven, CT: Yale 

University Press, 1985. 

20. World Commission on Environment and Development (Brundtland Report), Our 

Common Future, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987. 

21.  Sec Martin Heidegger, The Essence of Human Freedom (trans. Tl'd Sadler), 
London: Continuum, 2005. 

Chapter 1 3  Sustainment and a New Epoch of Humanity 

1. These events are presented in detail by Brian Fagan in The Long Summer: How 

Climate Changed Civilisation, New York: Basic Books, 2004. 
2. Theodor Adorno and Max llorkheimer, Dialectic of Enlightenment (trans. John 

Cumming), London: Verso, 1979, p. 41. l<'irst published in 1944. 

3. Dcconstructive theory got near to making this apparent, but was stymied by its 

propensity towards academicism and the anti-intellectual recoil it engendered. 

The power of deconstruction was especially associated with Jacqucs Dcrrida who 

came as near as anyone to traversing the fault lines of reason - see, for example, 

his reading of Emmanuel Levinas in Chapter 4 of 'Violence and Metaphysics: An 

Essay on the Thought of Emmanuel Levinas' in Writing and Difference (trans. 

Alan Bass), Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1978). Such thought also cast a 

much wider net - to take two very different examples: Arkady Plotnitsky's survey 

text Ecofigurations (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1993) built around 

Georgcs Sa taille's notion of General Economy in the The Accursed Share (volume 

1,  trans. Robert Hurley, New York: Zone Books, 1988) and Bernard Stiegler's writing 

on philosophy, technology and tbe human in Techn ics and Time 1 (trans. Richard 

Bcardsworth and George Collins), Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1998). 

4. Theodor Adomo, Negative Dialectics, London: Routledge, 1990, p. 5 .  
5. This common description does not �rasp the movement of 'knowledge knowing 

itself' (the knowing return of foundational thought to itself) as a basic trait of 'the 

other of the one' (the contradiction of critical reflection), the thing and the human, 

the on tic and the hermeneutic. See, for example the account given by Werner .Marx 

in Heidegger and the Tradition, Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1971, 

p. 59. 
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6. See David L. Hall and Roger T. Amcs, Thinking Through Confucius, New York 

SUNY, 1987. 
7. The reduction of freedom to market choice directly connects to the notion of 

'consumer sovereignty' wherein democracy simply becomes a market mechanism. 
See C. B. Macpherson, The L-ife and Times of Liberal Democracy, Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1977, pp. 79-80. 

Chapter 1 4  Picturing Economic and Cultural Futures 

1. Georges Bataille, The Accursed Share, Volume 1 (trans. Robert liurley), New York: 
Zone Books, 1988, pp. 3-4. First published 1967. 

2. In relation to change, as l have stated elsewhere: 'We, as organic forms, are thus 
deeply implicated in what is sought to be understood, we are part of the exchange, 
the material in transit, the inventors of the explanation of process. More than this, 
we are the site of the dynamic that "flows" from living th.e experience of exchange 
within economy, as changing matter . . .  Relations are thus kinetic, exchange is 
dynamic and the vectors that transport, move in all directions, through all elements, 
between the inert, the live, the decaying, the emergent, the scare and the excessive.' 
Tony Fry, Remakings: Ecology, Des ign, Philosophy, Sydney: Envirobook, 1994, pp. 

158-9. 
3 .  'Changing from the perspectives of restrictive economy to those of general economy 

actually accomplishes a Copernican transformation: a reversal of thing - and of 
etltics.' Bataille, The Accursed Share, p. 25. 

4. David Frisby cited this remark by Kracauer (made in an essay in 1920). Sec Preface 
to the Second Edition of Simmel's Philosophy of Money (trans. Tom Bottomore and 
Da,rid Frisby), Routledge: London, 1990, p. x.xvi. 

5. Simmel, p. 82. 
6. Francis Fulwyama, The End ofHistO!')J, Penguin: New York/London, 1992. llis claim 

being tltat the 'victory' of capitalism and liberal democracy could be taken as a full 

realization of humanity's historical destiny. 
7. The Stem Review on the Ecooomics of Climate Chanae by Nicholas Stern 

commissioned by the United Kingdom government and published in 2006 is so 
limited that it does not even begin to start this calculation. 

8. l�or a more developed exposition of care see Fry, Rem.akings, pp. 101-40. 
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Chapter I 5 Sustainment by Design -'Dig Where You Stand' 

1. Karl Marx, Capi£a1, Vol. 1 (trans. Samuel Moore and Edward Aveling), London: 
Lawrence & Wishart, 1977, p. 174. First published 1887. 

2. Details are available from: teamdes@teamdes.com.au. 
3. Maria Cecclia Loschiavo dos Santos, 'Spontaneous Design, Informal Recycling and 

Everyday life in Postindustrial Metropolis', Design Research: P-roceedings of the 

Politechn ico di Muano Conference, 18-20 May 2000, pp. 458-66. 

4. Maria Cecelia Loschiavo dos Santos, 'The Vital Package Living on the Streets in 

Global Cities: Sao Paulo, Los Angeles and Tokyo', Visual Soc iology, 15, 2000, pp. 

101-18. 
5. Mike Davis, Planet of Slums, London: Verso, 2006. 
6. The details of this case study are based on circumstances up to October 2007. 

Chapter 1 6  Challenges of Sustainment and Futuring -
A Review of Change Agents 

L Ludwig Wittgenstein, n·actarus Logico-Philosophicus, London: Routledgc & Kegan 
Paul, 1961, para. 5.6, p. 56. First published 1921. 
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